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2023 – The Year the Full Truth is about to be Revealed 
a special creation and sharing done by 
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the Advancement of Humanity 

 

 
 

The Logo for our Center designed by Shahiroz Walji, Center Video Producer 
 

INTRODUCTION 
WHAT IS THIS E-BOOK ABOUT? 

 

Hello and welcome to the e-book version of this Series of Messages that 
are linked to the Truths on many levels related to the essence of Humanity 
that will be revealed within 2023 and beyond. My name is Joshua Shapiro 
and I will be your host for the materials contained within this e-book. This 
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message series has been appearing as a series of posts on Facebook since 
the end of January (2023) which were then mirrored to the two 
newsletters we offer, one which is called the Crystal Skull Explorer’s on-
line newsletter (this group is a co-sponsor of these materials) and the 
second one is the newsletter for the members of our Center, where we 
share with them the latest news and updates. Furthermore, on March 19th, 
the first segment of the video series version of this series of Messages 
related to the 2023 Revelation of Truths was uploaded to the Center’s 
rumble video channel with the same title which I (Joshua), also created and 
produced. (I will share a link at the end of this document, in our resources 
section, to our rumble channel so you can find it the listing of the videos 
there) Note: -- As of June 12th (2023), I have uploaded four videos 
consisting of two Segments and I will continue to be adding more videos to 
this series over time.  
 
The inspiration I inwardly received which led me to start making the posts 
for this series of messages (that you are about to read within this e-book) 
– it officially began at the end of January (2023) while I was lying in my 
bed (not sure if it was before I went to sleep or when I woke up early in 
the morning but no matter …).  And then, I heard in my mind’s voice, a one-
line message. Now, before I share this message, the reader must 
understand that these so-called inner one-liners come to me all the time, 
unexpectedly but never-the-less always profound! 
 
So here is basically what I heard as I was thinking to myself this question: 
“Why hadn’t the positive transformations for our world taking us into a 
time of total peace (or into a “Golden Age”) been visibly seen (in a more 
public way) very much just quite yet? Why are these rumored activities 
which will take us to this glorious future still being hidden from humanity? 
Many of us, who were following the alternative on-line news sources to 
share the Truth of what is really happening within world, we all felt that 
before the end of 2022, this powerful information and insights would be 
coming out for all to see, but it still had not done so.  
 
However, as I was pondering to myself the questions, all of a sudden, the 
Voice said: “(Within) 2023, the {real / full} Truth is definitely going to be 
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revealed to all of humanity”. So what did this message mean to me and why 
did I feel called to respond to it (which later resulted in my writing all of 
these posts on Facebook initially, which are now contained within this e-
book)? 

 
So, going forward, I will call the source of my message (or similar 
messages), “The Voice”.  What “The Voice” was saying is that the sharing of 
the Full Truth about “Everything” was going to begin to happen in this year 
(2023) absolutely! That is, it would be revealed to all the people of the 
world in some way and form so that every person on our Earth could clearly 
hear and see this information and understand it (as there are individuals 
who hold this knowledge but they have chosen to keep it secret). Further 
more, for many of us who are following our own spiritual path, we do have a 
good idea of what is happening within our world and like myself, have been 
inwardly guided by “Spirit” (or the “Voice”) where to find these alternative 
new sources.  And then, this Truth will be presented and explained to All 
from the perspective of how our world will be transformed into a world of 
Total Peace and Harmony in our near future verses the current chaotic 
conditions we are experiencing, as being orchestrated by a small group of 
people who wish total domination and control of our world – i.e. The “Light” 
vs. the darkness. 
 
However, only those people or groups (who are working secretly behind the 
scenes) and are actively involved in a systematic planned process for these 
“Great Revelations”, as I would call them, know when this “Great Sharing” 
will take place.  Some people might call this a sharing of “Truth Bombs”. 
Because, most likely, for many individuals in our world who depend upon the 
major media and key government officials (within their respective country), 
to tell them what perception of our world they want us to believe in about 
our so-called planet (in addition to the education that we received in school) 
– then, how will these individuals be able to deal with their lives when they 
learn that almost everything they were ever told and taught has been a lie? 

 
Now, for some of you who are starting to read this introduction, after what 
I just said above in my last sentence, you may be ready to stop reading this 
e-book and totally delete it! You may be asking how could I be making such 
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an outrageous statement? Yet, I do completely understand why you may 
think or feel this way.  I realize my job here then becomes, within this e-
book, to provide for you some form of evidence to back up how I know what 
I am saying here has to be true. So I promise you, I will do my best to 
answer your questions, if you give me a chance.  
 
Now going back to my experience in January; after I got “The Message” 
from “The Voice”, I felt I was being asked to take up this task to let other 
people know what was coming in 2023 and it wasn’t going to be easy. 
However, as I have always done, when I do some type of sharing with 
others, whether it’s a public talk or some type of presentation on-line, I 
just offer the best information I have gathered so far and let the readers 
or participants decide for themselves what has value for them.  Therefore, 
based upon my recent studies of a few new subjects plus what is being 
openly shared on these alternative news sources (and especially for me, I 
depend upon the social media known as Telegram, that contains a variety of 
channels who are sharing all kinds of key and insightful information. 
Telegram compared to other social media platforms for me has been the 
least corrupted or polluted without being totally censored) this is where a 
majority of my information comes from which is reflected within this e-
book. Therefore, it is obvious that there will be many many many people who 
were going to be in total shock when these “Truth Bombs” come out – so I 
asked myself, is there something I could do to soften this blow? 
 
Thus, following my typical pattern of what I go through when I get 
inspiration to write one of my new book (where – First I get the subject 
about the book and then shortly thereafter, I will see in my mind’s eye the 
Table of Contents for this book and then lastly, I have a knowingness of 
how to fill in the written materials for each chapter and section {which of 
course, takes a long time of very devoted effort} ) … the same process 
started to happen to me once again with this project. So, shall we call them 
a series of messages discussing what is to come during 2023? I have been 
receiving since January how to break up the information into Posts (or 
Parts) for this version that I did upon my Facebook page and for our 
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Newsletters and more recently (starting in late March) a slightly different 
version (that I call segments) came to me for the video series. 
 
For the Facebook/Newsletter posts/sharings – this is what I was shown to 
do, and what you will be reading within this e-book. These posts were first 
published on Facebook and then copied from January 26th through May 10th, 
2023 to our newsletter members which included the Intro and Parts 1 and 
2. What I was intending to include in Part 3, is being done through our video 
series I mentioned above, entitled “2023: The Year the Full Truth is About 
to Be Revealed”. So I call this document Part I, but in the future since I am 
using digital slides for the videos, then Part II of this document will be 
coming through these videos and I will probably make an e-book sometime 
later, based upon the text and images from the digital slides. 
 
Here was my primary focus for determining what I will be discussing within 
this series of posts and videos: 
 
My focus will be upon key subjects that we have been taught about linked to 
our understanding about our world and the reality that we live in but in 
fact, what we have been educated about is nothing but a deception that has 
been fostered by a so-called group of Elites (there are various names for 
these individuals but essentially it is a small group of people who are 
extremely wealthy and have been controlling our world for hundreds if not 
thousands of years). The Elite has determined by sharing with us these 
false histories, not telling us the truth about the world we live upon and 
doing all they can to stop us from discovering our true spiritual or Divine 
nature they are able take our power away from us and convince us to follow 
only their rules and laws. Or, in other words, to become, and this is a harsh 
way to say it, but become their slaves.  I know this sounds almost totally 
unrealistic but I hope you will remain open to what I will have to share with 
you to support this conclusion..   
 
In essence, this really is all about that old story of “Good” (“The Light”) 
versus evil (the darkness).  Although, for many of us, we may sense that 
some form of evil does exist within our world but we have been led to 
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believe that its impact upon us is not all that strong.  However, I believe 
(and there more and more evidence coming out for this every day now, 
mostly through alternative news sources and social media, in bits and 
pieces) that this so-called “undeclared war” has greatly intensified since 
Covid-19 showed up at the end of 2019. 
 
Now briefly, let’s turn our attention as I wish to speak about the video 
series version of these Messages. I started them in a slightly different 
direction. For Segment 1, which I completed on March 18th and uploaded to 
the Center’s Rumble Video Channel on March 19th; within this video I began 
a discussion of how our world is going to see total peace in our near future 
as well as what evidence I have starting viewing within this year (2023). I 
explained how I absolutely know that by 2037-2040 this transformation of 
our world will be fully completed (i.e. -- heaven on Earth).  This “knowing” is 
based upon two profound and powerful spiritual experiences I have had, a 
coma experience in 1990 and a spiritually channeled message (by the 
“Voice”) I received about our future in 1996 (these experience are 
completely shared within one of the free e-books we are offering). 
  
Then in Segment 2 (Part 1 released on May 5th, Part 2 on May 18th and Part 
3 on June 1st so far, at the time of the release of this document), I have 
been examining first, a few key events that have happened from 2016 
through 2020 and then, I have been focusing extensively upon events taking 
place during 2022 and the beginning of 2023. In Part 4 of this Segment, at 
this time, not yet done, I will continue discussing key events in 2023, up to 
the time I do the recording. Also in Part 3 and Part 4, I am bringing the 
viewer up to speed about the purportedly new positive and uplifting 
financial system that I think we will also see in 2023 offered by the White 
Hats and Alliance.  I believe that through these discussions dealing with a 
chronology of these various events, the viewers are able to better 
understand how our world is definitely moving toward this positive future 
and that it is actually God’s Will that this will happen (which is explained a 
bit more in Segment 1). Once you hear about these two unbelievable 
personal experiences I discussed in Segment 1, you will better understand 
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why I am choosing which subjects to share in the FB/Newsletter 
posts/messages and in the video series as well. :-) 

 
Thus, I am using these two different approaches, to do, what I have always 
done, since I starting doing my crazy travels on faith in the early 1980’s and 
that is to share, as I said before, the very best information I have 
uncovered during my research. That which totally resonates with my soul 
and then pass this information on for others to consider. It is not my job 
here to convince anyone of anything that I will be discussing, but my hope is 
that for each of you, you will find some gold nuggets that will fully prepare 
you for this glorious and miraculous future that is coming to our world and 
what we must endure to get there.. Plus, as all of these wondrous activities 
take place, then perhaps you will also be able to help your friends, family 
and extended family members to remain calm if they should go into shock as 
the Truth is revealed – yes? 

 
Lastly, I am not the only person who is doing this type of sharing, I can 
assure you. There are many other people involved in the same as each 
person finds their own unique approach and specializes upon specific 
information to disseminate. I assume since “The Voice” (or I also call it 
“Spirit”) has been after me (and encouraging me) to do these two 
approaches, that there are certain people out there (readers), no doubt, 
who will be reviewing this e-book (that discovered this material in some 
unique and interesting way -- just as has happened with my other books and 
on-line interviews, etc ...) and that it will fill in some key pieces and holes 
for them. Or maybe, it will just confirm what you already know or suspect. 
Further, other then “The Voice” and what I call my own inner spiritual 
experiences, the other information I will be discussing with you is about 
activities, events, insights or past histories that I feel inwardly guided to 
speak about.  I totally trust my intuitive feeling (when I get a hit I literally 
feel my whole body light up or I sense a very very strong inner vibration) in 
determining what information is the best to present for you.   
 
Now please understand, I do not have what is called a secret 
“whistleblower” telling me things, although I have interviewed Gene Decode 
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(4 times, and you can find these interviews on our video channels), who is 
very well respected for the information he is sharing and has greatly 
influenced my understanding of world events. In addition, I did interviewed 
a super soldier (which you’ll have to wait for what that is all about within 
Segment 3 of our video series) who had a very unique viewpoint about our 
world as well.  Plus, there other people have such contacts and I do tap into 
what information they are sharing via social media. 
 
OK, so what I have decided to do within this e-book then is to basically 
share the version of the posts I sent out to our newsletter members so you 
will be reading exactly what I published through Part 2I, which was the last 
section of Part 2. Then, please find a section at the very end of this e-book 
that contains our contact information along with our suggested on-line 
resources, if you wish to know more on a subject we are discussing. Also 
listed within that section is how to get the other 8 free-e-books (all in a 
PDF format) on a variety of subjects that we offer. I believe each one is 
directly connected in a way to what is happening here in 2023 and where 
our world is headed in the future. Six of these e-books I have written 
myself and two of them come from other sources. 
 
Yes, I know, I am throwing at you a lot of information here in the beginning 
before this e-book’s content has started, but it can’t be helped. I am a 
typical Aries and I can not hold back anything which I think may have a 
great value for you. I hope you find this material helpful and please feel 
free to share this e-book with anyone else you feel to do so which is why I 
am making it as a free e-book. 
 
To an amazing journey throughout 2023 and beyond. To the co-creation of 
making our world a Paradise and one that is, I dear say, if you will forgive 
me (but this is going to be a part of our future reality) a wonderful place 
for our Cosmic Brothers and Sisters (you may call them ETs, I like to call 
them Galactics, some other folk call them “Star Nations”) to come and visit 
and to share with us their stories of what life is like for them on their own 
worlds. 
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In Peace and Light always, 
 

Joshua Shapiro 

June 12th, 2023 

 
[Note: To learn more about The Center for the Advancement of Humanity 
and/or our organization, The Crystal Skull Explorers, the two co-sponsors 
for this new 2023 message series, again, you will find our resources and on-
line links shown at the end of this e-book … thank you!] 
 
--- a last thought … please excuse any grammatical errors within this e-
book,  I just turned 68 and have to do my own editing. Sometimes because 
my mind goes so fast, I think that I am typing what I wish to express 
correctly but I have seen this doesn’t always happen. Thank you for your 
kind consideration … Joshua  
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The Newsletter Edition, January 30th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – A Key Year!! 

 

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here -- its time 
again for some more information sharing … it’s hard to believe that 
January is already over.  
 
As usual, I woke up one morning and felt inwardly inspired to share 
various insights (that I think you will find highly interesting) with our 
extended world family.  I strongly believe that this year of 2023, (we 
are going to see) Great Truths are going to be shared with all of 
humanity that will be fully backed by total evidence and proof covering 
many levels.  I will need a series of messages to cover such information 
(Note: Information I have uncovered or walked into on-line via the 
internet and other insights based on some special experiences I have 
had and I am still having) and plan to use our on-line newsletters, 
FaceBook and Telegram to share these insights, so I apologize if you 
see it more then once ... We have discussed some of this before so … 
maybe if you resonate with various parts of this post, it could be 
shared with family and friends. Anyway, here we go again .... Joshua 
and Katrina, CS Explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 

  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - I am going to share with you, 
the first message (slightly modified) that I shared on Facebook last 
week here - tomorrow I will be sharing with you Part 1A that will deal 
with some evidence that the history we have been taught (in school 
and in other ways) about our world may not be the way how events 
have really happened. Also I recognize, that for some of you, this 
information I have been inwardly guided to by "Spirit" to discuss, may 
not resonate for all of you -- all we can do these days is share the best 
insights we uncover (as there are so many different scenarios being 
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offered to explain what is now happening in our world these days) with 
each other and then each of us must decide what works for us or not. 
 
From Facebook January 26th (An Introduction):   
 
Hello FB extended CS & Spiritual Family - this is gonna be another one 
of my inspired messages as I am going to focus about what might be 
coming up for 2023 along with three free e-books I can offer to you 
(2 of ours which you might have already and one from a new brother 
who also is offering a ton of free e-books himself) along with our 3 
rumble video channels which are chock full of great insights and highly 
interesting information and interviews too. :-) 
  
Here are the key concepts of which these books are going to support:  
 
#1 Is it quite possible that everything that we believe about our world 
and this reality that we live in ain't true at all? And if so, are we ready 
to toss everything we believe away?  My guess is that some of our 
extended family who are following their own spiritual path suspect this 
could be true and when this Truth starts coming out in leaps and 
bounds this year, that such individuals {like yourself} will be able to 
quickly adapt to it :-) ) .. and then ... 
 
#2 That during this year, 2023, what some are calling "Truth Bombs" 
are going to be revealed big time with full proof and evidence to 
support them (as the undeclared war happening these days between 
"Light" and dark comes to an end with the "Light" and "God/Creator" 
totally winning).  It is of course my hope that the information 
contained within the e-books we are able to offer could be of 
tremendous help for many people (our friends and family) especially 
when this Truth is being revealed, for those individual who might 
experience a great shock and have a hard time to deal with it. Thus, 
some type of new gentle education will be needed to support them as 
well as deal with the continued transformation coming to our world. 
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#3 These 3 e-books we are offering (I will tell you briefly what each 
is about) are for 3 types of people: A) Those who are already aware 
that our world is moving into the "Light", the 5D or Paradise and might 
require just a few more pieces to see a more clear picture of what is 
about to unfold within our world or; B) You are sensing something big is 
going on but not totally sure what it is all about but, you are very open 
to learn more and do your own personal research about these new 
possibilities and; C) You are not happy with what is happening in this 
world, you are a bit frightened or concerned about our future and 
thus, you just maybe might be open to look at some of these crazy 
explanations to see if you can get some answers about our global 
challenges and find a ray of hope for our future ... 
  
So, if you do fall into one of these 3 categories of people then, here is 
what the e-books we are offering and what the rumble video channels 
we have setup speak about, of which all are highly highly controversial 
topics BTW.  However, for myself, since 2020, and totally trusting in 
my own inner guidance, I absolutely know that these subjects will be 
demonstrating that humanity has not been given the real Truth (maybe 
only a few tiny pieces of it) related to the true nature of Mother 
Earth by the so-called Elite. And they have done this in a planned way 
and through a concerted effort because they wish to stop all of us 
from awakening to our true Divine Spiritual Being and Self. 
 
E-book #1 - Tartaria – around the late 18th century or the early part 
of the 1800's there still existed a worldwide civilization whom looked 
human but were taller than us and lived in total peace. Their cities 
were located all over the world and they were very spiritual and highly 
technical. However, they were intentionally taken out so our world 
could be reset (this was about 200 some years ago with a world flood). 
Part of the evidence that they even existed can be seen on the inside 
and outside of many of the cathedrals and religious and government 
buildings that we are familiar with. For you will find inside these 
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buildings, very advance artistic designs using sacred geometry within 
their architecture and art work plus ... (this is one of our e-books ...) 
  
E-book #2: Our Earth is not a Globe -- or we live upon what people 
(what has also been discussed within various governmental agency 
documents if you know where to find them on-line) call "Flat Earth" -- 
that is, we live on a flat non-rotating earth (with a dome over it which 
the Bible calls the Firmament). This e-book discusses not only evidence 
of such (called the GeoCentric Model) but explains why and discusses 
some scientific fallacies about why we can not be living upon a 
spherical globe in rotation upon its axis as well as rotating around the 
Sun (or in other words, that our Earth is a part of a planetary system 
moving through outer space).  This e-book contains over 500 pages 
which fully discusses this flat earth model, along with information 
about our sun and a black sun, the moon, the dome, and why our world 
definitely is a flat circular disk, with an ice wall at the outer edge and 
the true North Pole is at the very center of our world and plus .... (this 
e-book is ours) 
  
E-book #3: "Nothing is True, Everything is a Lie" by James W. Lee 
- which displays on the title page -- "History is a pack of lies about 
events that never happened told by people who weren't there."-- 
George Santayana ... Mr. Lee does a great job in this one e-book to 
discuss what is really happening behind the scenes within our world. I 
intuitively chose this e-book because it supports and explains the same 
core understanding that has come to me via my own investigations, 
personal spiritual experiences and inner insights. However, I need to 
warn our extended family, this is a very difficult book to read as it 
goes into great detail about a very dark aspect of our world which not 
everyone can handle. However, I truly believe that after you read this 
e-book and gain its knowledge, you will never again give away your 
power of your life to other individuals, groups and circumstances that 
are not for your highest good.  Plus, then Creator's Love and Light 
becomes fully transparent to us to live a happy and peaceful life! 
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[ To visit Mr. Lee’s website and see his other free e-books go to: 
   https://aplanetruth.info ]  
  
Sorry for this first message being so long -- just doing my thing as I 
have been inspired to do. To learn how to get one or all of these free 
e-books, just send us an email (see the on-line resource section at the 
end of this e-book too) and I will send it out to your way. For the 
three rumble video channels we offer collectively, I have put the links 
to the channels in our on-line resource section at the end, also. The 
three rumble channels are: The Center / Crystal Skull Explorers / CSE 
Flat Earth. 
 

As I continue to share the next pieces of this series of messages, I 
will be discussing and focusing upon key aspects of the various 
subjects that are contained within these three e-books I just 
mentioned.  If these subjects resonate for you or you wish to learn 
more than naturally I recommend you contact me so I can send to you 
a copy of (the/each) e-book itself. My further hope is that if you find 
any of the materials of value then you may wish to share these e-books 
with other friends and family who are open to such. Or WHEN the 
EBS happens (some people think when the release of the Emergency 
Broadcast System takes place all over the world, it will be broadcast 
on our phones, televisions and probably through the internet on our 
computers and tablets) then, and only then, will we all know that the 
Great Awakening has started and its time for us to be the Channels of 
God’s Light to support the many people (friends, family and extended 
family) who will begin to awaken from their slumber. :-)  
 

I remember, for myself, that before I was born (and was in “Spirit”) 
and then came to this Earth, I volunteered to be one of these 
information sharers. Plus, I have no doubt this will be one of the key 
projects and services that our new Center will offer as we go forward 
and so ...  
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-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and a Golden Age to 
begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something we 
imagine in our minds :-) 
 

In Peace, Light and Love always – Now that 2023 is here, have you 
started to notice the subtle changes manifesting and surprising Truths 
being slowly released to the general public (but surely not by the 
regular news media)? Stay tuned for Part 1A of this message series 
next as we take a closer peak at the land known as Tartaria! 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the  
Advancement of Humanity 
 

(Note: I hope you enjoy the following images I have attached for this 
message which you find starting on the next page, with each one 
including a short description underneath. I think these are clues to 
what I have been speaking about within this specific message that will 
be coming up in our near future  :-) ... All of these images are from our 
book on about what I have called the “Blue Crystal Skull”. These 
images were taken during our journey into the southern part of Peru at 
the border with Lake Titicaca -- there is a special large stone door 
there known as "The Gate of the Gods" to the local people. Plus, there 
is one image of the sacred Inca Gold Disc which is rumored to be 
under the water of this Lake. If any of these images bring forth some 
questions within you or you wish to discuss them, please feel free to 
email me at crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com .... We have lot more of 
these inspired and illuminating images as you can imagine... Joshua) 
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This is the ancient (very large) stone door known as Amaru Muru, which is 
situated in the very southern part of Peru near Lake Titicaca … the local 
people say they have seen hooded people come through this door at times 

and call it in “The Portal of the Gods” in their language called 
Amayra. The White Line to your right just showed up in this photo taken. 

 

 
 

In 2009, Katrina and I led a spiritual tour to Peru and visiting Amaru Muru 
was a key part of this journey, so we could each do a personal meditation at  

the door. Here I am doing my meditation working with my personal crystal skulls. 
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This photo was taken after I finished the meditation at the Stone Door, 
you can see I was totally out of it as the energy here is extremely strong. 
Plus, I was playing music from my mp3 player using external speakers and 
singing out loud to this music (a song I wrote) working with my personal 
Crystal Skull called “Portal de Luz” (smoky quartz)  or “Portal of Light” 

 

 
 

This is what the Inca Gold Disk is said to look  
like which is composed of 90% gold and is linked 

to the City of Cusco as purportedly a Coat in Arms. 
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Another photo taken during the 2009 Spiritual Peru Tour, 
this painting is of one of the rulers found in a tomb in the  
ancient Moche city of Sipan located in the northern part  

of Peru. He is known as “The Lord of Sipan” and his bones lie  
in a glass case in a museum near this city. 

 
In a previous trip, the spirit of “The Lord” contacted Joshua 

and always acts as a protector and “spirit guide” when he is there. 
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The Newsletter Edition, February 7th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 1A – History 

 

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here - ok its time 
to continue the series of messages I have been posting on Facebook 
about 2023 and some evidence or clues that definitely show us that 
our understanding of what we have been taught about the nature of 
our reality might not be true at all. This first part will focus upon if 
the "History" we all believe to be true of the past few hundreds years 
is how things really happened. There are three sections to Part 1, I will 
be sharing over a number of days - enjoy and maybe you will find this 
subject fascinating, if you have not studied Tartaria before .... Joshua 
and Katrina, CS Explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - I am going to continue to 
share with all of you, the second message I posted on Facebook from 
about a week ago which I have labeled Part 1A that dealt with some 
evidence that the history we have been taught in school about our 
world, that it very possibly never happened this way. (Oh boy!!)  
 
Now, when a person is introduced or exposed to a totally different 
scenario then they have always believed to be true, they may totally 
reject it or pretend it has never taken place even if there is strong 
evidence to the contrary. This condition is known as cognitive 
dissonance. Therefore, when the final details of the Truth dealing with 
what has been really going on behind the scenes in our world finally 
comes out, we may see many members of our family and friends acting 
in such a manner. (So perhaps it is part of our work for our world to 
help them then??) 
  
Finally, it is not my objective here that all of you will agree with me 
and believe in the existence of a land, kingdom, or great civilization 
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known as Tartaria, but I will try to share with you over the course of 
the next three editions of this newsletter compelling evidence of such. 
So Everyone, here we go (strap in …) ---> 
 
From Facebook January 30th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 1A - Do we Really Know 
the True History of our World? -- What about the Existence of 
Tartaria (the last reset)? 
  
[I am sharing a series of messages that offer key information and 
insights I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations 
that I strongly  strongly believe shows us that 2023 is the year when 
total truths are about to be revealed!! These next series of messages 
in Part I are connected to possible evidence of the existence of a 
great spiritual and technological civilization of tall humans who lived on 
the Earth not so long ago but ... but a global disaster (possibly a flood 
or huge mud flood as it is called by the experts) removed these people. 
This world culture has been called Tartaria or Great Tartaria. We 
offer to anyone who is interested, a free e-book about Tartaria. There 
is also a video interview I gave where I did a presentation with digital 
slides for our friend Nancy for her on-line show which you can also 
check out if you resonate with this possibility ... ] 

 
In Part 1A of this message series - I will list a few of the key reasons 
why many people are now convinced Tartaria existed: 
 
1. There are black and white photographs that have been shared 
publicly (I have viewed them in various videos that I found their on-
line links listed upon Telegram which clearly showed large European 
cities from the 1840's-1860's with their buildings totally intact but 
there were absolutely no people walking around during the day when 
the sun was out - how can this be possible? ... and ... 
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2. Throughout the world are many many buildings where the ground 
floor of those buildings is partly above the ground and partly under 
the ground so that in fact their windows are not fully exposed. The 
experts on Tartaria ask, “could this be so due to some type of global 
mud flood (so part of these buildings were covered by mud) that hit 
our world anywhere from the late 1700's to the early 1800's?” ...  
and ... 
  
3. Why in the mid-1800's up to the early 1900's were there so many 
orphans around the world? And why were so many of these children 
being moved all over the world? Was the purpose of such merely to fill 
these empty cities I spoke about in #2 above? Also there are photos 
of large public carnivals or fairs where they had exhibits of babies in 
glass cases for sale (and so what was this all about as well?).  ... and ... 
  
4. Only on Telegram have I ever heard a public leader of a country, 
that being President Putin of Russia, publicly state (this will never 
happen in the U.S. media) in one of his speeches a mention of Tartaria 
by name as being part of Russia in their past. If you can find old maps 
before 1800, Tartaria is shown there, I assure you.  For example, I 
saw such a map from 1771 in the Encyclopedia Britannica which I will 
share in Part 1C. The main part of Tartaria was located in Asia where 
modern Siberia, Russia and China exist today (could the great wall of 
China be from??) ... and so .... 
  
Part 1A conclusion: Therefore, if indeed Tartaria really was a key 
part of the Earth's history (and of course, we can't say for sure as 
nowhere can we find in any written history nor what we have been 
taught in school is Tartaria ever ever mentioned [intentionally]) -- this 
would not only change our known history but would challenge the origin 
of many of the existing religions upon our Earth and if various older 
cultures and civilizations (such as Rome or Ancient Greece??) ever 
really were real too. If this is the case, then we might conclude that 
the so-called Elite of our world created these false histories to suit 
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their own needs so we would see our world in some alternative view 
they wished us to see and not how Creator made our Earth.  
  
-- again we have a free e-book you can receive if you wish to read more 
(or follow the internet links to other on-line sources contained within 
this e-book) -- just send to us an email and we will attach the e-book 
to one back. Again, in the resource section at the end of this e-book 
are our 3 video channels we have on rumble. The interview I did with 
Nancy Yearout on her show, "High Road for Humanity", go to: 
 

https://rumble.com/v15ogcr-tartaria-interview-with-joshua-
shapiro-on-high-road-to-humanity-july-2021.html 
 

I truly believe what has been presented in this Part is the type of 
information that is getting ready to come out in floods during this year 
of 2023 to awaken humanity plus, if Tartaria was real then, we will 
have direct contact with all of their advance tech in the near future 
that will be returning to us as well ... stay tuned for Part 1B --   
Joshua :-) ... JS CSE 417+1 
 

-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and a Golden Age to 
begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something we 
can imagine in our minds :-) 
 
In Peace, Light and Love always – Now that 2023 is here, more and 
more strange activities and phenomena are taking place almost daily. A 
recent example, the U.S. just had a Chinese spy balloon going over it, 
or was it a spy balloon – this seems very strange doesn’t it? Stay tuned 
for Part IB of this message series as we take another look at Tartaria! 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity 
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(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have attached below, these are 
some of the images I have been sharing with others to show what type 
of evidence there is for Tartaria ... Joshua) 

    

The Arc de Triomphe (Arc of Triumph) located in Paris purportedly started to 
be created in 1806 – don’t be fooled this couldn’t be made by that periods’ 

tools -- it has to be one of the Tartarian structures still standing don’t you think? 
 

Also, if you could view overhead the part of the City of Paris that surrounds the Arc,  
it looks like a computer circuit board. It is speculated by the experts who have been  

studying Tartaria, they think these structures which are in the shape of an Arc,  
was used as a powerful electro-magnetic to empower their free Energy System. 
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Here we see an example of a  black and white photo taken of a large city in Russia in the  
1840’s or the 1850’s, it’s during the day and no one is walking outside, so strange aye? 

 

In this photo we see a typical older building in Paris and what is being pointed out here is  
the ground floor, the windows are half above & under the ground – a mud flood in the past? 
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Taj Mahal 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This montage of photographs is to give more visual examples of Tartarian Buildings which have 
not been destroyed or demolished by the Elite or the controllers of our world as they have  

tried to remove all evidence of Tartaria.  For each of these buildings they give some purported 
explanation for how and when these buildings were built, all have an antenna at their top! 
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The Newsletter Edition, February 8th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 1B – History 

  
Hello extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here - ok, as 
promised here is the next part of what I am calling our "2023 Message 
Series" which I have been posting on Facebook. This is a continuation 
of the first part (Part 1B) which is focusing upon if the "History" we 
all believe to be true of the past few hundred years is how it really did 
happen or did the civilization of Tartaria exist before .... did you like 
Part 1A so far? ... Joshua and Katrina, CS explorers and co-founders 
for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - As I promised yesterday, 
here is the next section of the history discussion about Tartaria and 
how it relates to key information and truths about our world that have 
been hidden which I believe quite strongly will be revealed within this 
year.  If you didn't read Part 1A before, I suggest you do so first and 
then this next section will make more sense - enjoy :-) 
 
From Facebook February 1st:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 1B - Do we Really Know 
the True History of our World? -- What about the Existence of 
Tartaria (the last reset)? 
  
[I am sharing a series of messages that will offer the key information 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that I 
strongly  strongly believe shows us 2023 is the year when total truths 
are about to be revealed!! Here in Part 1B I am discussing the possible 
evidence for the existence of a great spiritual and technological 
civilization of tall humans who lived on the Earth not long ago but ... 
but a global disaster (possibly a flood or huge mud flood as it is called 
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by the experts) removed these people. This world culture has been 
called Tartaria or Great Tartaria. We offer to anyone who is 
interested a free e-book about Tartaria and there is a video interview 
I gave where I did a presentations with digital slides for our friend 
Nancy for her show which you can also check out (that video link on 
rumble was given in the message before or can be found on the 
Center's rumble channel) if you resonate with this possibility ... ] 
 
In this Part of this message series - I will list a few more of the 
reasons why many people are becoming quite convinced that Tartaria 
existed: 
  
The most compelling evidence for the existence of Tartaria deals with 
the many buildings that seemingly remain throughout the world, right 
out in front of our view that showcase numerous buildings of a highly 
advance design (inside and outside). What am I referring to? Well in 
the last message I shared some images of such buildings, if you recall, 
such as: 
  
a) the Arch of Triumph in Paris (see Part 1A for another photo) – 
these type of advanced designed Arches were purportedly part of the 
Free Energy systems the Tartarians developed that were functional all 
over the world. The arches worked like a huge electro-magnetic – if 
you look at the city of Paris that surrounds this arch from the sky, it 
almost looks like the houses around it form part of a digital circuit 
board (they claim this huge structure was done in the early 1800s but 
what kind of tools and technology did the people of that time have to 
make this happen?) and; 
  
b) the Taj Mahal in India (see Part 1A for a photo) – they claim it 
was constructed in the 1630’s but again how could people with the 
primitive building tools of that time make such an incredible and 
perfect structure? Purportedly, the antennas extruding upwards from 
the domes were able to link into the aether in the Earth’s atmosphere 
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to pull down a highly charged electro-magnetic (free) energy and then 
it was collected and distributed through an  advance device contained 
within the building connected to the antenna. We see this pattern of 
antennas  upon many other structures and buildings within our world 
(and this was shown in some of the other images of the buildings I 
showed in Part 1A as well). This outer view of the architecture of 
these buildings does not include the intricate carvings and geometric 
patterns on the walls of Taj Mahal inside (which some say is evidence 
of Cymatics -- the geometric patterns produced by specific uplifting 
sounds and vibrations for healing and prayer) and; 
  
c) Star Forts – all over the world are structures which are said to be 
a type of forts in a five star pattern built in the 1400-1600’s … but 
again when we view these structures close up they are very intricate 
and sophisticatedly done that not only would require an advance 
technology that didn’t exist during that time but one would need to be 
high above these structures to fashion them. These forts seem to also 
serve some unique function within their Free Energy system – see 
image attached below and; 
  
d) Many of the Churches, Cathedrals and Synagogues which show 
so-called religious symbols on their domes or towers were purportedly 
not used for such religious purposes (if all of these religions did exist 
in the past as well?) during Tartaria but again were either an extension 
of their Free Energy System or for a type of spiritual healing (see 
image attached) and; 
  
e) World Fairs held in Major Cities in the World in the late 1890’s 
and early 1900’s – in particular I have seen video or photographs of 
three specific fairs where the same type of activities took place being 
in: Chicago in 1893; Paris in 1900 and St. Louis in 1904.  In each case, 
these three cities had quite a number of incredibly designed and 
advanced buildings, all of a similar design as to the photos I showed in 
Part IA including a fully developed electrical lightning system.   
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However, after each fair ended these beautiful buildings (or most of 
them) were destroyed – why?. 
  
I studied in more detail the Chicago Fair, since I was born in Chicago 
and there are only 3 of over 100 buildings  (they say they built in 2-3 
years) standing from the fair and I have been inside of each one.  It is 
reported historically that there was one switch President Grover 
Cleveland turned on to light up all the buildings at the Fair and they 
also had electrical walkways – they say all of these electrical systems 
came through Nikola Tesla (but I don’t think the electrical systems of 
this time were so advanced yet!!). Lordy lord, just too many 
unanswered questions during these Fairs (see image attached) … 
  
In Part 1C coming up next, I will add a few more insights that have 
come out linked to Tartaria and these buildings …. 
  
Part 1B Conclusion: ... Do these magnificent structures that we can 
find in almost virtually every large city in the world offer us very 
strong evidence of an advanced race of humanity who lived within our 
world about 200+ years ago? If we are not being told the truth about 
the real history of our Earth then what else haven’t the so-called 
officials (the Elite) not been telling us?  Could the giant skeletons that 
are being found within the ground {even here in the U.S. which the 
news media and museums won’t ever discuss) be the remains of the 
Tartarians? ... stay tuned for Part 1C  - Joshua  :-)  ...  (JS CSE 417+1) 
  
[ Once again, don't forget, if you haven't received a copy of our free 
e-book on Tartaria to send us an email and we will send it back 
attached to an email or you may wish to take a peek to all the videos 
we are offering on our rumble video channels  :-) ] 
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As I stated last time: "I truly believe what is being presented within 
Part I is the type of information that we are getting ready to see 
come flooding out this year to awaken humanity plus, a large part of 
the new advance tech we will be given (hidden now by the elite) will be 
of Tartarian design - could this be where Telsa received all of his 
inventions? Stay tuned for Part 1C next - Joshua :-)  ...  (JS CSE 
417+1)" 
  
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and a Golden Age to 
begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something we 
can imagine in our minds :-) 

 
In Peace, Light and Love always - 2023 is here now, and more and more 
strange activities and phenomena are happening.  Stay tuned for Part 
1C, the final section of this Part 1 of this message series as we take 
one final look at Tartaria! 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have attached on the following 
pages, these are some of the images I have been sharing with others 
to show what type of evidence there is for Tartaria ... Joshua) 
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Here we see another image of the Arc de Triomphe in Paris, but if we actually went from a 
much higher view, you would see the layout of the city around the Arc looks like a circuit board. 

 

 

 
. 

This is an example of a Star Fort, I think it is found in Holland, many exist in the world. 
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  . 

St. Andrews Cathedral in Singapore, see how such Tartarian Buildings are 
re-purposed as a Cathedral or Church and given a false history how they were built.,  
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  . 
The top black and white photo was taken of the 1893 Chicago’s World Fair, you can see that the 

structures of the buildings here are very similar to the photos of the other buildings I have 
shown you in previous sections of this e-book. The bottom image is a painting of what the 

area designated for this World Fair looked like from  the outskirts of other parts of Chicago.  
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The Newsletter Edition, February 9th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 1C – History 

  
Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here again with 
the last part of our new "2023 Message Series" for Part 1 dealing with 
past Earth History and in particular the great civilization of Tartaria. 
Ok, here we go again, hang on to yourselves!! ... Joshua and Katrina, CS 
explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - As I promised yesterday, 
here is the next and final section about our past history discussion 
that deals with Tartaria. Also, how it relates to the very special 
information and truths about our world that have been hidden for over 
200 years that are about to be revealed here in 2023 - enjoy :-) 
 
From Facebook February 7th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 1C - Do we Really Know 
the True History of our World? -- What about the Existence of 
Tartaria (the last reset)? 
  
[This is the continuation of a series of messages I am sharing on my 
FB page which are discussing various key information I have uncovered 
during my world travels and investigations which I strongly strongly 
believe shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total truths are 
about to be revealed!! This particular message is the conclusion of my 
posts related to the possible evidence of a great spiritual and 
technological civilization of tall humans who lived not long ago (two 
hundred plus years) known as Tartaria or Great Tartaria. However, a 
global disaster - a flood or mud flood as it has been called, removed all 
(or most) of these people from our Earth. We have a free e-book on 
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Tartaria and there is a video where I did an interview with digital 
slides on an on-line show with our friend Nancy Yearout (the link for 
this video was given within Part 1A) that you can check out if you 
resonate with this possibility and wish to know more  … and now we go 
on to the final segment of this Part ...] 
 
In this last and final section of Part 1 of this message series  - I will 
be listing a few more interesting aspects purportedly linked to 
Tartaria which is why so many people are becoming convinced this 
great civilization truly did exist. If you believed what I was discussing 
in Part 1B about the Tartarian buildings which are still standing today, 
then is the evidence right in front of us, yes? And so, we go on ... 
 
a) Ancient maps of the world uncovered that clearly show Tartaria 
residing from what we know today as Siberia, Russia and China within 
Asia. An example of such of a map comes from the 1771 edition of the 
Encyclopedia Britannica and the image is included later on … and … 
 
b) If you study recorded history of the 1800’s as well as into the early 
part of the 1900’s, we find numerous reports of fires occurring within 
many many large cities in our world and even sometimes the same city 
having multiple fires (like I saw this happened to Chicago in the late 
1800s). Tartarian researchers speculate that the reason there were so 
many of these fires ( or at times earthquakes even like the one in San 
Francisco in 1906 ... or could the reasons for so many wars in the world 
{like the destruction of Atlanta during the Civil War or all the cities in 
Europe which had damage during the 1st and 2nd World Wars} ) was 
that the elite or the controllers of our world wanted to destroy as 
much as possible any physical evidence of Tartaria like what we 
discussed before and with the great structures and buildings they 
decided to keep, make up some explanation for how they were built and 
have us believe them … and … 
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c) Telegram is one of the best sources for information on Tartaria – 
there are quite a few channels that cover this highly fascinating 
subject. If you obtain (or have already received) our free e-book then 
you will see that we list quite a few of these channels.  
 
Well, oh my God -- you have to hear about this video that I saw on one 
of these telegram channels:  There was a video shared by a person who 
was filming one of these Tartarian type buildings that I showed you 
before which had a small dome on the top and an antenna coming out of 
this dome. Well in this video, at the top of the antenna was a sparking 
golden light which means that this building was still receiving the free 
energy from the aether within our atmosphere. Tartarian researchers 
believe quite strongly that within these type of buildings (which were 
receiving and distributing this Free Energy from the Earth to all over 
the world) was a highly sophisticated electrical device that provided 
this function so it was still there perhaps and had not been eliminated 
by the elite so these buildings would stop performing this function ... 
and ... 
  
d) I saw this old newspaper article only one time on telegram and 
unfortunately I was so excited to read it that I forgot to record the 
digital image shown. Unfortunately, I haven't been able to find it 
again. Through a friend of Katrina, I heard about this article before as 
well. So what was this article about and why is it so important to our 
study? The article was written for a major U.S. newspaper in 1852 
and the author was a person who was traveling throughout the western 
part of the U.S. First let us consider, before I describe the article. 
what was happening in the U.S. at this time, according to the history 
we have been taught ... 
 
Now around this time in our past there were supposedly two wars with 
Mexico which resulted in the creation of the state of Texas as well as 
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the U.S. gaining other land (California) that Mexico had and; there was 
the California Gold Rush as well as many people who were traveling out 
west in stage coaches and caravans to claim a new life in the Western 
part of the U.S.  However, what was the strangest part of this 
previously published article is that the author described the numerous 
large ruined cities he was observing during his travels.  
 
Large ruined cities -- how can this be as there should only be the so 
called primitive Native American tribes living out in these areas? I 
can't recall which cities he was referring to but I would think he might 
mean perhaps cities in Colorado (Denver), New Mexico (Albuquerque 
and Santa Fe), Arizona (Phoenix) and in California (San Francisco). 
What would such ruined cities look like though? Since within the U.S. 
all of our current large cities have Tartarian type buildings still, then 
this must have been the evidence of the great cities of Tartaria still 
standing at this time before the elite began to dismantle them. Thus, 
we have rumors of such cities standing not only within all of the U.S. 
but in Canada as well as South America like in Brazil??  
 
Part 1C: Final Conclusions about Tartaria ...  Well, if you have been 
following closely the materials shared within this three part series 
linked to Tartaria, I would think for most of you that it can be easily 
perceived that the existence within our world of these advance 
buildings/structures and the Star Forts just doesn’t seem to make 
sense.  Related to the type of technologies needed to build such 
structures during the times we are told they were created, it would 
not be possible at all. As we say in America, "something is rotten in 
Denmark" (no offense to the Danish). 
 
Further, all the stories we hear about the large number of orphans 
showing up all over the world in the 1800’s is a similar mystery. Unless, 
there really was a total reset of our Earth around this time as the 
elite wanted to re-educate the total population with a brand new story 
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about the history of our world that would fit their false scenarios and 
plans to keep humanity sleeping about our true essence and history. I 
am sure that once all of humanity goes through the so-called “Great 
Awakening”, during this process we will discover or rediscover the true 
documentation of the past history of our world and we will know for 
sure then if Tartaria really existed.  
 
But if Tartaria was real then what other events and activities from 
our past that we have been taught about will we have to throw away 
too as being a total fabrication as well? What other histories have 
been hidden and destroyed like Tartaria? For example, did Jesus 
really live two thousand years ago? What about all the stories about 
the monarchies ruling within Europe? Did the Greeks and Romans live 
as we were told or is the architecture of their supposed buildings and 
their statues from Tartaria? What about Atlantis, was it really 12,000 
years ago when Atlantis sank under the ocean or was it much more 
recent?  Perhaps before the end of this year we will finally learn the 
full truth and if so I will be very excited!! – Joshua (JS CSE 417+1) 
 
[ Of course feel free to shares these posts (or this e-book) with 
others you know. Also I have already received some feedback about 
Tartaria from a few of you, so feel free to chat with me or to ask 
question if you want. There is more to Tartaria then what I was able 
to share in this short series and of course feel free to contact me by 
email if you wish to obtain a copy of our free Tartaria e-book. 
  
Once again I am sharing a few more images linked to Tartaria, enjoy. 
Also I found another book on telegram, a free e-book which it appears 
is written by the Majestic 12 group. In Part 3 I will go into what this 
e-book shares and why I feel it can help us but if you already know 
about this group setup by President Truman in the late 1940's when 
Roswell and other UFO sightings and crashing were happening, feel 
free to email me and I will get you a copy. ] 
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Now briefly I want to prepare you for what is coming up in Part 2 - as 
it will be quite an extensive discussion about the true nature of our 
world, Mother Earth. I shall not be calling our home a planet (that is 
the word plane with a "t" added at the end) because this discussion will 
explain why it is impossible we are living on a spherical globe or planet.   
 
This debate will be between the HelioCentric Model (that we live on a 
planet which rotates in space, flies around the sun with other planets 
{outer space being a vacuum} and the whole solar also moving through 
space) verses the GeoCentric Model (that we live on a flat circular 
disc that is non-rotating with an impenetrable dome and possibly 
outside the dome is a watery or liquid substance {like in Star Trek 
Voyager traveled into the plane of "Fluidic Space"} we float within).   
 
Now I recognize clearly, this next debate ain't going to be for 
everyone and is another subject that can cause a mental breakdown or 
reality denial. All I can tell you dear extended spiritual family is that I 
accepted this challenge myself in 2021 and after 6 months of intense 
research which resulted in writing a 500 page free e-book (oi vai), I 
had to admit that the GeoCentric Model makes a lot more sense to me 
now then the HelioCentric Model.  The HelioCentric Model has a ton of 
holes that I will be discussing which includes aspects that just don't 
work along side of the scientific and mathematic theories used to 
prove that its true. So please stay tuned soon for Part 2 of this "2023 
Message Series" coming up next!! 
  
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and a Golden Age to 
begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something we 
can imagine in our minds :-) 
 
In Peace, Light and Love always - 2023 is here now, and more and more 
strange activities and phenomena are happening.  Stay tuned for Part  
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2, an introduction that discusses why "We can't possibly live on a 
spherical globe or planet!!"  
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have attached below, these are 
some of the images I have been sharing with others to show what type 
of evidence there is for Tartaria ... Joshua  .... PS -- if you want to 
jump head we have a whole video channel on rumble devoted to "Flat 
Earth" which ties into our free e-book, see the end of this e-book for 
the link to this rumble video channel. ) 

 

. 
The map of Asia (primarily) shown above was published purportedly in the 1771 edition of the 

Encyclopedia Britannica. Here we see “Grande Tartaria” (seems to be written in French) taking 
up a great deal of Asia including all of Russia and some part of China. Therefore, if this map 
is real it means most likely up to the early 1800’s, everyone in the world knew about Tartaria! 
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This image represents the very sophisticated and colorful lighting systems which still 

existed in large cities in the world in the late 1800’s and early 1900’s before there was 
a systematic process to continue to destroy all evidence of the adv. Culture of Tartaria!. 

In this photo we see a typical large European city with older buildings but as you can see when 
they dig underneath ground level there is more to these buildings – evidence of the Mud Flood? 
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Another drawing of a large city from probably the late 1800’s showing 
how sophisticated and precisely geometrical the Tartarian Buildings were. 

 

In this photo to your left we see what 
looks like the ruins of a city with a lot 
of rubble.  Then we see two gentlemen 
perhaps dressed in the late 1800’s 
type of clothes but the man on the 
left appears very tall – could he be 
a descent of Tartaria, as there 
were quite a few people during this 
time that were photographed and 
quite tall like him? Notice, in the 
background to your left you see a tall 
electricity post different than ours? 
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The Newsletter Edition, February 14th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2 – Intro 

The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models  

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here again with 
the next part of our new "2023 Message Series" I am calling Part 2 
dealing with what I consider to be the two models we have heard about 
that describe the nature of our World.  Ok, here we go again, hang on 
to yourself as I am going to be discussing one of the most 
controversial subjects of all times!! ... Joshua and Katrina, CS 
explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - We just finished last week 
discussing Tartaria, hope you enjoyed that. Now it is time to move on 
to a new subject for Part 2. Before I start though, I am sharing with 
you this introduction because the nature of this subject is so hotly 
contested that some people absolutely believe it is a total conspiracy 
theory or a deep state psyop. But, I feel inwardly compelled to discuss 
my findings from over the past year and a half as it continues to give 
us clues what could very well be the truth about our world and a reality 
hidden from us. I have to speak about this, even if you decide to never 
talk with me or contact me again. So what is the subject I want to get 
into, read my post from Facebook below - enjoy :-) 
 
From Facebook February 14th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2 - Do You Believe We 
Live on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Models. The 
GeoCentric Model) -- An Introduction 
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[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page which I am doing my best to offer key information that 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that in my 
humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! Within this particular next section of this message series, 
Part 2, it will contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or 
views about what is the true nature of the world that we live upon.  
 
The first view is called the “HelioCentric Model” (which is what we 
were all taught in school, unless you are over 100 years old and 
remember something different) that states our Earth is a spherical 
globe, that rotates on its axis, floating in outer space and revolves 
around a Sun with other planets within a solar system. Then, this solar 
system is also moving in space. The second view is called the 
“GeoCentric Model” (but most people call it the Flat Earth model) and 
this is where the Earth is a flat circular disc that is non-rotating (or 
stationary) which is covered by an impenetrable dome with the sun, 
moon and stars located in the sky near the top of the dome or 
underneath it essentially.  
 
We also have a free e-book (only 500 pages :-)) about Flat Earth which 
goes into much more detail then I will be able to share within my posts 
here.  Plus, we have a dedicated rumble video channel devoted to this 
subject so, if you wish, at any time while I am discussing this new Part, 
you may wish to go ahead and check it out.  If this is the case then 
feel free to check the resource section at the end of this e-book … 
Joshua :-) ] 
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In the first Part of this ongoing message series we discussed the 
existence of an advance race of humanity known as “Tartaria”. That 
the Tartarians are an example of the “History” of our world that we 
not been taught about (i.e.: through our schools, our news media, shown 
in our various forms of our entertainment and written in our books). 
Furthermore, within the initial “Introduction” of this full message 
series, I suggested that it is quite possible almost all key aspects of 
our life on Earth could be based upon false premises or in other words 
as I hear quite often on telegram, “we are living in a movie or even a 
computer simulation”. 
  
Therefore, I contend that how we understand the true nature of our 
world is another one of these areas of study that I strongly believe we 
should take a closer look at. So, what do I mean by all of this? 
  
We all are familiar with the HelioCentric Model (a round Earth 
rotating around a sun held in orbit within a solar system moving in 
outer space) as not only did we learn this when we were young in school 
but everywhere we look, we always see our Earth as shown as a 
spherical planet. When you turn on the TV and watch you favorite scifi 
shows such as Star Trek, Star Wars, Star Gate, etc … or when we all 
go to the movie theater to watch a new scifi film – we always see the 
round Earth sitting in what appears to be outer space with lights 
(stars) in the background.  Further more, many of us intuitively know 
or strongly believe (absolutely) that humanity can not possibly be the 
only form of intelligent life in the Universe. That we have been visited 
by other-worldly beings (Extraterrestrials or Galactics) who come 
here in some type of anti-gravity craft from outer space traveling to 
us from their own planet. [Its interesting, as I write these comments 
that the major media is discussing a number of UFOs showing up in our 
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skies which air force jets are shooting down – is this some kind of 
distraction or false flag?] 
  
So then, you may be asking, how is it possible that we can’t be living in 
such a universe on such a beautiful planet? For most of us, it seems 
perfectly logical that the HelioCentric model completely explains 
everything that we experience here on Earth – like night and day, the 
seasons, the sun, moon and stars in the sky, gravity and you name it? 
  
Well, now just speaking for myself (and for those of you who know me 
and have been following my writings, my reports of my travels and my 
investigations into such subjects as the crystal skulls, UFOs, parallel 
earths, the spiritual or the paranormal, the Hollow Earth, ancient 
civilizations and so on) – you might be asking how could I possibly 
believe in and want to speak about this other crazy world model? That 
is, the one we call the GeoCentric Model or otherwise popularly known 
as “Flat Earth”? Did someone brain wash me or has my mind been 
hacked? Isn’t this some type of psyop developed by the deep state or 
elite to confuse us? 
  
We all know, that for most of us, when we strongly believe in a certain 
model or foundation about our world and the reality we live in, if 
something totally new and revolutionary is proposed or comes at us, 
our basic nature is to fight it and as we say in America, “Say it ain’t so 
Joe!!” But dear extend family member, being a true Aries who relies on 
his inner guidance and lives to the best of his ability a spiritual life, I 
am definitely not like this. I seek to understand the ‘Truth’ of our 
world and our life, no matter where it takes me (this is what I call a 
“new adventure”).  I know that “Life” or the “Universe” is always going 
to present to me (really to all of us) new subjects to investigate, 
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especially if it keeps hitting me in the face. Plus, one of the universal 
truths I believe is – “Nothing ever stays the same, everything changes 
over time.” 
  
So, in 2021 the idea of “Flat Earth” showed up on my door. I also began 
to observe that there were quite a few people who believed in this 
model (like thousands upon thousands). Therefore, it was my time to 
find out what is going on here and to understand why did all these 
people accept this model?. Additionally, how could I possibly make a 
true judgment about this model unless I did my own exploration? So I 
completely jumped into this subject (the Aries way) and what I 
uncovered is not just a theory or pure fantasy but a good part of the 
GeoCentric Model is actually based upon science, math and geometry, 
believe it or not. Further, I discovered that if we completely trust 
NASA and our scientists, we will miss some big holes contained within 
the HelioCentric Model as to how it explains the phenomena in our 
universe and within our Earth.  Whereas these weak points saw within 
the GeoCentric Model’s explanations that seem to make far more sense 
to me and fit physical phenomena we all experience on our world. So 
much so that I have to say I am a “Flat Earther” now. 
  
Now it’s true, it really doesn’t matter which of these models is correct 
or not, our life here on the Earth stays the same. Maybe the real 
truth is that our Earth is comprised of a part of both of these models 
(as one of the whistleblowers we interviewed for our new Center, who 
is a super soldier, suggested to me). But if, we are not open to 
personally explore a new or different theory or idea, or we wait until 
some so-called expert tells us what is what, we could be missing out on 
the most amazing revelations of our world … anyway ... 
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At this point though, I realize our world has become so polarized 
these days due to what has been happening with Covid, medicine, 
politics, transgender issues and you name it!  And that for some of you 
right now – who are reading these posts (this e-book), you may think I 
have stepped way beyond the line by speaking about the so-called 
conspiracy theory known as “Flat Earth”.  So, if you just can’t listen to 
any more of what I am about to share on this subject, I completely 
understand. It is extremely difficult to explore a new subject when 
you feel or know deep down that if you do, your foundation of your 
basic reality could be greatly challenged.  Further, I wish to state that 
it is not my goal in discussing this model that I am here to convince you 
that this is the true nature of our Earth. Thus, this is not a debate for 
me in any way. All I can do, and this is what I have always done, is to 
share what I have uncovered so far, what I consider to be the most 
important information and insights thereof and allow each of you to 
decide for yourself if it has any value for you. 
  
However, I must caution you, this can be one of our most interesting 
and at the same one of the controversial subjects we have. That for 
some people, this idea of a different form of our world can be so 
unbelievable that you could experience what is called cognitive 
dissonance. That is an inability to accept an alternative reality and this 
is how the mind protects itself. I am writing this introduction as such, 
to prepare you for quite a number of posts coming up, which will deal 
with various aspects of our world, living here on the Earth based upon 
what we observe and experience as well as how they are explained by 
both models.  
 
Thus, some people will definitely call Flat Earth a conspiracy theory 
and will want to challenge every aspect of this model about why it can’t 
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possibly be true. Or if you go on “Youtube” and search on the keywords 
of “Flat Earth”, the first videos that come up are all about why this 
model has to be an out and out hoax and that anyone who talks about it 
is a moron or completely stupid. Usually when name calling comes up, it 
gives you a clue that the subject being highly criticized may have more 
truth to it then you would expect. 
 
Anyway, I will do my best to offer the evidence I have come up with 
for the Geocentric Model in the next posts or maybe you might wish to 
wait for Part 3 of this series (now coming out as the a video series). 
My original goal for this series of messages is again to prepare our 
extended family for these strong “truth bombs” (both from the Light. 
the positive side or the dark, the not so nice side) getting ready to 
come out sometime this year. In order that you won’t be so surprised 
as all this new information comes out and then perhaps, you can assist 
your family, extend family and friends if they should go into shock 
trying to deal with the “New Heaven and New Earth” that is almost 
here. 
  
Finally, within the past few days, a lot of crazy activities are happening 
now as we move through February of 2023. For example, I have heard 
via telegram that a number of balloons have been showing up in the 
skies over the U.S. and Canada and some were shot down by the U.S. 
Airforce. Are these really Chinese spy balloons or are they something 
else (a test to shut down our electric grid perhaps)? In addition, the 
U.S. Airforce, as I shared before is shooting down some type of UFOs 
(UFO Speaker Alex Collier says Jets can’t shoot down ET craft, there 
technology is too advanced) but then telegram says these particular 
objects are advanced drones. These days how can we know what is true 
with all the lies our major media tells us?  
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Next, it has been publicly shared that Switzerland and Thailand are 
going to use legal proceedings now to not only shut down the vaccines 
being distributed in their country but that they are going to sue these 
companies for the damage it has done to their residents. I think this 
NFL Buffalo Bill player, Damar Hamlin, who suffered a heart attack on 
the field in early January, and was taxied off the field that he died 
but now there is a totally healthy recovered version of Mr. Hamlin 
walking around (is this a clone?). And what about the earthquake 
recently in Turkey? Turkish Government officials told the U.S. to keep 
out of Turkey. I saw a video of a strange light appearing in the sky 
right before the Earthquake took place -- was it initiated by some 
type of particle beam weapon in the sky? Did the elites do this 
because it was a warning to Turkey not to leave NATO and joins 
BRICS? 
 
Also I have been watching on Youtube the video of the congressional 
proceedings being carried out to explore how Twitter exploited their 
cancel culture procedures and blanked out any discussion of the 
Hunter Biden laptop prior to the U.S. 2020 Election. I think there 
were four former employees of Twitter who were questioned and it 
became very clear to the leaders of congress on their panel what the 
working environment there had been like (as well as being influenced 
and told what to do by the CIA or FBI) before Musk took it over. We 
are living in interesting time aye(?) and it seems that our lives are only 
going to keep getting more and more intense!! 
 

See you soon in Part 2A discussing if our Earth is a globe –  Joshua  ... 
(JS CSE 417+1) 
 

[ If you might wish to share the original Facebook posts I made, you 
can find the full series of messages linked to Part 2, on my Face Book 
page located at: https://www.facebook.com/joshuashapiro.cse/  
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Or again, please feel free to email me if you have any questions on this 
subject I am about to cover. Also you can share this e-book as well, 
with anyone else you wish who maybe interested.  If you wish to take a 
peak at our free Flat Earth e-book, head over to our on-line resource 
section at the end of this e-book… ]  

=================== 

-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
we can imagine in our minds :-) 
 

In Peace, Light and Love always - 2023 is here now, and more and more 
strange activities and phenomena continue to be happening this week.  
Stay tuned for Part 2A, as I will show you some strong reasons why we 
can't be living on a globe & the surface of our world could be flat!! :-) 
 

Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 

(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have included on the next few 
pages. These are some of the images I used within our free "Flat 
Earth" e-book {which feel free to email us if you want to take a look at 
this very comprehensive book, 500 pages} or see a direct link to this e-
book in our on-line resource section at the back of this e-book.) 
 

PS -- if you want to jump ahead we have a whole video channel on 
rumble devoted to "Flat Earth" which ties into our free e-book, see 
the on-line resource section given at the end of this e-book... ) 
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High Level Overview of the Geo-Centric (Flat Earth) Model except this view shows what 
we will be discussing in Part 2-H where our world or realm is not only the known seven 
continents on our maps under a Dome but that there could be two more areas of land 

masses which have a dome and sun and moon under their domes just like it is with us?? 
 

If there is anyone in our world who would know our Earth is not a spherical Globe  
it would have to be this man, Nikola Tesla. And if you view his statement above,  

this is a definite sign he knew because our Earth has various energy fields  
that sustain us (Electro-Magnetic, Toroidal & Aetheric) 
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Above you see some interesting illustrations and drawings. On the left are some maps which  
shows how the continents look on the Flat Earth and to your right is a drawing of the Hebrew 
conception of our world, with Waters above the Dome, the Sun & Moon under the dome and  

another area of the Earth they call “The Great Deep” on the underside of the Earth!! 

This interesting illustration shows that very high up in our atmosphere, of which few people are 
aware, is some type of perhaps an electric or electric magnetic discharge which is known as the 
“Elves” or “Sprites”.  These discharges only appear for a brief moment and their form is shown 

above as their color is an orange or purple. They take on an appearance of like Angels or Flowers 
and show up in the sky like 90-100 km in the sky (56-62 miles) above as compared to our clouds  

which only reach a height of 3.5 miles. Could this be some type of energetic discharge off the dome?  
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The Newsletter Edition, February 22nd, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2A 

(Is our Earth a Spherical Globe or a Flat Disc?) 
The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models  

 

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here again with 
the next part of our new "2023 Message Series" (Part 2A) following 
the introduction to what I called last week Part 2. We will continue to 
look at the two models of our world with a particular focus upon the 
shape of our Earth. Ok, here we go again, as I continue to explore one 
of the most controversial subjects of all times!! ... Joshua and Katrina, 
CS explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - So last week I started a new 
post discussing what is known as the HelioCentric Model (which we 
were taught in school and is promoted everywhere we look, yes?) 
against the GeoCentric Model (also known as “Flat Earth” which some 
folk believe is a psyop or Conspiracy theory to throw us off track). 
Then as I normally do, I will share with you all (our crystal skull 
extended family and our Center family members) what I have 
uncovered about Flat Earth and let you all decide for yourself if any of 
this information makes sense for you. I already know that some of you 
might not be happy that I am discussing this particular topic and 
perhaps you may stop reading, and that’s perfectly fine.   However 
for myself, this is an example of a “Truth” I believe we will all be 
hearing about in more detail from so-called official sources here in 
2023 as our world moves to a Golden Age. 
 

So once again, here is the post I shared on Facebook ... enjoy :-) 
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From Facebook February 15th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2A - Do You Believe We 
Live on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. the 
GeoCentric Model) -- Is our World Round/Spherical or is it a Flat 
Circular Disc? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page along with the members of our two on-line newsletters  
-- doing my best to offer key information that I have uncovered during 
my world travels and investigations that in my humble opinion shows us 
that 2023 is the year when absolute total truths (or some folks call 
them “truth bombs”) are about to be revealed!!  In this particular 
section, Part 2A of the message series, I will be continuing to explore 
the two prevalent models or views about what people believe is or 
could be the true nature of the world that we live upon. 
 
In Part 2A - I am going to be look at again, the HelioCentric model vs. 
the GeoCentric model.  When I start to discuss the GeoCentric Model 
(as usual, it will be done secondly), I will look at the first scientific and 
geometric measurements that I uncovered during the beginning of my 
personal studies. There was a simple equation I found that tells us 
without a shadow of a doubt that our world isn’t what we thought it is 
(which you will be able to verify for yourself, but will you want to??). 
This revelation literally blew me away as this equation clearly 
demonstrates (based upon what our own scientists who tell us these 
are the dimensions of our world) that our Earth can not be a spherical 
globe! Wait till you see it.  
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Now - remember, I am discussing both models, and I am not here to 
convince you of anything. I am only sharing what I learned in my own 
personal investigation but at the same time, I wish to warn ya here a 
little bit about what is coming up next. 
  
Now, I believe most of us are beginning to realize about the out and 
out lies the major media shares with us each day (yes??). Plus, look at 
what they have been saying about Covid and the vaccines recently too 
(as the major media is constantly contradicting itself). In addition, all 
we have to do as well is just look at the results of various world 
elections as people are realizing there are no more fair and free 
elections any more. Finally, not only is it forbidden to discuss the idea 
of the past existence of Tartaria but, if you go on Telegram, it is one 
of the few on-line sources we have where you can hear about the true 
world events taking place on our Earth.  
  
Just as I mentioned in one of my earlier posts, the U.S. Congress is 
conducting a very intense and extensive investigations into Twitter 
(what was going on before Musk took charge and started to release 
the so-called Twitter files which this committee is using as their bases 
for evidence) and this investigation is definitely showing that we have 
been living in a "cancel culture". It is clear, if the elites of the world 
don't want us to know something then ... well then ... they will make 
sure under no circumstance will you hear about it via so-called official 
sources on news. 
  
{Note - an addition to my post, have you ever heard any of the 
speeches President Putin of Russia has given to explain why he had to 
invade the Ukraine and what his troops are discovering there? Most 
people have no idea of the truth. I listen to what President Biden said 
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yesterday in Poland about the war, and all his points were complete lies 
to emotionally stir people to fight on the wrong side ... oi vai ...} 
  
Therefore, and so forth and so on, why then wouldn't they (the elites) 
be lying to us about the true nature of our world as well? Obviously, it 
is not suiting their plans to tell us the truth here either  ... doesn't 
that make more sense?  Anyway, once again please proceed then on 
your own risk to the sanity of your mind if you are going to read more. 
Perhaps for some of you will be receiving confirmation of what you may 
already know or suspect!!  Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) ] 
  
The HelioCentric Model: Our Earth is described as a spherical globe, 
with a north and south hemisphere and the circumference of the 
Earth at the equator is approximately 25,000 miles around. I don't 
want to discuss other characteristic of our world just yet as I wish to 
only focus upon the shape of the Earth in Part 2A, for now. 
  
How do we know that we live on a spherical planet? Well, we have many 
purported photographs taken from outer space that comes from 
NASA which they claim show us various spacecrafts orbiting the Earth 
or ones which have returned from the Moon. And we all have seen 
these photos or images that NASA has purportedly taken everywhere! 
If we look on TV (news or shows) or in our movies. Also our newscasts 
show us this shape of the Earth along with contained in various 
documentaries and so on. Of course, we have millions of plastic models 
made of the Earth as well as many many maps which all show us how 
the continents are arranged, yes? Even if you go on-line and use Google 
Earth, it will portray these same types of maps. So how could our 
Earth be in any other form then round or spherical, right? If you say 
its flat then there must be something totally wrong with you!! 
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The GeoCentric Model: This model implies that our world is not in 
motion (but we will speak more about this in Part 2B next), that it is 
stationary and it lies at the center where everything else revolves 
around it (like the Sun, Moon and stars). So our world then could not 
be in Outer Space, and it consists of a flat circular disc of ground 
which is covered over at its top by an impregnable dome (as people 
keep asking me if we would fall off the edge if the Earth is flat -- we 
will also focus more on the dome later in Part 2C). 
  
Now, how can we know that the Earth is a flat plane? There are two 
ways to show this, either through a geometric formula that is based 
upon living on a spherical Earth or by looking far out at the horizon of 
our world. I will explain this simple formula first: 
  
SO, IF WE HAVE A SPHERICAL GLOBE THAT IS ABOUT 25,000 
MILES IN CIRCUMFERENCE (at the Equator) -- THEN, WE WANT 
TO KNOW WHAT IS THE AMOUNT OF CURVATURE OF THE EARTH 
THAT EVENTUALLY WILL BLOCK OUR ABILITY TO SEE WHAT IS 
FAR AHEAD OF US IN THE HORIZON? (... do you follow what I am 
asking here and does it make sense??) 
  
OK, moving on to answer this. So, I saw on a video about an experiment 
that was done by a man named Samuel Rowbatham, a British chap, in 
1839 at the Old Beford canal in England. This canal spans six miles and 
goes straight forward until it reaches this bridge, or the location 
selected in the distance for this test, if it could be seen. This video I 
watched was recommended to me by the co-author of our free Flat 
Earth book, it was listed upon his website. The video was centered 
around an amazing Flat Earth book written by Edward Hendrie which 
was entitled, “The Greatest Lie on Earth – Proof that our World is not 
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a Moving Globe”, which was released in 2016. Hendrie totally totally 
described Rowbatham early experiment and now I am going to share it 
with you. 
 
So now lets fit all the pieces together so you can fully comprehend and 
see what I saw as I was watching the video and why there was a big 
sign of wonderment that came to me face! 
  
First, Mr. Rowbatham asked a friend to assist him with his test at the 
canal. He needed someone to sail a boat down the canal. This boat also 
had a flag on it of which its height was important so it also make the 
boat more fully visible at a distance. At the six mile mark, away from 
Mr. Rowbatham, on this canal, as I said was a bridge or tower like 
structure. He asked his friend to stop the boat there. What Mr. 
Rowbatham was doing simultaneously (six miles away) was he was in the 
water, with a telescope just above the level of the water looking 
straight out to see if he could clearly view his friend in the boat.  
 
Now, by utilizing the geometrical based formula that uses the actual 
measurements of the spherical world we all live upon, with a 
circumference of about 25,000 miles, we can calculate the exact 
curvature of the Earth as seen by Mr. Rowbatham that is six miles 
away him. And if this formula is calculated correctly, then the 
curvature of the Earth should be so high that it will block any 
possibility for Mr. Rowbatham to view his friend at a distance through 
his telescope (their version of the day like the zoom on our digital 
cameras) ... that is to see both his friend and the flag on the boat. 
Well, what do you think was the result of this experiment was before 
I give you the formula and tell you what actually happened? 
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Now, you can look this formula up on Goggle yourself and discover that 
it will produce a legitimate approximation of the value of curvature in 
inches which should obscure Rowbatham’s view of the horizon at the 
distance that is away from his standing position. OK, then the formula 
is calculated as (it follows the geometry as was taught by Plato): 
  
For every mile away from your starting position, we multiply the 
number of miles by 8 inches squared and this will tell you what the 
curvature of the Earth will be from your standing position .. got it?. So 
then, let us use Rowbatham experiment to see what this means and 
then determine if we can predict the results of his simple test. 
  
So, his friend was 6 miles away from him (squared or 36) multiplied by 
8 inches = 288 inches which if we divide it by 12 inches per foot we 
get 24 feet. Therefore, there should be 24 feet of curvature of the 
Earth in the horizon. Thus, no Mr. Rowboat, with your telescope that is 
just above the water looking straight ahead, it should be impossible 
for you to see your friend and the boat. “Did we get this right, Mr. 
Rowbatham”? 
  
Rowbatham: "Ok, let me check please, hold on for a moment. Why No 
Sir or Madame, you do not have it correct because I can clearly see my 
friend on the boat straight ahead and the flag as well!" === (Joshua) 
“But Mr. Rowbatham, what does this mean then? This is outstanding!“  
 
Rowbatham: "It means the Earth can not be a globe!!!" 
  
So dear extended family do you agree? Do you want to check out the 
Math formula for yourself too? You see math is one of my strong 
points. Or perhaps, you would prefer to do your own test by going to a 
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local large body of water yourself (like a lake or ocean); taking your 
photo camera with you that has a good zoom and see if you can 
duplicate these results by looking for a boat that is 6 miles out, 10 
miles out, 20 miles out, etc ....from the shore. If our Earth is a globe 
you shouldn't be able to see any of these boats in your camera 
straight on. 
  
Hmmph ... could there be something fishy going on here?  Well then, 
let me share some other bullet points for you on a few other issues I 
uncovered about why our Earth is a flat non-rotating disc: 
  
a) Flat Earth Researchers, when they have been on normal airplane 
flight will sometimes try to speak to the pilots of the plane if they 
are willing to do so. When this has happened (and it has) and they ask 
the pilot this question: “What do you see from the cockpit of the plane 
while you are 30,000 or 40,000 feet up in the sky? Is the horizon is 
curved or flat?” This also assumes these pilots will speak the truth and 
that they don't feel pressured that they have to lie or not answer. 
And what they found (shown on video too) is that the pilots will them 
the horizon, from their observation position is flat (there is a rumor 
that there is a special type of glass used for the passenger's windows 
that make the horizon look curved - could this be true?).  Oh jeez, plus 
my friend videoed an airline pilot admitting to her how easy it is to 
land their plane straight on due to this nature of the Earth and ... 
  
b) When a high altitude (helium based) balloon is sent up into the 
sky, perhaps as high as 100,000 or 120,000 feet up and it has a live 
video camera on board to show what it sees up there - you can observe 
from its video once again, as the camera circles around the whole 
horizon (360 degrees) that the horizon is also completely flat ... and ... 
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c) In our free e-book on Flat Earth (regardless that it has five 
hundred pages, you really must check it out) I found on the internet 
some official documents from NASA, can you believe it(?), with the 
NASA logo and everything.  These documents were released from 
June of 1987 through August of 1988. These documents were about an 
experimental aircraft and were giving instructions how to fly it. 
Throughout these documents the writer kept saying here and there 
this phrase: "on a flat non-rotating earth"? Imagine this, why would 
they say this if ...??? ... and ... 
 

d) In 1931, Swiss physicist, Auguste Piccard, and his colleague, Paul 
Kipfer, became the first humans to reach the stratosphere using 
Piccard's balloon. They achieved an altitude of 51,762 feet (15,777 m). 
Upon returning to Earth, Piccard described what he saw during his 
flight, and here is his exact description which was quoted from him: 
"It seemed a Flat Disc with an upturned edge." 
  

Now I don't know about you, as I could keep sharing many more 
examples like these so far, however, I would say these folks are 
pretty convincing as they describe what they have seen high in the 
sky. And that being a totally flat horizon, meaning geometrically the 
surface of our world couldn't be curved. This is why I just had to keep 
going on with my personal exploration if we are living on a Flat Earth, 
wouldn't you? Thus, in Part 2B we will explore if our Earth moves 
throughout outer space, if it revolves in 24 hours around a central 
axis; rotates around a large Sun also in outer space and that our whole 
solar system in also in motion or, could it be something else? 
  

See you next time for Part 2B - hope you are enjoying this series, 
Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) 
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[ Again, you can find my full series of original posts on Facebook on my 
page at: https://www.facebook.com/joshuashapiro.cse/ … Please feel 
free to email me (my email is in the back of this e-book) if you have 
any questions on this subject that I am covering here or if you wish, 
maybe to take a peak at our free Flat Earth e-book and/or view our 
dedicated rumble video channel about Flat Earth, as well. Also you can 
share this e-book with anyone else you wish who maybe interested. You 
will find our Flat Earth rumble video channel is listed below at the 
bottom of this newsletter, in our resource section.] 
 

=================== 
  

-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
we can imagine in our minds :-) 
  

In Peace, Light and Love always, 2023 is here now, and more and more 
strange activities and phenomena continue to be happening all over the 
world this week.  Stay tuned for Part 2B, as I will be discussing if our 
world is revolving and in motion or is there evidence our world is 
stationary and non-revolving ... we shall see how this all works out  
then .... 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have attached on the next pages, 
again, these are some of the images I used for our free "Flat Earth" 
e-book {which feel free to email us if you want to a peek} or go to the 
end of this e-book where there is a direct link to get your copy.) 
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This image is a representation of the experiment performed by Rowbatham and his friend on  
the canal in England. Location A is Rowbatham and Location B is the bridge on the canal  

with his friend in the boat with the flag on it. You see Rowbatham is in the water looking  
with a telescope. The top image shows how it would be if we live on a spherical globe and  
the bottom image is if we live on a Flat Earth as Rowbatham was able to see his friend. 

In 1931, Dr. Auguste Piccard was the first man to reach the Earth’s stratosphere as he flew 
to a height of 51,000 feet up in a form of high altitude balloon – see what he saw above? 
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… 

This strange looking diagram shows you the 4 Directions on a Flat Earth if it is a circular disc. 
North points to the North Pole at the very center of our Earth (see N) … South is towards the 
edge of the disc in all directions (where Antarctic is, see Part 2G); and East and West is moving 
circular around the Earth with West to your Left and East to your Right.  Does it make sense? 

This is what R. Simmon said how he crafted the famous so-called  
photograph (or photos from a graphic image) known as the “Blue Marble”.  
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This is a digital image of the famous Alexander Gleason’s map of the World constructed in 1892, 
which depicts our Flat Earth. The white circle shown at the edge represents Antarctica. 

Flat Earth researcher Eric Dubay, believes this is one of the most accurate maps of our world.  
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The Newsletter Edition, February 24th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2B 

(Is our Earth rotating in Space or Total Stationary?) 
The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models  

  
Hey extended spiritual family (both for our new Center along with our 
extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Hello All, it’s Joshua back at 
ya with the next part of our new "2023 Message Series" following Part 
2A where we looked at the shape of our world. We will continue 
exploring the two model's perspectives as this time we will see if our 
Earth is truly in motion or not within this next section .... ok, here we 
go … Joshua and Katrina, CS explorers and co-founders for the Center. 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - Sorry I am a bit late sharing 
this next part of the 2023 Message Series. Part 2B, is going to take a 
look at the HelioCentric Model vs. GeoCentric Model as they describe 
if our Earth is in motion and rotating or it is not.  Again, my old goal 
here is to share with all of you the information I have uncovered 
looking at what people are calling “Flat Earth” as it compares to what 
we learned in school about our world’s shape and condition. Then, you 
can decide for yourself if any of these new (or very old) insights and 
observations makes sense for you. And if it does, is this not another 
sign that great Truths about our reality living here on Earth have been 
hidden from us for a very long time?   Now, here is my next post I 
placed upon Facebook ... enjoy  
 
From Facebook February 18th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2B - Do You Believe We 
Live on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The 
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GeoCentric Model) -- Is our Earth rotating on its axis moving in 
Space or is it non-rotating and stationary? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page which I am doing my best to offer key information that 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that in my 
humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views which 
discuss the true nature of the world that we live upon. 
  
In Part 2B - I am going to continue looking at what these two models 
have to say about whether our not our Earth is rotating and in 
constant motion or if it’s non-rotating and stationary - the 
HelioCentric model we learned in School vs. the GeoCentric model. 
  
As before, we will first take a look at the HelioCentric model which is 
the model that our so-called experts tell us is how life functions upon 
Mother Earth and then, we will jump into what the GeoCentric Model 
has to say. Again, I am not here to convince anyone of anything. 
However, I will caution those who don't like to be exposed to change 
(or ideas of alternative realities) that what I will be sharing in this 
post you may find it so challenging that you could come away with the 
feeling of, "Oh No, it's can't be so - therefore, I won't pay any 
attention!" == Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) ] 
 
The HelioCentric Model: For all our lives we have been told in no 
uncertain terms that our Earth is revolving around its axis and 
completes one full revolution every 24 hours. Further, over the course 
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of a year, the Earth tilts up and down upon this axis which causes the 
change in our seasons. Finally, we are told that the Earth revolves 
around the Sun in outer space which it complete one orbit of such in 
365 days (more or less). However for Part 2B, we will not be focusing 
upon the Earth's orbit and the Sun itself (to be discussed in Part 2D). 
  
Now, how do we know that our Earth is rotating? Well as far as I know, 
none of us have ever seen an actual photograph or video of this but 
NASA has been more then happy to provide for us many computer 
graphic simulations. We assume our world must be rotating because 
over 24 hours we experience a change from night to day and back. This 
is due, as we are told, to which part of the surface of the Earth is 
facing the sun. And the change in our seasons happens due to the tilt 
of the Earth on its axis. Not let's discuss briefly what are some of the 
forces that scientists say keep us peacefully glued upon the Earth's 
surface while the planet is rotating (not gravity yet though). 
  
First, we are taught of the existence about "Centrifugal Force". This 
is defined as: an apparent force that acts outward on a body moving 
around a center, arising from the body's inertia. There is even a 
formula that has been calculated which describes how this force 
works. But now, what is inertia? 
  
"Inertia" is the tendency of a body to resist a change in motion or 
rest. When a vehicle stops, you tend to jerk forward before coming to 
a complete stop. In the same way, you will jerk backwards when the 
vehicle begins to move. 
  
So our HelioCentric scientists are basically saying that as our world 
revolves these two forces are what keep us firmly planted to the 
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ground and since we are moving with the Earth, this is why we don't 
experience any movement or motion, right? 
  
Now let's see what the GeoCentric Model has to say. 
  
The GeoCentric Model: Whenever this model is discussed, our Earth 
is always described as a flat non-rotating plane. We already discussed 
in Part 2A what is meant by our world being flat by but how can our 
world be non-rotating as well? Please find below some of the 
discussions that have been publicly shared by various "Flat Earth 
Researchers" as they offer their evidence to support this model: 
  
A) Why don't we feel any movement when we stand upon the Earth? 
Well, of course we can feel earthquakes yes(?), but normally when we 
walk upon Mother Earth's surface all is still. The researchers say we 
have this experience everyday because the earth is stationary. Thus, 
can this just be the simple answer to this question? ... or ... 
  
B) Next up, of course, we have to say something about centrifugal 
force and inertia and why this can't be the explanation that we don't 
feel any motion as we stand on the Earth. The answer I want to use to 
counter this explanation comes from a gentlemen that I saw on a video 
on Youtube who stated that he is both an airline pilot and an engineer. 
His comments also will pertain to gravity (which some people might say 
is the real force that keeps us on the ground or that these two forces 
we discussed before come from gravity ... but we will discuss this topic 
in Part 2F). Ok, here is what he stated: That if the two forces we have 
previously described were in effect then, all the clouds and the wind 
would always move in the same direction (the direction in which our 
world is moving) but in fact, this is never the case ... or ... 
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C) The Coriolis Effect - What is this? We are told by the HelioCentric 
Scientists that because the Earth is rotating on its axis, there is 
another force that will pull on you a bit, especially when you are flying 
in the sky and this is the name they’ve given to this force. That you 
will be pulled slightly to the right in the Northern Hemisphere and 
slightly to the left in the Southern Hemisphere and this is an 
absolutely scientific proven effect. Therefore, if you are a pilot you 
must make a compensation for this. This would also apply to a solider 
who is firing a cannon or weapon with a missile moving outward, that 
similarly you would need to compensate when aiming where you wish 
the missile is to land. 
  
Note: I forgot to say in Part 2A - Since we are mentioning how the 
rotation of the Earth affects planes, I forgot to discuss in the 
previous section how the shape of a globe would affect the flight of a 
plane. So let me write it down here so that both of these sections  will 
be complete. The key point I wish to add here is: if the Earth has a 
curvature, then the plane would have to always fly a bit at a downward 
angle to move in alignment with the Earth (or gravity should force the 
plane to do this). 
  
Let's go back to answering our questions about the Coriolis Effect 
(which would further prove that our Earth is not rotating) and to do 
this, let me share with you a conversation my friend Shirley had with a 
pilot at an airport after she disembarked from her flight: 
  
Shirley: (she didn't record on her video the pilot's face so he 
wouldn't get in any possible trouble, of course): "Yes, when you guys 
fly -- when you are flying the airplane, does the airplane ever dip (the 
nose dipping down is what she meant) or is it always flying straight?" 
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Pilot: "Uh it can, depending on turbulence ..." 
  
Shirley: "Well, besides the turbulence like normally, do you guys ever 
dip (the) nose down like in a normal flight?" 
  
Pilot: "Some planes fly at a different angle but normally, no it stays 
level." 
  
[What Shirley is asking here is if pilots have to consistently keep the 
nose down to fly level - but this pilot says there is nothing special they 
have to fly their plane straight on!] 
  
Further, going back to the pilot - engineer I mentioned before, he said 
that when they manufacture a plane, so the plane will stay level in the 
sky, they have to make the nose of the plane standing or pointing up 
slightly! 
  
So what I think is being said here is that it appears the idea of this 
Coriolis Effect existing may be totally manufactured to try to prove 
our Earth is rotating but in truth there is no measurable effects of 
such a force existing. ... or ... 
  
D) Logically, there should be a huge difference in the time it takes a 
plane to arrive at their destination when the plane flies from West to 
East verses it flying from East to West, so why is this? Before 
answering this, remember we are told our Earth rotates on its axis 
from West to East and does so at 1000 miles an hour. 
  
Let's consider the following situation: Say we are flying in the 
direction the Earth is rotating which as stated before is from west to 
east.  Our flight is going from Los Angeles to New York City at 600 (or 
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650) miles an hour so we would reach New York City in about 4 hours 
by its distance (assuming there are no delays). However, the Earth is 
rotating faster than our plane is moving, it would take a very long time 
flying in this direction (1000 mph vs. 650 mph) because the plane can't 
keep up with the speed or the earth. In fact, it would have to be 
suspended in the air and wait until its destination comes under it yes? 
The Heliocentric Model says "No, this is not the case because gravity 
holds everything in place moving with it at the same pace whether an 
object is on the ground or in the air. Thus, this is why the Plane flying 
in this direction gets there straight on. But again, if this is exactly 
what happens then why doesn't the wind and clouds all go in this same 
direction and at the same speed? So the Heliocentrist's argument 
seems to be a bit fishy for some people. 
  
Conversely, if the Plane is flying East to West then it should arrive at 
its destination extremely quickly because the Earth is moving faster 
then the plane in the air and thus, its destination based on our example 
of NYC to LA should take far less then 4 hours. But oops, this won't 
happen again due to the gravity of the Earth holding the plane so it will 
move along with the speed of the Earth as well as its own speed (are 
you able to follow this philosophic discussions dealing with the speed 
of the Earth and the plane?) ... or ... 
  
E) What happens if we shoot a bullet or cannon ball directly up into the 
sky? Well, we are told due to the rotation of the Earth we would 
expect that when it came back and landed on the ground it should be 
quite a distance away from our starting point.  But in point of fact, the 
bullet or ball will always land within 2 feet of the location where it was 
shot from. Again, this is due to gravity as the Heliocentric say or is it 
due to the Earth just being totally stationary. 
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Conclusion: In my mind, as I studied this debate if the Earth rotates 
or not, I found the phenomena that we all experience when we fly on a 
plane where it seems the pilots need to make no alternations of their 
flight path except to keep the plane as level as possible (unless the 
weather forces them to fly at a different altitude) is pointing to a 
stationary Earth (the simplest explanation).  And the same for me 
when looking at a cannon ball shot directly up into the sky and coming 
straight back, the simplest answer again is a non-rotating Earth ... 
  
Ok then … time to take a peek at Part 2C. Here we will be looking at 
first, if the Earth is indeed traveling through Outer Space (which is 
considered to be virtually a vacuum) and that just outside of our 
atmosphere exists what are called the Van Allen radiation belts. Then 
we will discuss if there really is an impenetrable dome at 73 miles 
above our head where we can find, high up in our atmosphere, 
underneath the dome, a spectacular display of numerous orange-red 
electrical discharges that could be bouncing off this dome. 
  
See you next time for Part 2C - hope you are enjoying this series, 
Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1)  
  
[ Feel free to share with others this post dealing with the 2023 
Message Series or this e-book itself, if you feel they might receive 
some value from it. Again, please email me if you have any questions on 
this subject I am covering here or if you wish to take a peak at our 
free Flat Earth e-book. If you wish to view our dedicated rumble video 
channel about Flat Earth, the on-line link to find it is shown in our on-
line resource section at the back of this e-book.  ] 
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-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds :-) 
  
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and aware for a lot more 
strange activities and phenomena to continue happening in our world..  
In Part 2C, I will be discussing if our Earth floats in Outer Space or 
there is an impenetrable (some say a type of glass) Dome that 
encompasses our world .... 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have shared on the next few 
pages, these are some of the images I used for our free "Flat Earth" 
e-book {which feel free to email us if you want to take a look at this 
very comprehensive e-book} or see a direct link to this e-book in our 
on-line resource section at the back of this e-book..) 
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An Image of the Flat Earth I found in an article on-line by Eric Dubay which shows how 
the Flat Earth appears under the Dome with the Sun & Moon in the Sky and stars too!! 

 

Another Image shared by Eric Dubay which shows how seven key civilizations of our 
world depicted how the Earth looked like to them vs. NASA, notice any similarities? 
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This is the cover of our FREE Flat Earth e-book which is quite extensive!! 
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…. 

Can You Believe it (or not) that there was a Crop Circle which appeared (I think 
this showed up in a corn field in England??) depicting not only a map of our Flat Earth 

BUT – BUT (as you see in the red circle) there could be an opening in the Ice Wall 
which encircles our (known) world in the Antarctica – but where does it go to?? 
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The Newsletter Edition, February 24th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2C 

(Does our Earth Float in Space or is It Under a Dome?) 
The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models  

 

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Hello All, Joshua here 
again with the next part of our new "2023 Message Series". We will 
continue looking at the two model's perspectives, this time if our 
Earth is floating or moving in Outer Space or if our world is under an 
impenetrable dome as is shown in diagrams drawn by many ancient 
civilizations. So for now, its time to look at the next aspect of our 
investigation ... Joshua and Katrina, CS explorers and co-founders for 
the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - So how is everyone doing so 
far?  In Part 2A & 2B did you see why there really are so many people 
who are open  to the GeoCentric (Flat Earth) Model and don't think 
how our world is described in this model is pure fantasy? So in this 
edition, I will be looking at how our two models describe what is above 
our atmosphere essentially if its Outer Space or is it a physical (some 
call it a glass) Dome and is this what the Bible in Genesis is discussing 
as "The Firmament"? 
 
I have to stay this statement again (as I don't know which segment of 
these messages you may be reading), that my only goal here is to just 
share with all of you the most interesting information I have 
uncovered that discusses Flat Earth plus, I am just comparing it to the 
reality we were taught in school about our world. Then, you can decide 
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for yourself if any of these new (or very old) insights and observations 
makes any sense for you. And if it does, is this yet another sign that 
there have been great Truths about this reality (our physical earth) 
which have been hidden from us for a very long time?  
 
Now, here is my next post I placed upon Facebook ... enjoy  
 
From Facebook February 20th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2C - Do You Believe We Live 
on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The GeoCentric 
Model) -- Is our Earth floating in a near vacuum-less Space or is our 
World under an impenetrable Dome? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page.  I am doing my best here to offer key information that 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations which in 
my humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views which 
discuss what is the true nature of the world that we live upon. 
  
In Part 2C - I am going to continue discussing what these two models 
have to say about whether our Earth is floating in Outer Space verses 
the idea, as has been depicted in drawings done by many ancient 
cultures that our world is enclosed by an impenetrable Dome. 
Whereas, the HelioCentric model we learned in School vs. the 
GeoCentric model that is being shared throughout the internet. 
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As before, we will first look at the HelioCentric model which we have 
been told by the so-called experts, all our life, is how things work on 
Mother Earth and then we’ll jump into what the GeoCentric has to say. 
Once again, it is not my objective to convince anyone of anything but 
to offer various perspectives and let you, our extended family member 
reader make their own decision. I do believe very strongly the 
HelioCentric Model is part of the Truth getting ready to come out this 
year though  == Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) ] 
 
The HelioCentric Model: Whenever we see an image of our Earth, we 
always see it enclosed in a dark background, representing Outer Space 
with Stars all over this landscape. Of course, these lights or stars are 
supposed to represent other Suns. We are told Outer Space is near 
vacuum-less and that just outside our atmosphere is what is called Low 
Earth orbit, where a spacecraft or satellite can orbit around our Earth 
as there is no gravity in this band of Space. 
 
In the Atmosphere Layer Diagram I found on the internet, which I 
have included in our free Flat Earth e-book, let me summarize from 
this diagram the name of the layers in our atmosphere, based upon this 
model which scientists have stated exists: 
 
The first layer or Troposphere is where our planes and various 
balloons fly; The Stratosphere, the next layer up, is where we might 
find a NASA shuttle and the ozone layer; The Mesosphere, a lower 
layer, seems to be for clouds and rain but of course the clouds can also 
be at a lower altitude and also here, the image I showed before in the 
Introduction of the “Sprites”, that is a high altitude electrical 
discharge which is red or orange in color is shown here on this level 
too; The thermosphere shows the location of satellites which is also 
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call low-earth orbit and can be traveled by spacecraft too and the 
final top layer is called the exosphere which is defined as the top layer 
of the atmosphere which would touch the region of Outer Space. 
 
Then of course, if we want to travel to the stars or go to the moon or 
other planets in our solar system, our spacecraft would head out into 
Outer Space itself. Similarly, if our spacecraft wanted to return to 
the Earth, it would come through Outer Space (or if we had any non-
worldly visitors as well) and then down through the various layers of 
our atmosphere. This is of course how space travel is depicted in all of 
our SciFi TV shows or movies whether we are traveling to the Earth or 
any other planet. 
 
Further, there is a discussion of the Van Allen Belt which is defined 
online as: A radiation belt that is a zone of energetic charged particles 
which are believed to mostly originate from the solar wind that are 
captured by and held around a planet by that planet’s magnetosphere. 
Our Earth has two such belts. 
 
It is important to understand about this radiation belt as it produces 
some irregularities which is why the Heliocentric model might not work 
perfectly in fully explaining our world. One of the reasons I need to 
mention here right now, before we take a look at how the Dome is 
discussed within the GeoCentric Model. This insight relates to a video 
I watched with astronauts who were supposedly working on one of the 
Space-Stations or Shuttles in low orbit. During this video they discuss 
traveling past the Van Allen Belt needed to go to Moon. They were 
saying that the radiation of this belt is far too dangerous for any 
human to deal with and we can’t travel beyond it. Yet, on the other 
hand, we all know that we have sent Men to the Moon several times in 
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Spacecraft which then, contradicts what the astronauts said in the 
video. If we look at Google to discuss this subject it says: “the Moon is 
well beyond the Van Allen radiation belts. The Moon orbits the Earth 
at an average distance of about 384.400 kilometers. The Van Allen 
radiation belts extend to a maximum distance of about 60,000 
kilometers”. So I have to ask this question out-loud then, “Is this a 
clue that we are being fooled about Space Travel by NASA?” 
 
One other slight problem with the HelioCentric model has to do with 
the vacuum of space. Why you ask, because you see, what a vacuum will 
do (and this is demonstrated in any artificial vacuum we can create 
using special tech) is to suck in to itself any materials or substances 
that are close by. So based upon this observation, how could our 
atmosphere stay linked to our Earth and not be forced into the vacuum 
of Space? Do you think Gravity can hold it back? This is another point 
we must give careful consideration to and when I speak about gravity 
in a future section might, it might make a bit more sense there. 
 
Now let's see what the GeoCentric Model has to say:  
 
The GeoCentric Model: If one studies the Bible (and of course there 
are many people who believe this the most sacred document in our 
world, especially both Jewish people and Christians that follow the Old 
Testament) in Genesis, it specifically speaks about something called 
the “Firmament”. For those who study this model, which discusses 
there is an impenetrable dome over us, they believe this is what is 
meant by the “Firmament”.  Many people who ask if the Earth is flat, 
then why don’t we fall off the edge but could it be that this Dome is 
what keeps all life on Earth contained inside and in a way protected? 
People who believe in Flat Earth, many believe that the existence of 
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the Dome is definitely a sign of some higher intelligence (possibly God) 
who has created our world. Further, the “Firmament” is referenced in 
other sacred scriptures such as “The Book of Enoch” (hidden books of 
the Bible) and the Qumran. If we translate the Hebrew word in the old 
testament for “Firmament”, there is another meaning which comes out 
and that being “The Vault of Heaven” or “The Expanse”. 
 
Now in this part I don’t want to go into great detail about the lights 
we see in our sky just yet but I have to say a little about them here. 
So within this model, the Sun, the Moon, and the so-called other 
Planets that fly with our Earth (they are called Wandering Stars but 
no solar system is described in this model) as well as other Stars we 
see in the night’s sky, like the North Star (Polaris) and the Stars of 
the Zodiac, according to the GeoCentric Model (get ready) – they all 
have to be floating or moving in the high atmosphere of our Earth 
under the Dome. For many of us, if this is true it would be a big big 
shock I would say, so are you shocked? I know the first time I heard 
this, I was. 
 
Further, if this Dome exists, it means there is no low-Earth orbit, or in 
other words the way our satellites and spacecrafts are depicted can 
not be true! That in truth, any satellite flying up in the sky must be 
using some type of high altitude helium balloon which is strong enough 
to carry quite a bit of equipment. Also, it means if we send up any  
spacecraft or rockets into the sky that use booster rockets, they have 
to eventually come back down to the Earth and will usually splash into a 
body of water (but you will never hear about this). 
 
Now lets see what other information has come up in my investigation 
which seems to indicate that this Dome is real. It is important for you 
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to understand the Dome first before I can speak about the Sun, Moon 
and Stars (the lights up in our sky). 
 
A) In 2014, a group of amateur rocket enthusiasts sent up what they 
called the Go Fast 2014 Rocket from within the U.S. They attached a 
camera to the rocket which sent back video they could see and record 
of its travel up into the sky. In our free e-book we have a link to their 
video if you wish to watch it. When it was 73 miles up in the sky, all of 
a sudden the rocket stopped and hung in mid-air – what did it hit up 
there I wonder? … and … 
 
B) To support point A), we find in the 1958 Encyclopedia America 
there is a passage which discusses how high up in the sky the Dome is 
suppose to be that is based upon observation of flights in Antarctica 
and from this, they were able to calculate, guess what, the dome is 73 
miles up … and … 
 
C) Remember we spoke about the orangish-red electrical discharges, 
which last less then a second, that appear high up in our atmosphere 
called Elves or Sprites? Well if you take an image of this and freeze 
frame it, you can almost see a shadow of a round type of structure 
above it. Perhaps then, this electrical discharge comes off the dome 
linked to some energy field of the Earth (could it be electro-magnetic, 
or the Aether, tachyon or the toroidal field) … and … 
 
D) In the book of Genesis in the Bible, it speaks about the Waters 
above and the Waters below. Obviously the Waters below are on the 
Earth surface (Lakes, Rivers, Seas, Oceans, etc ..) but what exactly 
are the “Waters Above”? Some people believe the “Waters Above” are 
outside the Dome so that outside the Dome it could be as was 
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discussed in a few episodes of Star Trek Voyager where they 
encountered an alien race from another dimension called Fluidic Space. 
However, I am bringing up these waters, because there could also be 
some form of gravity holding the Waters under the Dome. The reason 
I say this is because when a rocket is fired into the sky, and as it 
approaches the dome, it splashes a fluid-type substance and then hits 
the Dome – again our free e-books has a link to video of such … and … 
  
E) Operation Fishbowl – Wikipedia says, “Operation Fishbowl was a 
series of high-altitude nuclear tests (using nuclear missiles) performed 
in 1962 that were carried out by the U.S. … Further, publicly these 
tests were announced and it was explained they were carried out to 
better understand the true nature of the Van Allen Belts. However, 
Flat Earth researchers believe this was a cover to explain why nuclear 
missiles were being shot at the Dome to break through it which totally 
failed and so they created this fake radiation belt to help explain why 
no one can leave our world through the Dome. Some other people feel 
when Hillary Clinton said in her 2016 Presidential campaign speeches: 
“although we weren’t able to shatter the highest, hardest stained 
glass ceiling this time” that this was also in reference to the Dome … 
and … 
 
F) Finally, here is a story that a soldier talked about during his service 
while stationed within Antarctica, that he wasn’t suppose to share. It 
dealt with a strange type of ice they found under the ground that had 
totally different properties than regular ice. First of all it is called 
“Sky Ice” (does this imply this ice is in the sky?) and it has a sky blue 
color to it. You can not touch it with the flesh of your hand as its 
temperature is way too cold. It is lighter than regular ice and when it 
heats up, it doesn’t melt it just disappears so it can only be worked 
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with in the Antarctica. Again in our free e-book we have the full 
account made by this ex-soldier. We also have a link to another video 
that show photos which were taken by a ship from the 1920’s to the 
1930’s that traveled to Antarctica before it became legally forbidden 
(wonder why?). In these photos which are black and white, you can see 
within the sky, that it seems to be filled by some type of brittle 
substance. When they colorized these old photos we see this 
substance being a sky blue color. Could it be that this “Sky Ice” is the 
material of what the Dome is made of. Also they say that when the 
“Sky Ice” is damaged, it automatically re-grows itself. Amazing huh, 
the mysteries we have in our world? 
 
Conclusion: Have you ever wondered why a rainbow has a shape of a 
dome? Could it be that it’s a reflection off the Earth’s dome is what 
reflects the Sun rays to be a rainbow? Also if we had an tiny anti-
gravity powered craft and could just effortlessly float up into our sky, 
would we be able to clearly see this Dome as well as that of the 
Earth’s surface being flat? Could this be why we are not allowed to 
have such vehicles (even though we have had this technology for a long 
time – certainly the Tartarians had it!) and have to stay with our cars 
and propeller and jet planes? And lastly, I have included a collage of 
images at the end of this section, which Flat Earth researcher, Eric 
Dubay shares publicly that clearly shows what previous Earth 
civilizations have drawn about how they perceived the shape of our 
world. And within each one, they all have a type of Dome structure 
over the Earth’s surface. What did these civilizations know that we 
don’t, I wonder? 
 
In Part 2D we will take a look at the Sun, if it is millions of miles away 
in Outer Space from our Earth or if it is a tiny self illuminated body 
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that rotates over the surface under the Dome. Plus, does our world 
also have more than one Sun? I saw recently on Telegram, people who 
have taken photos or videos of two golden yellow suns in the sky (yes 
its true) plus there are legends of another kind of sun that maybe 
linked to our Earth (underneath?).  … See you next time for Part 2D - 
hope you are enjoying this series,  Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) 
 

[Feel free to share with others this post or this e-book itself, if they 
might receive some value from it. Also, please email me if you have any 
questions on this subject I am covering here or if you wish to take a 
peak at our free Flat Earth e-book. Remember about our dedicated 
rumble video channel about Flat Earth too.   ] 
 

=================== 
  

-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds :-) 
  

In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and aware for a lot more 
strange activities and phenomena to continue happening this week.  In 
Part 2D, I will be discussing our Sun(s) -is it far away or close  
 

Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 

(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have placed on the following 
pages, these are some of the images I used for our free "Flat Earth" 
e-book { feel free to email us if you want to take a peek } or see a 
direct link to this e-book listed at the back of this e-book..) 
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In Point A of the GeoCentric Section for Part 2C we discussed a hobbyist rocket group known as 
the Go Fast 2014 Rocket Group, who sent up a rocket into the atmosphere of the Earth. This 
image is taken from the camera onboard and when it reached an altitude of 73 miles, the Rocket 
literally stopped by what?? Could it have hit the Dome by chance and could go no further?? 

Above you can see a graphic diagram of purportedly the various layers said to exit in the Earth’s 
Atmosphere with the Exosphere & Thermosphere for near orbit objects and outer space beyond 
but is this truly how our atmosphere really looks like?? (Where is the Dome for example??) 
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Above is an image of the Hebrew version of our world, which shows some interesting 
aspects of the Flat Earth model. In Hebrew the Firmament is called Raqia which also 
means “Expanse” / “Dome” / “Vault”.  You see above the Firmament (in the dark green 
circle) is the Waters Above & the Heavens – The Upper Seas. Under the Firmament 
or the Dome is the Stars, Moon and Sun. They believe there are Pillars of the Earth 

which hold up the Flat Earth’s surface and finally under the Surface is the Great Deep. 
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The Newsletter Edition, March 7th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2D 

(All About the Sun(s) – Floating in  
Outer Space or Under a Dome?) 

The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models 

 

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Hello All, Joshua here 
again with the next part of our new "2023 Message Series". We will 
continue looking at the two model's perspectives, but this time we 
check to see if our Sun is floating or moving through Outer Space and 
92+ million miles from our Earth or, if our Sun is revolving over the 
surface of the Earth under an impenetrable dome? So now its time to 
look at the next aspect of our investigation ... Joshua and Katrina, CS 
explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - We hope everyone is doing 
well these days.  Through the various channels I follow on Telegram, I 
feel like a major door (towards our positive future) is about to break 
any time this year. I hope this message series has offered some new 
perspectives on why there are many people now giving a serious look at 
the GeoCentric (Flat Earth) Model. So in this edition, I will be looking 
at how our two models describe the Sun (floating in Outer Space far 
away and huge, or a small brilliant light revolving over the surface of 
our world under the Dome).  
 
I have to stay this statement again (as I don't know which segment of 
these messages you may be reading), my only goal here is to just share 
with all of you the most interesting information I have uncovered that 
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discusses Flat Earth as I am then, just comparing it to the reality we 
were taught in school about our world. Then, you can decide for 
yourself if any of these new (or very old) insights and observations 
makes any sense for you. And if it does, is this yet another sign that 
there have been great Truths about this reality (living on our physical 
earth) which have been hidden from us for a very long time?  
 
Now, here is my next post I placed upon Facebook ... enjoy :-) 
 
From Facebook March 4th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2D - Do You Believe We 
Live on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The 
GeoCentric Model) -- Is our Sun floating in Outer Space 93 million 
miles from our Earth and 1000 times the size of our world -or - 
is the Sun under the Dome and quite small, flying over the Earth? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page, doing my best to offer key information that I have 
uncovered during my world travels and investigations, that in my 
humble opinion, shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views about what 
is considered to be the true nature of the world that we live upon. 
  
In Part 2D - I am going to continue to speak about what these two 
models have to say about the true nature of our Sun which we see in 
the sky. That is, we will first consult the HelioCentric Model that 
describes our Sun lying in outer space 93 millions from the Earth 
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which rotates around it and then secondly, we will discuss what the 
GeoCentric Model states about our sun that it is quite small, is under 
the dome and revolving up in the sky over the surface of the Earth. 
Obviously, we all were taught that the Sun is huge and far way from us 
in Outer Space but there are some inconsistencies with this idea that 
I will show you as you read on. 
 

Once again, as I always say, it is not my objective to convince anyone 
of anything but to offer various perspectives and let you, my extended 
family member who is reading this post, make up your own decision. I 
do believe very strongly however that the GeoCentric Model is part of 
the Truth that (has been hidden from us and) is getting ready to come 
out later this year including full evidence that will support such too … 
Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1 ) ] 
 

The HelioCentric Model -- (According to Wikipedia:) Our Sun is 
864,000 miles in diameter (1,392,000 km) which makes it 109 times as 
wide as the Earth and it has a temperature of 10,000 degrees 
Fahrenheit on the surface. Our Sun is a bright, hot ball of hydrogen 
and helium which is located at the center of our solar system. The Sun 
is also 92.15 million miles away from the Earth. [BTW the word Helios 
comes from Greek word for “Sun”] 
 

Like any other Star, the Sun is a gigantic nuclear reactor. Nuclear 
fusion reactions transform hydrogen and helium in its core, releasing 
energy. The temperature at the center of the Sun is fifteen million 
degrees. 
 
Further, as the Earth rotates on its axis, the side of the surface 
facing the Sun will see day (or light) and the side which is not will see 
night (or darkness). The seasons of the Earth have to do with how 
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much warmth we receive from the Sun or that we don’t receive. On 
Google I found this is controlled by: The earth's spin axis is tilted 
with respect to its orbital plane. This is what causes the seasons. 
When the earth's axis points towards the sun, it is summer for that 
hemisphere. When the earth's axis points away, winter can be 
expected. 
 
Now let’s discuss some challenges to the previous descriptions of the 
Sun that we have all been taught and part of its behavior which for 
obviously those who support “Flat Earth”, just doesn’t make sense 
before we take a peek at the GeoCentric Model: 
 
#1 How can a flame or nuclear explosions be happening to the 
Hydrogen and Helium gases within the sun when such activity exists 
within a near vacuum-less environment (which is what Outer Space is 
purportedly composed of)? We are able to create a vacuum-less 
experimental environment in an enclosed space here on Earth and if we 
try to get a flame to ignite inside of this, it goes out immediately. 
Thus how can our Sun be located within Outer Space and exist as a 
continuous flame of gases is the challenge being made here … and .. 
 
#2 If the Sun is 92+ million miles from Earth then by the laws of 
physics and geometry, the rays of the sun should hit the surface of 
our world in totally straight parallel rays – yet when we see the rays of 
the sun come down from above through the clouds it always appears at 
various angles which is called “crepuscular sun rays”. For such rays to 
exist then it would make more sense that the sun must be far closer 
to the Earth … and … 
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#3 During a Solar Eclipse, which is where purportedly the Moon moves 
in front of the Sun as it faces the Earth and totally blacks out the 
light of the Sun: When this event happens, the Sun is totally hidden or 
concealed from our sight (this is also based upon our location on the 
Earth) by the Moon. However, based upon what are the perspective 
sizes of the Sun and the Moon plus their relative distances from the 
Earth, when such an eclipse occurs then the Rays of the Sun should 
not be fully covered up (you will still see some light still at the edges 
of the Sun). However, if the size of the Moon was the exact same size 
of the Sun that appears in our sky, then and only then could a total 
black out of this type of eclipse take place. 
 
Now let’s move on to the GeoCentric Model and see what it has to say 
about the Sun and how this model explains all the phenomena of the 
Sun that we observe in our sky ... 
 
The GeoCentric Model: In this model, as crazy as it may sound to 
each of us, the Sun and the Moon (in section Part 2E we will discuss 
more about the Moon) are the exact same size (as I mentioned 
before) being only 32 miles in diameter. They are both revolving in the 
sky over the flat surface of the Earth, but not on the same line of 
trajectory. The Sun will complete one revolution over the flat surface 
in 24 hours. Further on, within this post, I will explain in much more 
detail how this small and close Sun is able to perform all of the 
phenomena we know associated with this bright body of light.  
 
Further, it is estimated that the Sun is only 40-50 miles above the 
Earth (which is 209,000 feet to 260,000 feet, as our planes fly only 
30-40,000 feet up in the sky). I will further state as well, yes, there 
are quite a few aspects of the Sun we still don’t fully understand 
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within this model but if we had access to an anti-grave ship (which 
BTW we do have, but they are hidden from the public by you know 
who), we definitely would know the truth about our Sun and could do a 
more comprehensive study upon it. 
 
Let’s now look at some of the key aspects and details of the Sun as 
discussed within this model: 
 
A) What exactly is the Sun? – Many Flat Earth experts refer to it as a 
“self illuminating light” which is also able to generate heat – but as far 
as where the source of this light comes from or is generated, this can 
only be speculated upon and will be discussed shortly in section B). 
Therefore, the sun is not from hydrogen or helium nor does it work 
like a nuclear furnace … and … 
 
B) Where could the source of the Light of the Sun be coming from?: 
 
I) From the co-author of our free e-book on Flat Earth, Corey Kell, an 
engineer and scientist, he speculates there could be some type of 
advance device created by a Galactic Race who may have engineered 
the current shape our world (including making and maintaining the 
dome) that is flying in the sky and emits this light … or … 
 
II) There is a rare video available on-line that shows a man 
(speculated to be a Mason) drawing on a whiteboard what their 
understanding of the true form of our Earth is (being flat with a dome 
and so on) … In his diagram we see (see below for the following section 
about there being more than one Sun) that rotating on the underneath 
or back surface of the Earth is what appears to be a “Black Sun” – 
that rays of this Sun pass through an opening at the center of the 
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underside surface of the Earth and goes totally up and outwards 
through a huge hole that extends entirely through the solid ground of 
the surface of our Earth and then … it comes out of an opening at the 
area we call the North Pole.  As these rays of light continue high up 
into the sky (our atmosphere) eventually they will strike the Dome and 
this is reflected off it which eventually this light reflection becomes 
the illuminated Sun (a link for this video is in our free e-book) … or … 
 
III) Brian Lambert – a Flat Earth researcher – speculated that the 
Light of the Sun comes from a Pyramidal Star that lies outside of our 
Dome within a Red Rectangle Nebula, that can be seen in the far sky. 
This Star sends plasma energy toward our dome and a portion of this 
energy is reflected by the dome into our sky which is able to create 
the light we see as the Sun … and … 
 
C) To explain how we have Day and Night: This has to do with what is 
called visual perspective and the appearing and disappearing of an 
object in sky linked to what is called a visual vanishing point in the 
distance. What this means is as the Sun is moving in its trajectory 
over the Flat Surface of the Earth, as it begins moving toward your 
position upon the Earth and then comes over your head (up in the sky) 
the Sun’s light will begin to illuminate your part of the Earth (which 
will produce the phenomena of “sun rise”). Then as it flies past your 
position overhead and heads away from you, towards the horizon, 
eventually it will come a point in the far distance that the sun can no 
longer be seen by the naked eye which then will turn into night as the 
Sun’s light will no longer illuminate your part of the Earth … and … 
 
D) How does the Sun revolving over a Flat Earth surface explain the 
occurrence of our seasons? Well, according to the GeoCentric Model 
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as the Sun is revolving in a circular motion over the Earth, as it moves 
over the course of the year, its pattern of flight behaves as if it is 
following like the grooves of a record. For the Northern Hemisphere, 
it will be flying above the Earth using these so-called rings in the sky 
lying up North so the sun is closer to this part of the Earth thus 
creating the warmer Spring and Summer seasons but in the Southern 
Hemisphere, the Sun would be farther away thus creating their fall 
and winter. And then as the Sun moves to the more southern rings of 
its revolution, then the opposite situations will take place (see the 
illustration I have included after this post to visualize this) … and … 
 
E) How can we show that the Sun is closer to the Earth’s surface and 
is revolving in the sky under the Dome?: 
 
I) Corey Kell setup a simple but sophisticated equipment station (see 
photo attached later on in this section) which is able to measure the 
angle of the Sun in the sky relevant to the Earth. When recording 
these angles over a full year it becomes obvious that the Sun can not 
be 92 million miles away as certain angles which are measured would be 
impossible for an object in the sky that is that far away from our 
world, plus … 
 
II) We discussed before that the rays of the sun (crepuscular) which 
come through the clouds appear at various angles in the sky. These 
rays can only appear in such angles if the sun is close to the surface of 
the Earth plus … 
 
III) People flying high up in the sky have noticed at certain times the 
light of the Sun appears from underneath the clouds – this can only be 
possible if the sun is low in the sky plus … 
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IV) In a video taken of the Sun from a high altitude balloon, you can 
easily see the Sun is a very bright light that appears to be floating in 
our sky and it can’t possibly be that far away shining from a dark 
colored outer space. (Certainly if we had a levitation craft and could 
go under the dome we would see the Sun like this as well.) 
 
========= 
 
Finally, can our world have more than one Sun? Before, when we 
discussed the source of the Light of the Sun, we mentioned there 
could be another sun on the underneath side of the ground of the 
Earth itself, which is flying over that underneath surface and has 
been described as a “Black Sun”. During World War II, the Nazi’s had 
a secret society called “The Order of the Black Sun” plus there are 
various older legends that speak of a “Black Sun”. So we must mention 
the existence of such here. 
 
Additionally, I have seen photographs and videos taken by individuals 
around the world that have been shared on telegram where there are 
clearly two golden yellow suns in their sky. How can this be possible 
you ask? I will offer some possible explanations below: 
 
A) Are we living in a Computer Simulation?: -- Over the course of the 
past ten or twenty years, a number of people have recorded while 
using their mobile (cellular) phones some very strange phenomena 
happening within our world. Recently I saw a video of a bird in the sky 
totally suspended and making no movements (how can this be, it 
doesn’t make sense?). Or, similarly in another video there was a 
helicopter in the sky hovering yet its ratter blades were not moving. 
There has been videos of people and cars just appearing out of 
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nowhere and similarly people just walking and suddenly disappearing. 
So could this “second sun” in the sky be a break down in the 
programming of this computer simulation or matrix that we are living 
in? 
 

B) Project Blue Beam – Have you heard of this technology? It has been 
reported that the Elite have such an advance 3D holographic 
technology where they can make whatever they wish to appear and 
this seems to be a (some) highly realistic object(s) that show up in the 
space around us. There is speculation being given right now that since 
people don’t believe so much any more in the Covid or the vaccine, they 
will start using Project Blue Beam to fake an alien invasion of the 
Earth to try to control us better (also some people believe this tech 
was used to simulate the planes that hit the World Trade Center 
Buildings during 911???). So could the “second sun” be a computer 
simulation using this tech? 
 

(Note: - extra note, in mid-March, I saw on Telegram a woman claiming 
that by using a type of advance technology, they actually are 
projecting an image of the Sun over the real Sun (as there are daily 
solar eclipses happening) and thus this second Sun we see, could be 
when this projected sun image is not over the real Sun, could this then 
be it?) 
 

C) I will be jumping ahead here a little bit from my steady progress of 
revealing the various aspects of the GeoCentric Model, so you may 
want to pass on this point … but. it is believed that outside our Dome 
could there be other areas of our Earth that have their own Dome and 
hold other continents including having their own Sun and Moon flying 
over them? So could this second Sun be the Sun we see from this next 
domed area of our world or realm shining through our Dome? 
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Conclusion: For most of us, we have always been accustomed to 
thinking of our Sun as being huge and very far way from our world in 
Outer Space. So the idea of a very brightly illuminated light (I didn’t 
say this before but it could be composed of plasma) that is only 32 
miles in diameter and only 40-50 miles above us -- seems ludicrous!! 
Just this idea alone might cause some of you to completely throw the 
GeoCentric Model into the proverbial garbage can. But there were 
some aspects of the HelioCentric model which I discussed that have 
some problems being possible and true as well if you think about it. 
 
For all of humanity, the Sun is vital for our very existence due to its 
light and warmth and energy. For example, to be in good health human 
beings need the light of the sun to go into their eyes which nourishes 
our pineal gland. So no matter which model we use, we probably can’t 
fully understand yet, all there is to the Sun. But again, looking at all 
the points that we have checked out within this post, as well as the 
various issues that were brought up along with the physical 
observations of what we perceive that our Sun does, I think the 
GeoCentric Model makes far more sense to describing the behavior of 
the Sun. I am sure once the full Truth of everything is revealed we 
will know all of this for sure!!  :-) 
 
Now, in Part 2E coming up next, we need to take a look at the Sun’s 
companion, the Moon. If the Moon is floating in Outer Space about 
239000 miles from Earth and rotating around it or, is the Moon under 
the dome, the same size as the Sun and flying over a Flat stationary 
Earth? 
 
See you next time for Part 2E - hope you are enjoying this series, 
Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) 
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[Feel free to share with others this post or this e-book itself with 
others, if you feel they might receive some value from it. Also, please 
email me if you have any questions on this subject I am covering. Also, 
remember, at the end of this e-book in our on-line resource section, 
there is a link to our Flat Earth video rumble channel.   ] 
 
=================== 
  
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds :-) 
  
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and aware for a lot more 
strange activities and phenomena to continue happening this week.  In 
Part 2E, I will be discussing our Moon -is it far away or close - this will 
be sent out within the next few days .... 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have included on the following 
pages, these are some of the images I used for our free "Flat Earth" 
e-book {which feel free to email us if you want to take a look at this 
very comprehensive book} or see a direct link to this e-book in our on-
line resource section at the back of this e-book..) 
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This image shows how the Sun moves when it is circling over the Earth, 
 it’s orbit and what area of the World is covered by its light (daylight). 

This image is created by the group called “Vibes of Cosmos” and shows the Black Sun 
(in Red circling underneath the Earth) and that the refraction of its Light off the Dome 
coming up through the opening at the North Pole creates the Sun and Moon that we see. 
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This image shows the Flat Earth in the background with the orbiting of the Sun over 
the surface of the Earth and that the Suns flies over various tracks which take it 

closer to the North Pole (N. Hemisphere – Summer) or farther away (winter). 
 
 
 

To your left is a photograph of the device used 
by the special contributor and advisor for our 
free e-book on Flat Earth, Corey Kell (who we 

mentioned in Section E, Part I of the Geo- 
Centric portion) to measure the angle of the 

Sun in the sky relative to the Earth.  Although 
this device might look simple (it is not very 
expensive for you to duplicate the various 

components) it offers precise measurements 
and clearly showed that the Sun could not 

possibly be 92+ million miles from the Earth. 
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Above we see the drawing created by the Mason discussed in the GeoCentric 
materials, Section B, Part II.  As you can see this drawing is similar to what the 
group “Vibes of Cosmos” showed us with a bit more features. So once again, we 
see the Black Sun underneath the Earth’s flat surface, and that the people who 

 live in the continents of the underside of the Earth are called Summerland.  Next, 
through the opening at the North Pole, the light of the Black Sun comes out and 
is reflected off the Dome which creates the Sun and Moon (32 miles wide each). 

Also the Mason shows Polaris (which stays stationary over the North Pole, we 
will discuss the Stars in Part 2H) and that the Northern Lights also are  

manifested from the light of the Black Sun refracted off the Dome. 
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The Newsletter Edition, March 10th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Taking a Break 
(3 Unbelievable Videos – Look at the Moon,  

Are we in a Computer Simulation{?}, Looking Glass) 

 

Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Hello All, Joshua here 
again following my inspiration to give you all a break from what I am 
calling the 2023 Message Series, Part 2 as we are looking at two 
totally different models how they describe our Earth. Recently on 
Telegram, I saw these 3 videos I am going to share with you that are 
in alignment with the idea of a Great Truth that is about to come out 
this year. Each of these videos is one that is perhaps hard to believe 
so make sure you are in a calm state before you watch them - aye??  ... 
Joshua and Katrina, CS explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
[ Special Request: - if you live in Florida, we are beginning to setup 
some interesting projects there, please feel free to contact Joshua at 
the e-mail address shown in the resource section at the back of this  
e-book - thank you :-) ] 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - Hope you have found some 
new insights or certain information which has some value for you via 
this Message Series. As we continue moving forward in this year, it 
seems like every day now, there are new happenings and developments 
taking us closer to a key moment when some profound truth is about to 
be revealed to everyone in our world. If the new financial system with 
its so called rainbow currencies gets announced or the Emergency 
Broadcast System takes place, dear extended family, we are there. 
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Time to take a break – I saw on telegram in the past few days these 
three amazing videos.  So please find below a separate link to view 
each video along with a short description.  Two of these videos are 
indirectly linked to free e-books we offer. These videos for me, 
completely and absolutely support a portion of the Truth about the 
nature of our World and what is coming out in our not too distant 
future. Please feel free to share this post with others as well.... 
 

----------------------------- 
 

SHORT DESCRIPTION AND HOW TO VIEW ALL VIDEOS 
  
VIDEO #1 - 36 second view of the Moon at the Arctic 

====================================================== 
 

telegram link for Moon seen at Arctic: 
https://t.me/QComms/226909 
  

Rumble Video Link: 
https://rumble.com/v2cdpzc-the-moon-as-seen-from-the-arctic-
for-36-seconds.html 
  
Description shown on Telegram: 
 

Ummm Phil to Chat 1 … Phil to Chat 1 :-) 
 

This video was filmed inside the Arctic Circle, just between the 
Canada-Alaska-Russia border. 
 

This phenomenon can only be observed once a year, for 36 seconds.  
The moon appears and disappears.  
 

Immediately afterward, there is a 5-second total solar eclipse. 
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This phenomenon only occurs at perigee - the point where the moon is 
closest to the earth. 
 

VIDEO #2: Psychic Conf. - Are We in a Computer Simulation? 

============================================================ 
 

Youtube Video Link: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6NkFemtrRZs 
  

(Description: At a Science/Physics conference led by Neil deGrasse 
Tyson, he is speaking to a physicist named Dr. James Gates Jr. who 
speaks about how he has found an Intelligent Code imbedded in the 
Fabric of Space. You have to watch this video, as Dr. Gates claims he 
has found evidence that we live in a computer simulation. He further 
stated that he is working in a branch of physics called supersymmetry. 
Dr. Gates Jr. states that he has discovered what he describes as the 
presence of what appear to resemble a form of computer code, called 
error correcting codes (Intelligent Code) embedded within matter, or 
which results from the equation of supersymmetry that describe 
fundamental particles {or matter}. This video goes is about 6 minutes ) 
  
[ Note - this video is posted in March 2017 by Douglas Hamp 
Ministries and The Way Congregation; go to their website / blog at: 
www.thewaycongregation.com ] 
 

Also we offer a free e-book called "Is This a Computer Simulation?" if 
you would like to get a copy of  this 8 page e-book, feel free to email 
me at: crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com  ... and make the subject: 
"Free Computer Simulation E-book" 
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VIDEO #3: Project Looking Glass. Kerry Kassidy and Bill Wood 

============================================================= 
 

Short Version of this Interview (Mr. Wood's profound messages, this 
version is only 11 minutes): 
https://rumble.com/v2ce5ei-kerry-kassidy-interviews-bill-wood-
on-project-looking-glass-in-2012.html 
 

Full Version of this Interview: 
https://www.ourgreatawakening.org/project-camelot-bill-wood-
above-beyond-project-looking-glass/ 
 

(Description: Interview of Bill Wood by Kerry Kassidy for Project 
Camelot discussing Project Looking Glass (purportedly an advance 
device or high level technology portal, received from ETs which can 
show potential futures).  This interview was conducted in January of 
2012.  On Telegram I found a shorter version of the interview on one 
of the channels. In this version, he shares some amazing and profound 
messages of our future. As one views through the Looking Glass device 
they are able to view potential futures based upon the conditions and 
terms you set (in your mind). However, Mr. Wood stated that at the 
end of 2012, this device would only show one future, and one future 
alone for our world (and no matter what activities you tried to engage 
in to change this future, it had no effect upon it) which he called an 
"Awakening Process" or others have called a "Great Awakening" for all 
of humanity.) 
 

I believe that Mr. Wood describes exactly what is happening in our 
world right now and that the side of the "Light" (or God's Light) has 
already won this undeclared war we are living through right now. I 
discovered that everything Mr. Wood was saying was in complete 
alignment, word for word which what my future rJis (from this 
lifetime in 2037-2040) has inwardly shown me.  
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To see the many other incredible interviews that Kerry Kassidy has 
done under the Project Camelot umbrella or special interviews by 
others done with Kerry herself, go to her website at: 
https://projectcamelotportal.com 
 

To read about my two special inner experiences for more details, this 
free e-book is called, "Messages from rJis", feel free to email me at 
crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com with a subject of: The rJis Free E-
book [Here you can read the exact description of the future rJis told 
me.] 
 
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds :-) 
  
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned as it seems every day now 
something interesting is happening or occurring to reveal the 
tremendous transformation into 5D that is coming.  In the next 
message I will return to Part 2E of the series where I will be focusing 
upon our Moon -is it far away or close by (well if you watched the first 
video here you may now know that answer) ... 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I have includes a few images that reflect the content of these 
videos on the following pages ...) 
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Of course, to your left is a normal 
view of our Moon as it appears to 
be a sold spherical ball – or they 
call it the “Moon Rock” with the 
shaded areas being supposedly 
craters.  But as Flat Earth 
investigators state, such a solid 
object can not reflect the light of 
the Sun as we observe it, so we see 
the Moon being an illuminated light. 
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Here we see the three speakers at the Science Conference where they were discussing 
the reality of our Universe. Second from your left is Neil deGrasse Tyson, who is acting 
as the moderator (standing with the microphone) and seated to your far left is Dr. 
James Gates Jr. who discusses discovering binary code in the fabric of Matter ….. 

This image is from the video Interview conducted by Kerry Kassidy (left) with Bill Wood 
(right) about Project Look Glass for her series of interviews called, “Project Camelot” 
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The Newsletter Edition, March 15th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2E 
(All About the Moon – Is it Revolving  

around the Earth or Under the Dome?) 
The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models 

  
Hey extended spiritual family (both from our new Center along with 
our extended crystal skull spiritual family) - Joshua here again, are 
you ready for the next part of our new "2023 Message Series"?  We 
will be looking at the Moon and how the two models we are studying 
perceive it. Does our Moon float or is it moving through Outer Space 
and is 238+ thousand miles from our Earth or, is our Moon revolving 
over the surface of the Earth under an impenetrable dome?  Ok then, 
time to look at this next aspect of our investigation ... Joshua and 
Katrina, CS explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - So now it is the “Banks” that 
are falling apart - could this be a sign that the old financial system is 
dying and the new enhanced safe and empowered financial system is 
coming? Also, it is being stated that the QFS (Quantum Financial 
System, the new banking system), when it comes on-line that it has 
already recorded all the money you currently have in your bank(s) 
account(s), so you won’t lose any. But, it might be good idea though, 
until we cut over, to have some cash on hand for any emergencies.  The 
QFS (along with what are the rainbow currencies) will be discussed in 
more in-depth in a future Part of this message series (Part 3 which 
has become our video series being shown on our Rumble Channel). 
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So within this edition of our newsletter, I will be looking at how the 
two models that explain our reality, how they describe the Moon - if 
it’s in outer space orbiting the Earth or if its under the Dome flying 
over the Earth's surface. Did you all see the video of the Moon at the 
Arctic that I shared in the last newsletter? That was sure quite 
amazing, but is it true? Anyway, I believe it is and maybe Part 2E will 
explain to you how this is possible. 
 
So once again, my only goal here is to just share with all of you the 
most interesting information I have uncovered that discusses Flat 
Earth as I am just comparing it to the reality we were taught in school 
about our world. Then, you can decide for yourself, if any of these new 
(or very old) insights and observations makes any sense for you. And if 
it does, is this yet another sign that there have been great Truths 
about this reality (living on our physical earth) which have been hidden 
from us for a very long time?  
 
Now, here is my next post I placed upon Facebook ... enjoy :-) 
 
From Facebook March 14th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2E - Do You Believe We 
Live on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The 
GeoCentric Model) -- Is the Moon floating in a near vacuum-less 
Space, rotating on its axis and in orbit around our Earth, 238000 
miles away -or- is the Moon under an impenetrable Dome, quite 
small and flying over the Earth's Surface? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page which I am doing my best to offer key information that 
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I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that in my 
humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views about what 
is the true nature of the world that we live upon.  
 
In Part 2E - I am going to continue discussing what these two models 
have to say about the Moon, whether it is floating in Outer Space, in 
rotation and orbiting the Earth verses the possibility, as depicted in 
drawings that have been done by many ancient cultures throughout our 
world that the Moon is underneath an impenetrable dome flying over 
the Earth’s flat surface. Whereas, the HelioCentric model is what we 
learned in School vs. the GeoCentric model that is being shared 
throughout the internet. 
 
As before, we will first check out the HelioCentric Model, that our so-
called experts are sure total explains the behavior of the Moon. Then 
we will jump into what the GeoCentric Model has to say. Again, it is not 
my objective to convince anyone of anything but to offer various 
perspectives and let you, my reader, make your own decision. I do 
believe very strongly however, that the HelioCentric Model is part of 
the Truth that is getting ready to come out this year so we shall see if 
I am correct :-) == Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) ]  
 
The HelioCentric Model: Many people believe the Moon is the feminine 
body of light we see in the night’s sky as compared to the Sun which is 
the Masculine. These two lights are interconnected with the Sun being 
a hot body and the Moon being a cool body and the Moon seems to 
exemplify a more mystical type of energy. 
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From what I found on Google, the dimensions of the Moon as described 
by this model are the following: the Moon has a diameter of 2,159 
miles (3,475 kilometers), and it is just 1/4 the size of the Earth. The 
Moon's average distance from Earth is 238,000 miles (383,500 km). It 
takes the Moon 27.3 Earth days to make one revolution around our 
planet.  The Moon spins on its axis once every 27.3 Earth days so this 
means the same side of the Moon always faces the Earth. Thus, the 
other side, which does not is, called the dark side (is this just a 
coincidence or?) And of course, the Moon is floating in outer space. 
 
Now, the Moon's surface is covered with all types of craters, mountain 
ranges, rilles (long narrow channels), and lava plains. The vast, dark 
regions we see on the Moon's surface are called maria, or seas. They 
are actually very large, smooth lava beds. The bright, light areas on 
the Moon's surface are called highlands. The Moon is covered with a 
solid, rocky crust that is about 500 miles (800 km) thick. Craters on 
the Moon come in a wide variety of sizes. The largest crater measures 
1,600 miles (2,575 km) across, while the smallest is the size of a 
pinprick. The Moon has no long-lasting, significant atmosphere, so the 
footprints left by Apollo astronauts will last a long time. The mean 
daytime temperature is 225°F (107°C), while the mean nighttime 
temperature is –243° (–153 °C)  
 
Now, the Moon’s illumination or the light it shines over one full cycle is 
what we call the "Phases of the Moon" as it goes from the New Moon 
(totally dark) to the Full Moon (totally light). They say these phases 
are caused by the position of the Moon relative to the Earth and Sun 
and then how much light we see from the Moon is a reflection from the 
light of the Sun that reaches it and is reflected back out. Also they 
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say the tides of water upon the Earth are caused by the gravity of the 
Moon pulling on the Earth. 
 
For a Lunar Eclipse, this happens during the full moon phase and when 
the Earth is positioned precisely between the Moon and Sun, the 
Earth’s shadow falls upon the surface of the Moon, dimming it and 
sometimes turning the lunar surface a striking red over the course of a 
few hours. Each lunar eclipse is visible from half of the Earth. A Solar 
Eclipse is when the Sun, Moon and Earth are in straight alignment 
where the Moon obscures or totally blocks out the light of the Sun for 
a period of time.  
 
Finally, the Moon is not round (or spherical). Instead, it's shaped like 
an egg. If you go outside and look up, one of the small ends is pointing 
right at you. And the Moon's center of mass is not at the geometric 
center of the satellite; it's about 1.2 miles (2 kilometers) off-center.  
 
Now let's see what the GeoCentric Model has to say. 
 
The GeoCentric Model: When we look at this model, the Moon is 
described in a totally totally different way. First of all the Moon, like 
the Sun, is underneath the Dome of the Earth floating in our 
atmosphere. It’s size is purportedly the same as the Sun, about 32 
miles across, so the Moon is therefore, quite small. It is also called a 
self illuminating light but the effect of this light upon the Earth’s 
surface is experienced to be cool or cold. Further, it is stated the 
Moon flies or revolves over the Flat Surface of the Earth at about 40-
50 miles in the sky but has a different level of rotation then the sun 
(so they will never collide).  
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Thus, when the Moon is in front of the Sun, above the Earth’s surface, 
being they are the same size, a total solar eclipse or blackout occurs. 
For the phases of the Moon, I found on telegram a group called Vibes 
of Cosmos who have done some very extensive studies about the Moon. 
They say the phases of the moon are caused by the position of the Sun 
‘and Moon relative to each other along with the reflection of the Sun’s, 
Moon’s and Black Sun’s (remember when we spoke about this sun from 
Part 2D?) light emissions off the Dome. 
 
In my investigation of the Moon as seen from the GeoCentric Model I 
found the following interesting points to support this behavior of the 
Moon: 
 
A) In 1965, during an interview with a Professor R. Foster on national 
TV in Australia, he told the reporter, “11 years ago, I stated to various 
scientists that the moon is not a piece of rock but it is plasma, a 
plasma phenomena.” Thus Professor Foster claimed that no man could 
ever walk on the Moon. Could this be why there are many rumors that 
the Moon Landing in 1969 was a fake? (There is a video with Stanley 
Kubrick, the director for the movie “2001 – A Space Odyssey”, where 
he claims he was hired to create and direct the filming of this so-
called “Moon Landing”). 
  
B) Here is a brief summary of comments made by Eric Dubay, a leading 
Flat Earth Researcher from his essay, “200 Proofs for Flat Earth” 
 
i) Based upon the Theory (notice it is called a theory) of Gravity, 
(which we will talk more about in Part 2F) there is no way the gravity 
from the Moon can effect the Earth and cause tides because it is 
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always the larger body (the Earth) that should have a gravity effect 
upon a smaller body (the Moon) … and … 
 
ii) There is no way the Moon, if it was a solid rock substance, can 
reflect back the light of the Sun (it would require it to be a totally 
smooth surface which is not the case with the Moon), this physically 
just can not happen. Thus, the Moon has to be a self illuminated light … 
and … 
 
iii) There are times in the sky when you can view the Moon and it 
appears to be semi-transparent where you can see the blue sky 
through the Moon … and ... 
 
iv) Did you know if you are able to measure the temperature outside 
when the Moon is in the night’s sky, the temperature is colder from 
the light of the moon then it is if measured within a shadow … and ... 
 
v) Eric Dubay claims the shape of the Moon is a flat luminous disc and 
not a ball. That since we can only see one face of the Moon, this is 
because it must have this shape. That it is not because, as NASA 
scientists claim, that the Moon just so happens to spin in the opposite 
direction of the Earth in a perfectly synchronized way … and ... 
 
C) Once again, as a reminder from Part 2D, the drawing I shared from 
the individual claiming to be a Mason?  He showed in this drawing that 
the light of the Moon comes from the reflection of the light of the 
Black Sun which comes out of the opening at the North Pole and is 
then reflected off the Dome … and … 
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D) The group Vibes of Cosmos, which I mentioned before; A key part 
of their research into the Moon has to do with images they have seen 
upon the surface of the Moon by changing the contrast of the light 
within a photograph. What they claim to clearly observe is they see a 
mirrored image of the land masses (continents) upon the Earth. But 
not only are all the continents shown (the seven we know of), but the 
Moon shows other land masses which could mean ?? … (well, you will 
have to wait for Part 2I for this interpretation). This group also 
describes the Moon as: A focused electro-magnetic phenomena called 
plasma (or a plasma aetherial phenomena). [Note: My friend and 
spiritual brother, who we affectionately call Dr. Phil, (he is also an 
officer for our new Center) he just happens to be a spiritual medium. 
He channels a Pleiadian by the name of “Heltor”, whom I have spoken 
to so far twice (see the Center’s Rumble video channel). Heltor also 
confirmed to me the Moon was made of Plasma!] 
 
E) In 2012, a person going by the name of Crrowe777 shared on his 
Youtube Channel some amazing videos he took of the Moon through a 
special telescope. What he noticed was a wave (he called it a 
holographic wave) or a ripple that moved over the Moon – it is like a 
rolling distortion that he watched happen over the Moon periodically. 
To view this video, there is a link for it in our free Flat Earth e-book. 
 
Conclusion: Well, maybe the reason we haven’t seen any manned lunar 
landings for quite awhile (this was Apollo 17, back in December of 
1972) is because as Professor Foster said, with the Moon being 
composed of plasma (which is a form of energy without form), it’s not 
possible to walk on such a Moon. Thus, no doubt, all the moon landings 
were theatrical filmings. The excuse given by NASA why they haven’t 
returned to the Moon has been it costs too much and they don’t have 
the funding to do so. Also we discussed before, that some astronauts 
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on one of the shuttles were filmed saying that we can’t travel into 
outer space due to the Van Allen Belt’s radiation but the Moon should 
be beyond this belt, right?? So there are some big inconsistencies 
being told by NASA about the Moon that might make anyone suspicious 
if they are telling the truth and if they ever tell us the truth on 
anything. 
 
Further, remember the video I shared a short while ago, in my break 
message for this series, where it showed how the Moon appears for 36 
seconds, once a year at the Arctic Circle? If that video is real, it could 
only happen if the Moon is really really close to the Earth. I think if 
you consider the points shared within this section from the GeoCentric 
Model about the Moon, and thinking about the other insights we have 
given in other sections of Part 2; like we live on a flat non-rotating 
Earth, then it could very well be that the Moon is really is a tiny self-
illuminated and semi-transparent light in our sky and not the solid ball 
of rock that we were all taught in school. 
 
There is even another video we link to in our free Flat Earth e-book, 
where they are filming the astronauts stepping down from the lem 
(the 1969 moon landing) to walk upon the Moon when a tray of lights 
hits the astronaut on the ladder going down. If we are being lied to 
about Covid and the vaccine and most likely the conflict in Ukraine too, 
it wouldn’t be such a big stretch that were are not being told the truth 
about the Sun and the Moon as well, aye?  
 
Anyway, next up to be included within Part 2F, we will take a good look 
at what gravity is all about. As you are going to hear again that what 
we have been taught in school about this topic has some big wholes in 
it which doesn’t logically make any sense. Whereas, within the 
GeoCentric Model, gravity or the force that keeps us anchored to the 
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Earth’s surface, this seems to be working from a completely different 
perspective.  So that should be another special discussion we will have. 
 
See you next time for Part 2F - hope you are enjoying this series,  
Joshua    …  [JS CSE 417+1]   
 
PS – I have created a new video which is actually a portion of Part 3 
for this Message Series.  I have entitled the video as the same name 
as the title of this e-book:  I gave it a subtitle, “Segment 1: An 
Introduction”. I posted this video on to the Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity’s Rumble video channel. Thus, this video 
goes into a slightly different direction then the materials I am sharing 
in this e-book but eventually they will meet and finish sharing the same 
type of information.  If you wish to watch this first segment go to: 
rumble.com/v2duhoe-2023-time-of-full-truths-revealed-series-
segment-1-an-introduction.html 
 
[Feel free to share with others this post or this e-book itself, if they 
might receive some value from it. Also, please email me if you have any 
questions on this subject that I am covering here or if you wish to 
take a peak at our free Flat Earth e-book or view our dedicated 
rumble video channel about Flat Earth.   ] 
 
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds :-) 
  
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and aware for a lot more 
strange activities and phenomena are continuing to happen almost daily 
now. In Part 2G, I will be discussing what exactly is the force that we 
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know as gravity, or what keeps us glued to the Earth's surface? We 
are definitely live in exciting times now, aye?? 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have included starting below as 
these are some of the images I used for our free "Flat Earth" e-book.  
Feel free to email us if you want to take a look at this very compre-
hensive book} or there is direct link to it in our resource section.) 
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You might not be able to tell from this image of the Moon what is the that black object 
which is appearing in front of the Moon – it is some type of helium balloon carrying 

something underneath it. What is amazing first, that this shows since our Earth has a 
Dome over it, we have no satellites flying in low Earth orbit and secondly for such 

an object to appear as such, the Moon would have to be relatively close to the Earth! 

In order for us to see a total eclipse of the Sun by the Moon in our 
sky, these two light bodies must be of the same size as shown above. 
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In Point D) of the supporting evidence for the GeoCentric Model which describes the 
Moon flying over the Earth’s surface under the Dome, I introduced you to the group 

called Vibes of Cosmos.  They are known for their research into the Moon and that it is 
a focused electro-magnetic phenomenon called “Plasma” (or what we have labeled it as a 
self-illuminating light).  ---  Here in this image above, they apply special lighting upon a 
photo of the moon and in the result (shown above), Vibes of Cosmos believes this shows 
a reflection upon the moon of the surface of the Earth.  On the lower right side of this 
image, you can see what appears to be the land masses we are all familiar with from any 
map of our Earth.  On the left side of this image, there appears to be other land masses 
that we are not familiar with. This group gives to these other continents various names 

but unfortunately I can’t read them on this image.  Of course, they are all outside of the 
world we know. If you go to the next page, I show you this same image again but in that 

image, the continents that we know are highlighted – can you see our Earth there? 
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The Newsletter Edition, March 29th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2F 

(Gravity - Does it Work the  
Way we Believe it Does?) 

The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models 

 
Hello - Hey extended spiritual family both for our new Center along 
with our extended crystal skull spiritual family - Joshua here again, 
are you ready for the next part of our new "2023 Message Series". 
We will continue looking at the two model's perspectives with this time 
taking a peek about that force we know as "Gravity" and see if our 
understanding of how it functions is correct.  Ok then, its time to look 
at the next aspect of our investigation ... Joshua and Katrina, CS 
explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
 
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - We hope this next edition of 
our newsletter finds all of you doing well and happy and that the month 
of March has been good to ya all! For us, we are getting ready to say 
goodbye to Georgia (our home for almost five years) and to move on to 
Florida and see what new adventures await us there. 
 
I hope dear ones, you know that all of these recent messages we are 
sharing with you in this series, is because we know and truly feel deep 
down that major changes are coming this year. We hope the information 
being shared in these past posted editions of our newsletter has been a 
way to prepare you (and others you wish to share these insights with) 
for what's coming up. So, this is my whole reason for doing this series 
of posts, to offer the best information being shared publicly as I sense 
big changes are coming to our world quite soon. 
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Anyway, our world have been getting more and more intense, as we come 
to the close of March - the French People are protesting all over the 
country now due to changes their President Marcon wants to make in 
their pensions (which he used his executive power to institute BTW); 
the Dutch Farmers are doing their thing with public protests as their 
Government is trying to shutdown their farms (as farming is so 
important to the Dutch); and the Quantum Financial System, the new 
banking system, we are told on various Telegram channels is already 
fully in place (working in pace with the current banking system called 
Swift). What this means is that money that has been stolen over the 
years from WE THE PEOPLE is going to start coming back to us. There 
may come a time when we will need to stay in our homes for a short 
period while this new system is fully activated (so please have extra 
food, other necessary personal supplies and cash on hand to prepare).  
 
Also, starting on April 1st for 17 days (till my birthday #68) I am going 
to celebrate it by sharing the most profound sayings or special short 
messages that have changed my life forever and given amazing insights 
about life - so stay tuned for this (which will be intermixed with 
periodic postings of the 2023 series) ... [Note: At some point, I plan to 
make a new e-book which will include these profound sayings that I will 
be sharing for my 68th birthday here in 2023 or you can also visit my 
personal FB page to read them … ] 
 
=============== 
 
So in this edition of our newsletter, I will be looking at how our two 
models describe Gravity - if this is the force that keeps us anchored to 
the Earth as well as explains the so-called gravitational interactions 
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which keeps the planets and moons in their orbits in outer space or, if 
there are other forces (3 to be exact) that explain what we call the 
gravitational effect in a totally different way as discussed within the 
GeoCentric Model. 
 
As I have shared before, my only goal in the organizing of the 
information within this e-book is to just share with all of you, the most 
interesting information I have uncovered that discusses Flat Earth. As 
then, I will just be comparing its perspectives to the reality we were 
taught in school about our world. Then, you can decide for yourself if 
any of these new (or very old) insights and observations makes any 
sense at all. And if it does, is this yet another sign that there have been 
great Truths about our world, here on our physical earth which have 
been hidden from us for a very long time?  
 
Now, here is my next post I placed upon Facebook ... enjoy :-) …. 

 
From Facebook March 29th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2F - Do You Believe We Live 
on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The GeoCentric 
Model) -- Gravity -- is it a Force that keeps us grounded to our Earth 
and the Planets (and Moons) locked in their Orbits or does it have to 
do with "Other Physical Effects or Forces" (such as density, buoyancy 
and the world's electromagnetic field)? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page in which I am doing my best to offer key information 
that I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that 
in my humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute 
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total truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain insights and information which are looking at the two prevalent 
models or views of what is the true nature of the world that we live 
upon.  
 
In Part 2F - I am going to continue discussing what these two models 
have to say about the idea of Gravity which is the name of the force 
that holds us to the Earth’s surface. I will be sharing how the 
HelioCentric model (what we learned in School) vs. the GeoCentric 
model that is being shared throughout the internet, what explanations 
each of this models give to us about our physical attraction to walk on 
the surface of the Earth. I think you will be amazed at what the 
GeoCentric model tells us though – so please get ready!  
 
Again, it is not my objective to convince anyone of anything but to 
offer various perspectives and let you, the extended family member 
reader, make your own decision. I do believe very strongly however 
that the GeoCentric Model is part of the Truth getting ready to come 
out this year so we shall see if I am correct :-) == Joshua   
(JS CSE 417+1) ]  
 

The HelioCentric Model: We all remember from school that the idea 
of gravity, defined as a definitive force that holds us to the Earth 
purportedly came from Sir Isaac Newton (an English physicist and 
mathematician, who was the culminating figure of the Scientific 
Revolution of the 17th century) when purportedly an apple from a tree 
fall on his head.  It is said, in this moment is when he came up with the 
idea of a force called Gravity, which had pulled the apple of the tree  
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down and came striking him on the head. Let me go to Google to give 
you a more official definition of this force first. 
 
Gravity is: an invisible force that pulls objects toward each other. 
Earth's gravity is what keeps you on the ground and what makes things 
fall. Albert Einstein described gravity as a curve in space that wraps 
around an object—such as a star or a planet. 
 
So essentially, because the Earth is much larger body than any object 
which resides on its surface (or it has a greater mass), this is why 
gravity exists and keeps us held to the surface of our world. It is also 
said that because the Sun is so much larger than any planet in our 
solar system, its greater mass hold all the planets in their continuous 
orbits around the Sun. Or the same would be true of the Moon which 
circles our Earth. And finally due to the mass of the moon and its pull 
upon the Earth, this is what causes tides in the waters of our world. 
 
So far so good right? We all know these points because we were 
taught about them being absolutely scientific based principles which 
our major scientists all agree upon, that this is how these forces on 
the Earth function. However, before we go into the GeoCentric Model, 
logically, I see some very huge problems here with these perspectives 
as realistically and scientifically it just doesn’t make sense and actually 
in some cases, these ideas are contradictory. What am I speaking 
about you say? 
 
Ok then, so if a larger mass like the Earth is going to pull on any 
object of a lesser mass, therefore this is why we can walk on the 
Earth’s surface yes? . . . But then, how can our Earth be orbiting 
around our Sun or the Moon revolving around the Earth also? Would 
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this orbiting force not be a different type of so-called gravity? By the 
definition of Gravity (now really think about this idea please) the 
Earth should either be headed into the Sun or thrown out of its orbit! 
Or the same for the Moon, it should be headed into a collision course 
with our Earth, yes?  Or conversely, if we accept the force of orbiting 
for this definition of Gravity, then all objects held to the ground of 
the Earth, should they not be flying over the Earth and orbiting it as 
well? Clearly, this is definitely not the case.  What is up with these 
definitions of Gravity then – did someone just make it up to find a 
simple explanation why we can walk on the surface of our world? 
 
Ok then, its time to see what the GeoCentric Model has to say about 
Gravity, make sure you are sitting down . . . 
 
The GeoCentric Model: No sir or madam (whichever is the case) this 
force we call Gravity has nothing to do with the attraction of a larger 
mass to a smaller mass, it has to do with Density, Buoyancy and the 
Electro-magnetic Field of the Earth – huh? What does this mean, so I 
better define what these 3 terms or forces represent so this Model’s 
explanation of why we can walk on the surface of the Earth is 
perfectly logical to all my readers. 
 
Density: (From Google for 6th graders, to make it simple): The density 
(D) of a substance is the relationship between the mass (m) of the 
substance and how much space it takes up (volume) divided by its 
volume (v); D = m/v. Objects with the same volume but different mass 
have different densities. 
 
OK, so now you know what is meant if I say what is the density of the 
air or of our water or even the density of our own physical body.  But 
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why is this relevant to the GeoCentric Model? Because an object which 
is denser then another will sink to the bottom. If we took a glass and 
filled it with different liquids, the most dense liquid would sink to the 
bottom of the glass and the least dense liquid would float on top.  Do 
you understand this concept? 
 
So here is the key -- we are able to walk on the Earth because our 
physical body is denser then the air that is around us? That’s it. Wow – 
it can’t be this simple or can it? Let’s take the case of a helium 
balloon.  If you fill a balloon with helium, what does it do – it will rise 
very quickly high up in the air, why is this? Because the density of 
Helium is much less then the density of the air we breath. Helium is 
listed as second on the periodic chart of elements which means it has 
two electrons, two protons and two neutrons. That implies at this 
atomic level, Helium has a lot of open space thus its less dense. 
 
So if a bird is flying in the sky, it is doing so by the force exerted by 
its wings so it can climb upwards and it is not being held back or has to 
fight this force of gravity (but its still more dense than the 
air).  Again, Flat Earth researcher, Eric Dubay in his video sharing 200 
Proofs about why we don’t live on a Globe; he filled a balloon with half 
normal air and half helium and the balloon by itself, floated in a 
stationary position (like it was levitating). Ok, enough said about 
Density, now lets look at buoyancy  
 
Buoyancy:  Buoyancy (or an upward thrust), is an upward force exerted 
by a fluid that opposes the weight of a partially or fully immersed 
object. The only way to understand this principle or force is to give 
some examples. The best one I can give is a boat floating on the water. 
Why did the older cultures make their boats out of wood? This is the 
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question I want to ask.  Because, they knew or learned by observation 
that wood floats on water but why is this? Because obviously, the 
density of wood is less then the density of the water. 
 
So in a way a helium balloon which is floating way up in the sky would 
be a form of buoyancy. Or what about a submarine, how does it rise 
and sink in water, as it’s made of metal.  Well again if we have ships 
floating on the water made from metal (or steel), then the density of 
steel must be less than water too. But for a submarine to submerge 
under the water, what condition creates this? When it releases the air 
held in its ballast tanks and replaces it with a lot of water, this causes 
the submarine to sink. Does this make sense now? 
 
So buoyancy is a result of a less dense object floating and sitting on 
top of a more dense object … this enhances the density definition but 
now how does an electromagnetic field exert a force like gravity? 
 
Electromagnetic Field or Force:  (From Google): Radiation that has 
both electric and magnetic fields and travels in waves. It comes from 
natural and man-made sources. Electromagnetic radiation can vary in 
strength from low energy to high energy. It includes radio waves, 
microwaves, infrared light, visible light, ultraviolet light, x-rays, and 
gamma rays. – Additionally, let me explain to you how electricity and 
magnetism is intricately linked (Electromagnetic is abbreviated EM): 
 
So let’s say we have an electric cable with electricity flowing through 
it, its normal for us to use our cords to plug them into the wall to 
power them up to use with our appliances, right? But did you know that 
there is also a magnetic field which totally surrounds this cable or 
cord? Then, if you have a magnetic and if you connect wires to this 
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magnetic in a proper way and attach an electric light bulb to the wires, 
amazing it will light up. So these two forces always work together. 
 
Further, are there so-called Electromagnetic (EM) fields linked to our 
Earth? Again, here is what I found on Google: Electromagnetic fields 
have always been present on the earth. Natural electromagnetic fields 
occur mainly as thermal radiation (infrared), visible light or ultraviolet 
radiation from the sun. Fire and lightning are also sources of 
electromagnetic fields. – so again, this energy field is a key for our 
Earth to function. As a matter of fact, I heard once that if these EM 
fields didn’t exist, then human life couldn’t live upon the Earth either, 
as these energy fields nourish us in some way! 
 
But how is an EM Field connected to gravity? Well, I saw a video on-
line where they had this metallic plate charged or emanating outwardly 
an EM Field. Then they threw a small piece of paper at the plate and it 
was pulled onto it by the EM field (it was attracted) and fell onto the 
top of the plate. Similarly when the plate was reversed, so this field 
was pointing down, the paper was still drawn to it, it still was drawn to 
the plate, but upside down and held there. So for me, the effect of 
what we call gravity is linked to these natural EM fields of the Earth. 
 
But wait till you hear this . . . I read in a very advance scientific paper 
that was discussing how UFOs (spaceships) are able to fly in our sky 
and do so, using some type of anti-gravity device, that utilizes the 
Earth’s EM field as well.  So for all of these reasons I have sighted 
here, the EM field(s) also assist in keeping us anchored to the Earth. 
 
Ok then, let’s turn this discussion onto these three forces (density 
differences, buoyancy and the EM field{s}) and apply it to the 
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GeoCentric Model. Well first of all, the very idea of the Earth orbiting 
the Sun or the Moon orbiting the Earth would be thrown out as they 
are self illuminating lights underneath the Dome and the Earth itself is 
stationary.  The Sun and Moon are only 32 miles across so they are not 
exerting any type of gravitation force upon us but most likely, it is the 
Earth’s natural EM fields which are keeping these “self-illuminating 
lights” circling over the surface of our world. That makes sense, yes? 
 
Next up, if we examine how differences in density function then it is 
totally understandable what is keeping all  people, living things and 
objects anchored to the surface of the Earth (and the same forces 
would work for the underneath surface which the Mason showed us in 
his drawing of Summerland). The idea of a Helium balloon very quickly 
rising high up into the sky, seems to me to be a very visible example of 
this natural phenomenon. If Gravity was such a strong force, then 
probably no birds would be able to fly into the sky or that propeller 
type of planes would be able to lift into the sky either.  Anyway, as you 
can see from the GeoCentric perception, it views this so-called force 
of Gravity in a completely different way. 

Conclusion: Well here we are at the end of this Part, I apologize for 
writing so much but the concept of Gravity or the Force(s) which hold 
us to our Earth, it takes a bit of explaining to do.  If we truly live on 
an Earth that is based upon the GeoCentric Model then what science 
tells us about how Gravity works is a total contradiction. I think the 
idea of density and the Earth’s natural Electromagnetic Fields seems 
much more logical and simple to digest. However, when we come to the 
time (I believe before the end of this year, 2023) when the Full 
Truths of Everything are publicly revealed we will all know how our 
beloved home, the Earth functions on all levels. So, when all of 
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humanity has this understanding, then, and only then can we bring back 
the Great and Advanced technologies that the Tartarians had only 200 
some years ago which allowed them to live in a “Paradise” on our Earth 
with free energy and total peace.  

Anyway, next up to be included in Part 2G, we are going to discuss 
the North and South Poles or also called the Arctic and Antarctica from 
the perspective of the two models of the Earth. Again, you are going to 
discover (as has happened in previous Parts, we have already given some 
clues about this) that the way the GeoCentric Model explains these two 
land masses is nothing like the Helio-Centric.  But a question I want you 
to ask yourself, before I get to the sharing of this next part is this: 
“Why is it absolutely illegal and forbidden for anyone (accept so-called 
authorized individuals that is) to ever travel to these areas? If you go 
there you will either be warned off (by sea or by air) or arrested.” So as 
you can tell, this next Part is gonna be another douse! 

See you next time for Part 2G – hope you are enjoying this series, 
Joshua JS (CSE 417+1)    

[Feel free to share with others this post or this e-book itself, if they 
might receive some value from it. Also, please email me if you have any 
questions on this subject I am covering here or if you wish to take a 
peak at our free Flat Earth e-book or view our dedicated rumble video 
channel about Flat Earth (or just go to the resource section at the 
end of this e-book to fine this information.  ] 
 
================ 
 

-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age to 
begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something that we 
just imagine in our minds :-) 
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In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and aware for a lot more 
strange activities and phenomena are continuing to happen almost daily 
now. We are living in the most interesting of times and here at the end of 
March, activities being announced and surrounding the release of the new 
Financial System are really heating up!! 
 

Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
 
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I am sharing over the next few pages 
as these are some of the images I used for our free "Flat Earth" e-book  
{feel free to email us if you want to take a look at this very compre-
hensive book} or there is a direct link for it in the Resource Guide.) 
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What we see above is called a Faraday Ring, it is a cooper ring wrapped with wires. When 
a magnet is moved into this cooper coil, which charges a magnetic field and magnetic flux 
through the coil, a voltage will be generated in the coil according to Faraday's Law. What 

is Faraday's law simple?  Faraday's first law of electromagnetic induction states the 
following: Whenever a conductor is placed in a varying magnetic field, an electro-motive 

force is induced. This is an example of how an electric field and a magnetic field are 
always interconnected and explains why an EM field acts like the force of Gravity. 

 

Here we see Tesla sitting and reading his notes (assume late 1800’s or early 1900’s) 
as he is in front of a Faraday Cage which is generating a huge amount of static 
electricity, no doubt linked to an EM Field of the Earth like the Tartarians did! 
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In this image, it’s a bit hard to see what is going on so I will try to describe it to you. 
The large metal ring on top of the table is generating an Electro-Magnetic Field. 
Towards your left and on top, just by the force of this field is a circular gaseous  
type of disc which is moving in a circular pattern anti-clockwise over the metal  

plate by itself but is emitting a kind of steam as it moves. This is trying to  
demonstrate based upon the GeoCentric Model what force would keep our  

Sun (and Moon) up in the sky rotating over the Flat Earth. 
 

 
 
 
 
This special graphically done image is trying to 
offer the idea that the sun is quite small and 
that there are clouds in front of the Sun and also 
in back of the Sun. There is no way this is 
possible if our Sun is 93 million miles away as 
NASA tells us.  NASA has to say this to us to 
convince everyone that our Earth is a globe which 
orbits our Sun along with the other planets but 
what we see here just doesn’t match up with 
their story?? 
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Another example of working with a circular metal disc that is charged by an EM Field 
which when a piece of metal is placed over the field, it appears to levitate. This is 

obviously a key to understand how UFOs (or NASA calls them UAP – Unknown Aerial 
Phenomena) are able to fly in space, in our atmosphere and into other dimensions  

– for you see, if you understand the physics of it, levitation is very very real. 
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The Newsletter Edition, April 11th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2G 

(The Arctic and Antarctica -  
What's  Going on in this Areas?) 

The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models 

 

Hello - Hey extended spiritual family both for  our new Center along 
with our extended crystal skull spiritual family - Joshua here again, 
are you ready for the next part of our new "2023 Message Series"? 
We will continue looking at the two Earth model's perspectives and 
how they describe the conditions of the Earth located at these 
mysterious areas known as the Arctic (the North Pole) and the 
Antarctica (the South Pole). So are you ready to be blown away some 
more? ... Joshua and Katrina, CS explorers and co-founders for the 
Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - We hope this next posting of 
our newsletter for today finds you well. Now, a bit of caution before 
you read this edition of our newsletter. The GeoCentric Model’s 
discussion about what might be the true nature of the North and 
South Pole can literally shake the very foundation of anyone’s reality. 
So if you are not up for this challenge you may wish to pass. 
 
In addition, finally for the first time since I started the posting this 
Message Series on Facebook, one of the photos I am going to be 
sharing with you got fact checked and they blanked it out on Facebook 
- so when I reveal this, you may decide this photo must be so true that 
they were deafly afraid for people to know about what it contains. 
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Finally I hope you have been enjoying or found some value with my Pre-
Birthday Sayings as I call them.  So without further adze, let us move 
on to Part 2G on the Poles ... 
  
=============== 
 
So in this edition of our newsletter, I will be looking at how our two 
models describe the Arctic and Antarctica. If they really exist at the 
most northern and southern areas of Planet Earth and that both have 
totally frigid conditions as they have been advertised or, if Antarctica 
has this ice wall (this was the photo Facebook didn't like BTW) that 
lies at the edge of the Flat Circular Disc of our Earth and the Arctic 
(which makes no sense in the HelioCentric Model) or the North Pole is 
at the exact center of the Earth's surface? 
 
As I always say within each part of this series of FB posts -- my only 
goal here is to just share with all of you the most interesting 
information I have uncovered that discusses Flat Earth.  As then, I 
will just be comparing this model to the reality we were taught in 
school about our world. Then, you can decide for yourself if any of 
these new (or very old) insights and observations makes any sense. And 
if it does, is this yet another sign that there have been great Truths 
about our world (related to our physical earth) which have been hidden 
from us for a very long time?   Now, here is my next post I placed upon 
Facebook ... enjoy :-) 
 
From Facebook April 11th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2G - Do You Believe We Live 
on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The GeoCentric 
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Model) -- The Arctic (North Pole) and Antarctica (South Pole) -- Do 
they reside on the Top and Bottom of the Earth or is there something 
else going on? 
 
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page where I am doing my best to offer key information that 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that in my 
humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolutely total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views that discuss 
what is the true nature of the world that we live upon.  
 
In Part 2G - I will offer to you the reader what these two models have 
to say about the Artic and Antarctica. Where exactly do these land 
masses or areas (can’t call them a continent as the Artic is not 
considered one) exist? Is it as the HelioCentric model says, that these 
lands are located upon the top and bottom of the Earth’s Globe – or – 
is it as the GeoCentric model says (which is being shared throughout 
the internet) and that the Artic exists in a far different form (thus, 
its better in this case to call it the North Pole BTW) at the center of 
our world with Antarctica being an ice wall that totally encircles our 
world at the edge of the flat circular disc? Then, we will also speak 
about why it is forbidden for any of us to visit these two locations (you 
will literally be arrested) except only for those so-called officially 
sanctioned individuals (how did they get to be this?) are allowed to. 
  
[Sorry for this section being a bit long but there much to discuss from 
both Models how the North & South Pole are perceived … ] 
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Again, it is not my objective to convince anyone of anything but to 
offer various perspectives and let you, the extended family member, 
the reader to make your own decision. I do believe very strongly 
however that the GeoCentric Model is going to be a part of the Truth 
getting ready to come out this year so we shall see if I am correct  
 == Joshua  (JS CSE 417+1) ] 
  
The HelioCentric Model: We have been told in school that both the 
Arctic and Antarctica represent lands or areas that are frozen which 
are filled with mostly (or only) ice and snow. This is due to the fact 
that they exist at the extreme north and south of the Earth’s globe 
and even with the Earth’s axis tilting up and down, neither face the 
Sun directly enough to show any degree of true heat. 
  
Here are some facts I found on Google about each of these 
territories, so first let’s discuss the Artic or the North Pole: The 
Arctic is an ocean, covered by a thin layer of perennial sea ice and 
surrounded by land. ("Perennial" refers to the oldest and thickest sea 
ice.) So this is why it is not considered a continent (as Antarctica is). 
Two men claimed they discovered the North Pole, each leading their 
own expedition. Frederick Cook in April of 1908 and Robert Peary (he 
is the person I remember hearing about) in April of 1909. Another 
explorer we have heard about that flew his plane over the North Pole 
was Admiral Byrd said to have done this in 1926. 
 
Once again, the description of this area of our Earth was an area 
covered by ice and perhaps some snow (I have placed into the photos 
at the end of this post, one taken by Peary where it appears we see 
snow around his team) but the ice is supposedly floating on top of the 
water with extremely cold weather year long. For half the year, the 
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sun never sets in the sky and the other half of the year it remains in 
total darkness. 
 
From the North Pole, all directions away from it are southerly. Its 
latitude is at 90 degrees north or at the top of the world and all lines 
of longitude meet there (as well as at the South Pole, on the opposite 
end of Earth). Polaris, the current North Star, sits almost motionless 
in the sky above the pole, making it an excellent fixed point to use in 
celestial navigation in the Northern Hemisphere. 
 
(More about the Ice sitting on the water): The North Pole sits in the 
middle of the Arctic Ocean, on water that is almost always covered 
with ice. The ice is about two to three meters (six to 10 feet) thick. 
The depth of the ocean at the North Pole is more than 4,000 meters 
(13,123 feet). I tried to see if I could find the size of the so-called 
ice representing the North Pole through Google but I couldn’t find any 
definitive answer. 
 
There are eight (mostly) northern countries which have made claims 
(or have jurisdiction) over part of the North Pole such as Russia, 
Canada, Denmark (via Greenland), Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden 
and the U.S., but no one country owns the whole region. 
 
Now I found this next point quite interesting: The North Pole is much 
warmer than the South Pole. This is because it sits at a lower elevation 
(sea level) and is located in the middle of an ocean, which is warmer 
than the ice-covered continent of Antarctica. But it's not exactly 
beach weather. In the summer, the warmest time of year, the 
temperature is right at the freezing point: 0 degrees Celsius (32 
degrees Fahrenheit.) 
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One final note (and you will want to see the image I captured from 
Google Earth of the North Pole at the end of this post), on the Google 
Earth image, it only shows the North Pole as a deep blue region – all 
other areas of the Earth in the far north or south have a white color 
linked to their land mass. So I am thinking to myself out loud then, 
“Could this blue coloring be hiding something else which exists at the 
North Pole? We will see how the GeoCentric Model speaks about the 
North Pole.  Anyway … moving on to Antarctica, this seems to be a 
subject that is a bit easier to talk about as it purportedly has a 
definitive land mass and is a considered a continent of the Earth. 
 
First though, let me summarize some key information that is being 
shared about Antarctica or the South Pole which I found on Google: 
Antarctica is the fifth-largest continent, being about 40% larger than 
Europe, and has an area of 14,200,000 km2 (5,500,000 sq mi). Most of 
Antarctica is covered by the Antarctic ice sheet with an average 
thickness of 1.9 km (1.2 mi). Antarctica is surrounded by the Southern 
Ocean.  Coming up next are a few other bullet point details: 
 
Antarctica contains more than 90% of the world's ice and more than 
90% of our planet's fresh water. 
 
British explorer James Cook was the first to cross the Antarctic 
Circle and to circumnavigate the Antarctic continent as early as 1773  
 
(see my note at the end of this section about James Cook’s expedition 
as discussed by Eric Dubay). 
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There are approximately 40 bird species that breed on or close to 
Antarctica, including species of petrels, penguins, cormorants, and 
gulls. 
 
Antarctica Climate - Coldest Place: Antarctica is the coldest continent 
of our planet. The coldest air temperature ever measured in 
Antarctica was -89.2°C /-128.6 °F at Vostok Station in 1983. Along the 
Antarctic coast, the average temperature is -10°C /14 °F. The 
coastline has the warmest climate of the continent. 
 
Antarctica is governed by about 30 countries, all of which are parties 
of the 1959 Antarctic Treaty System. According to the terms of the 
treaty, military activity, mining, nuclear explosions, and nuclear waste 
disposal are all prohibited in Antarctica. Tourism, fishing and research 
are the main human activities in and around Antarctica. During the 
summer months, about 5,000 people reside at research stations, a 
figure that drops to around 1,000 in the winter. 
 
Then, this Antarctic Treaty came into force in 1961 is at present is 
signed by 53 countries. The treaty regulates the international 
relations between all countries to support scientific operations on the 
ice. Article 1 of the Antarctic Treaty states that 'The area is to be 
used for peaceful purposes only'. According to the Antarctic Treaty, 
Antarctica refers to the land and ice shelves from 60 degrees south 
of the equator. 
 
What lies beneath the ice in Antarctica?: =- A never-before-seen 
ecosystem lurks in an underground river deep below the icy surface in 
Antarctica. Researchers recently brought this "hidden world" into the  
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light, revealing a dark and jagged cavern filled with swarms of tiny, 
shrimp like creatures. 
 
[ Special Note from Flat Earth researcher and author, Eric 
Dubay: during his discussion contained within his “200 Proofs for why 
the Earth can not be a Globe”, let’s look at the one he wrote which 
dealt with Captain James Cook expeditions to the South Pole. Here are 
some segments: 
 
“Captain Cook intended to sail completely around Antarctica looking for 
inlets through the ice wall. If the Earth was indeed a globe 25,000 
miles in equatorial circumference as the heliocentrists claim, then a 
complete circumnavigation of Antarctica would be approximately 
12,000 miles, but if the Earth was flat with Antarctica surrounding 
the entire circumference, a complete circumnavigation of Antarctica 
would have to take over 50,000 miles. During three voyages lasting 
three years and eight days, Captain Cook and crew sailed a total of 
60,000 miles along the Antarctic coastline, never once finding an inlet 
or path through or beyond the massive glacial wall! Captain Cook wrote: 
“The ice extended east and west far beyond the reach of our sight, 
while the southern half of the horizon was illuminated by rays of light 
which were reflected from the ice to a considerable height.” ] 
  
OK then, now its time to check out the GeoCentric Model ………… 
  
The GeoCentric Model: As we have briefly touched upon before in 
this series of posts, from this model’s perspective, at the outer edge 
of the circular flat disc of the Earth, there is an ice wall [Note: The 
image with four views of the ice wall following this written section is 
the very image Facebook blocked out by using their AI fact checker]. 
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This wall has been described to be quite tall and behind it is just total 
solid ice and snow which is where these countries that signed the 
Antarctica agreement are doing all of their exploring and experiments 
on this (so-called) continent. Thus, this is where the scientists have 
setup their stations or camps. So Antarctica then, is as Eric Dubay 
said based on the size of the flat Earth disc, a 50,000 mile ice wall. So 
I guess we will be focusing on Antarctica first then. 
 
Of course, at some distance beyond this ice wall is going to be the 
Dome. This is probably the major reason why people are totally 
forbidden to visit this area, as you can see in the sky this Dome. 
Actually, there is evidence I found in a video on-line for this 
statement as in the 1920’s, a British photographer named George 
Raynor, who was onboard a ship called the “William Scoresby” (named 
after a famous British explorer) took such photos (an example of two 
of his photos are shown at the end of this post – do you see the blue 
sky by the ship?) when this ship visited the ice wall. Also speaking of 
the Dome, the scientists discovered in Antarctica what they called 
“Sky Ice” under the ground which is not at all like regular ice. Its 
color is blue and when it melts, it doesn’t turn into water but totally 
evaporates (so to study this ice they have to keep it in the cold 
climate of Antarctica). It is very light weight, it bends and it will re-
grow itself. It has been postulated that the “Sky Ice” might be the 
material of which the Dome is comprised from, as well. 
 
While we are here, there are also rumors or reports that are coming 
out of Antarctica that there are pyramidal structures covered over by 
snow and ice as well as there has been uncovered underground alien 
bases or cities with bodies of these aliens. Further, Admiral Byrd led a 
navy task force to Antarctica at the end of 1946 called "Operation 
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Highjump" which its purpose was supposedly to conduct further 
research into this mysterious continent for the U.S.  However, 
conspiracy theorists (which now, people are starting to really pay 
attention to and listen to what these folks are saying) claim this 
operation had another goal which was to take out a base that the 
Nazis had setup in Antarctica (which they started to establish even 
before World War 2 began).  Byrd's forces absolutely failed as 
apparently the Nazis had developed a type of anti-gravity flying craft 
(like the UFOs we see in the sky) and Byrd’s Naval Forces had no way 
to defend themselves against their advanced weapons (there are many 
people who believe the Nazis did not lose World War 2). 
 
So I think you all can see from all of my notes that I have just shared 
that not only what is happening at the Antarctica is very mysterious 
but it is also important that its true nature be totally hidden and kept 
secret from the general world’s population according to the Elite. 
 
Moving on to the North Pole, as we have to call it this since really 
this area of our world doesn’t exist in an arctic climate like the totally 
frigid conditions are in Antarctica. The key to understanding what the 
North Pole represents can easily be seen from the view of this Model 
which is that it is located at the very center of the Earth’s surface.  
Plus, if we look at any old maps (like from the 1400-1600’s), they all 
show that the North Pole definitely consists of several land masses 
(or islands) that surround a central island. This is probably why on 
Google Earth they only show it to you as a blue area covered up (as the 
people who think they are in charge of our world definitely don’t want 
you to see what’s really there!). 
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Now, every ancient culture we know of, has their own legend about the 
North Pole that either at this location is a huge sacred tree or 
mountain. There is a very old map (this is the one I resonate with and 
thus, I included an image of this map at the end of this post) that was 
done by Gerardus Mercator in 1593 in which: “The polar rock with its 
four surrounding islands {separated from each other by rivers) by 
swirling torrents were universally accepted as real (at that time)”. 
Remember we discussed that the light of the Black Sun comes out of 
an opening at the North Pole so it could be coming out of this sacred 
mountain or rock (?). Some of the very old legends speaking about this 
region of our Earth even discuss that there was (or possibly still is) a 
race of people who live on these islands and that they are very 
advance.  
 
Thus, I have to ask this question out loud, “why would the early map 
makers (not only Mercator illustrated this) depict the North Pole as 
having these four islands around a central area if it was not true? 
 
It has also been speculated that the North Pole was the location of 
the so-called “Garden of Eden” as mentioned in the Bible. That 
possibly the beginning of humanity may have originated here. Again, 
due to the way the Elite talk about and teach us about the North Pole, 
that it has such severe weather, coving it up on Google Earth and 
threatening you with imprisonment if you travel near there (no doubt 
these are the key reasons why no commercial flights are allowed to go 
near the North Pole), there has to be some very important activities 
happening there that they just don’t want us to know about. Plus, if 
anyone would travel there and sees these beautiful lands and islands 
which are not in an artic freeze, then we will know without a shadow of 
a doubt that the idea of the Earth being a globe is an out and out lie! 
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Conclusion: Ok then, as we can see from the two models of our Earth, 
they discuss the North and South Pole in very different ways. 
Obviously from the GeoCentric Model’s view, the Arctic and 
Antarctica can not possibly exist in the form we are taught in school, 
being located within areas of our world that are frigid and at the very 
top and bottom of our world. There are videos and photos (examples at 
the end of this section) that have been taken of the ice wall in 
Antarctica.  In addition, do you remember the post I did which I 
called “a break to this series”, I pointed everyone toward three special 
videos?  Do you recall the video I showed you how the Moon appeared 
from the perspective of the Arctic Circle and for 36 seconds how 
huge it was!??  Hopefully, from this sighting of the Moon you now can 
understand how the GeoCentric view of the North Pole and that we 
live on a Flat Earth has to be true and is the only possible explanation 
for these collective phenomena. It would also explain why the so-called 
authorities don’t want you to go to the Poles in person because this 
would add further proof that our world can’t be a globe!  
 
What do you think and believe about all of this? Are you open to do 
your own exploration and see if what I am sharing from the 
GeoCentric perspective could be true then about the North and South 
Poles?  Anyway, next up to be discussed within Part 2H, we are going 
to look at the Stars that we see in the sky. Are these stars actually 
other suns which exists in outer space (which is a near vacuum) shining 
out from other possible solar systems or, is it possible some of stars 
(and the so-called planets in our solar system) are actually lights under 
the Dome? This should be another very interesting discussion. After 
this Part, there will only be one more key aspect to discuss that only 
can be described within the GeoCentric Model to conclude Part 2. 
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[Feel free to share with others this post or this e-book itself, if you 
feel your friends or family might receive some value from it. Also, 
please email me if you have any questions on this subject that I am 
covering here. If you wish to take a peak at our free Flat Earth e-book 
or view our dedicated rumble video channel about Flat Earth, then 
there are listings for such in our on-line resource section shown at the 
end of this e-book.   ] 
 
See you next time for Part 2-H - hope you are enjoying this 
series, Joshua (JS CSE 417+1)   
 
================ 
 
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds :-) 
 
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and be aware as more and 
more strange activities and phenomena are continuing to happen almost 
daily now. We are living in the most interesting of times.  Here in April 
there is more news coming up about the new financial system (rumor: 
are some banks handing out the new U.S. treasury notes?) that is 
getting ready to be released along with the downfall of the U.S. dollar 
to continue as the reserve currency. Will China take back Taiwan as of 
this time they are doing numerous naval maneuvers around the island? 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
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(Note: I hope you enjoy the images starting here, these are some of 
the images I have collected over the internet which are linked to the 
North and the South Pole as it relates to "Flat Earth".) 

This is a part of the world map done by Gerardus Mercator in 1593 that shows the 
North Pole where you see the four islands at the top, separated by rivers with what 

appears to be a Mountain at the center of the islands. I have also heard it is suggested 
that at this time (the late 1500’s & early 1600’s), this part of our world was commonly 

known to all the people … we will show you a map made by another person next. 
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This is another map I found, made during the same period of time I referenced with the 
Mercator Map. You can see at the top of this map that the area it refers to as being  
the Arctic has the same structure of land with the four islands in the very middle ….. 
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This is one of the photos taken by George Raynor, who I mentioned before that went 
onboard a ship which traveled to Antarctica in the 1920’s. What we see in this photo are 
two weird things. First where the Sun is showing up in the sky and secondly, is the blue 

color that appears in the sky, what the Dome looks like in this part of the world? 

This is another photo by George Raynor, where we see again this strange blue 
background in the sky behind the mountain here, is this how the Dome appears there? 
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This photos shows, American explorer Robert Peary and his team purportedly reaching the 

North Pole on April 6, 1909 – they say at the North Pole it is mainly ice because it is so cold 

here but in this photo we are seeing a lot of snow too (was this photo staged then?). 
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This image shows how directions work on our Earth if we live on a Flat Earth. So heading 
North is toward the Center of our world towards the North Pole and also our compasses 
will all point to this location. To go South, then you are literally heading in all directions 
from the North Pole and going to Antarctica. For East and West then would be heading 
out to our left is West and heading out to our right would then be East – makes sense? 

 
 
    

 

Here is the image I 
received from Google 

Earth. I went to look at 
what does Google show us 
that exists at the North 
Pole which has the red 
flag.  And what you see 
obviously is just a blue 

colored covering of it as 
if there is nothing there 
of interest. What do you 

think all about this?
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The Newsletter Edition, May 7th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2H 

(The Stars in the Sky and the  
Next Video in the 2023 Series) 

The True Nature of our World – 2 Strong Models 

 

Hello - Hey extended spiritual family both for our new Center along 
with our extended crystal skull spiritual family - Joshua back with you 
with the next message linked to the"2023 Message Series", as we 
continue on with Part 2. We will continue to look at the two Earth 
model's perspectives then to discuss the Stars or Lights we see in the 
sky. I am going to warn you gently though, how the GeoCentric Model 
talks about the Stars could blow some of you away (but I have seen 
the video that private individuals have taken of the Stars). In addition, 
I was able to create the next video, Segment 2, Part 1 for the: "2023: 
The Year the Full Truth will start to be Revealed", series, so I give you 
the direct rumble video link ... enjoy ... Joshua and Katrina, CS 
explorers and co-founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - We hope that for today this 
next posting of our newsletter finds you all and your family well and 
that you had a relaxing and enjoyable weekend. Seems that as we move 
further into 2023, things are getting much more intense – there was a 
3rd major bank in the U.S. that died here recently; we see more and 
more countries are moving away from using the U.S. dollar and asking 
to join the BRICS countries (which are backing their currencies with 
precious metals); the Chinese keep sending ships and planes around 
Taiwan; will the Ukraine War ever end(?); a drone attack by (whom) on 
Putin's home(??) - you know activities like this.  
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The best way to see what I will be describing about the Stars 
(purportedly other Suns, constellations and planets) that we see in the 
sky from the GeoCentric perspective is to check out the images I have 
ended at the end of this post. Then, I recommend a video that you can 
watch where people with high magnified digital cameras have taken 
videos of these stars, as you will experience them in a totally 
different way. 
  
So, I hope you enjoyed the Birthday Sayings from last month that I 
shared from FB. I am happy to be able to present here, Part 2H to 
discuss the Stars so here is what I posted on FB ... 
  
(Note: As always, each new section that I present of my 2023 
Messages Report -- my only goal within this series is to just discuss 
with all of you the most interesting information I have uncovered that 
discusses Flat Earth and to compare it to the reality we were taught in 
school about our world. Then, you can decide for yourself if any of 
these new (or very old) insights and observations makes any sense.  If 
it does, is this yet another sign that there have been great Truths 
about our world (related to our physical earth) which have been hidden 
from us for a very long time?)  
 
================= 
 
From Facebook May 6th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2H - Do You Believe We Live 
on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The GeoCentric 
Model) -- The Stars (Suns, Constellations and Planets lying within 
Outer Space) or are these Lights under the Dome? 
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[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page which I am doing my best to offer key information that 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that in my 
humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!! This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views about what 
is the true nature of the world that we live upon.  
 
In Part 2H - I am going to continue my sharing about these two models 
and what they have to say about the Stars (or the twinkling lights) we 
see in the night’s sky.  Are these other Suns in other solar systems 
and galaxies that can be seen by our naked eye or through telescopes 
including the planets revolving around our Sun in our solar system 
(HelioCentric)? Or, are these similar to the Sun and Moon and consist 
of some type of self illuminated lights of which some of them lie 
directly underneath the Dome that covers our Earth (GeoCentric)? 
 
As I always say, it is not my objective to convince anyone of anything 
but to offer various perspectives and let you, the extended family 
member and dear reader, make your own decision. I do believe very 
strongly however, that the GeoCentric Model is part of the Truth 
getting ready to come out this year. So we shall see if I am 
correct?    ==  Joshua (JS CSE 417+1) ] 
 
The HelioCentric Model: Well, we all know about the Lights we can 
see in the night’s sky, when we have total darkness and the Sun’s 
brightness has left.  I did my normal search on Google to see what 
were the various definitions given about these lights or stars. But 
first, let’s pause a moment.  Note – related to these lights, I am not 
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speaking about any Satellites that an Earth Government has sent up or 
what we call UFOs (Galactic or Earth based). Here is what I found: 
  
What are the night stars called?: Constellations -- There are a few 
different definitions of constellations, but many people think of 
constellations as a group of stars. The constellations you can see at 
night depend upon your location on the Earth and the time of year. 
Constellations were named after objects such as animals, and people 
long ago (which is also used in astrology). 
  
All the stars we see in the night sky are in our own Milky Way Galaxy. 
Our galaxy is called the Milky Way because it appears as a milky band 
of light in the sky when you see it in a really dark area.  
  
Of course, some of the lights we see are a reflection of our Sun off 
the other planets in our solar system which come more into focus with 
a telescope or a good digital camera with a high magnification. 
  
There are billions of Suns in our galaxy alone and as mentioned, many 
of the stars we see are also Suns. But many celestial objects you see 
when looking up are not stars. A star is called a Sun only if it is 
positioned at the center of a planetary system. 
  
And of course finally, in the HelioCentric Model, we believe all these 
celestial lights and bodies that we call such lights are at some distance 
from our Earth in Outer Space. Also, due to the great distances these 
other solar systems and constellations are from us, it is believed that 
these Lights we see represent the condition of those other star 
systems from the past as it takes quite a bit of time for the brilliance 
of these lights to travel from there to the Earth. 
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Finally, there is one more aspect of the HelioCentric Model, which is 
quite relative to our understanding our solar system, and which affects 
how we perceive celestial objects.  And this is, according to scientists 
and astrophysicists that our solar system is moving through space (I 
saw different measurements of the possible speed and its moving 
pretty fast). All such pronouncements agreed it would take 230 million 
years for our solar system to travel all the way around the Milky Way. 
When we go into the GeoCentric Model however, you will see there is a 
direct observation of the sky that we all experience, which will 
definitely challenge this so-stated fact of our solar system moving. 
 
OK then, now its time to check out the GeoCentric Model ………… 
 
The GeoCentric Model: The first question we have to ask within this 
model is related to the Dome and that would be, “is the Dome's 
appearance similar to how clear ice appears by being totally 
transparent?” Because, if this is true, then it is possible, that outside 
the Dome, that we could be seeing lights from other part of our 
universe shining through it. However, when I have directly spoken to 
serious Flat Earth Researchers, none of them have been able to say 
what exactly is outside the Dome. They say we have enough challenges 
dealing with a flat non-rotating Earth under a dome, with a small Sun 
and Moon in the sky. In addition, as you will soon see, they have 
another explanation for the Lights we see up in the sky, which they 
can back up with some proof. So on this point, we can only leave it as a 
possibility that some of the lights in the night’s sky are outside the 
Dome and shinning through. But, we can’t say for certain that these 
so-called outer lights are Suns or something else! 
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So what does this model have to say about explaining the nature of 
these lights /stars plus, in particular the consistent passage of the 
same constellations in the sky we every year. I am referring to the 
constellations which make up the 12 signs of the zodiac. We observe 
them in the same pattern of appearance, precisely year upon year (and 
if this didn’t happen then there would be no science of astrology)? 
 
First of all, the Flat Earth Researchers speak about Fixed Stars and 
Wandering Stars?  What is this all about? Well, a Fixed Star would be 
considered a light from one of the 12 constellations we see in the sky 
because although these constellations are rotating over the Earth 
(under the Dome), their lights maintain the same position from year to 
year.  The Wandering Stars are different, but first we need to look at 
an old definition of the world “planet” to better understand it. 
 
Planet goes back to the ancient Greek word planēt -- (literally means 
"wanderer"), which is derived from planasthai, a Greek verb which 
means "to wander." The word was originally applied to any of seven 
visible celestial bodies which appeared to move independently of the 
fixed stars—the sun, the moon, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and 
Saturn (the ancient Greeks didn’t know about Uranus, Neptune or 
Pluto, as they didn’t have the technology to see them). So a wandering 
star is a star or light in the sky which doesn’t stay in one place but has  
its own unique orbit or path it flies over the Earth or in other words 
the lights we see as the so-called Planets. 
 
So how can this be true(?) that all of these lights (or stars) are way up 
in the sky and probably fairly close to the Dome, how would this work? 
Do we have any way to prove this condition could be true? You see I 
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had trouble with this aspect of the GeoCentric Model too when I first 
heard about it.  So what proof do we have?  Yes we do – come see  
 
I believe, several Flat Earth researchers have used the Nikon P1000 
digital camera which has a 125 times zoom to view the stars. They 
would put it upon a tripod and then take digital video of the night’s sky. 
They clearly witnessed upon zooming in very close to a specific star 
which they knew by it’s position in the sky that it wasn’t behaving as 
they expected. Of course they knew by gastro charts created by 
various astrophysicists, which planet or a Sun in another star system 
that they were looking at (such as Alpha Centauri, Sirius A & B, Vega, 
Arcturus, Procyn, Rigel, Canopus, etc …).  Amazingly though, as I said 
what they observed is almost unbelievable and I have to tell you right 
now, probably for most of you, this will definitely challenge your 
perception of the cosmos. Thus, I am giving you a fair warning if you 
decide to continue reading!! (Joshua) 
  
To support what I am going to describe here, I am including some of 
these images these researchers took with their digital cameras at the 
end of this post. I will try to describe as best I can what they 
consistently observed. It made no difference if they were looking at 
one of the planets (a wandering star) or a purported sun (a fixed star); 
in every case they saw the following: That each light was shifting from 
place to place like it was fluid object. These lights could be changing 
their colors, shape and the internal geometric pattern they were 
projecting. From what I saw in the videos of these stars, it seemed as 
if they were behind some type of fluid (could it be the waters above?) 
which affected how we could view these lights. And many of lights 
were displaying internal patterns very similar to what we see when you 
put a bowl of water over a vibrating device which can emanate a 
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specific vibrational frequency in hertz. This study is called Cymatics 
which links sounds with specific geometric forms. So could it be that 
the Stars were emanate sounds that caused amazing geometric 
patterns inside of them too?  (Please go see the photos I am sharing at 
the end of this post, as it is heard to describe this phenomena in 
words.) 
 
Anyway, any person who has such a good digital camera like the Nikon 
P1000 can see exactly what I am talking about, this is really what they 
observe. So does this mean then when NASA shows us all these 
beautiful photos of the planets in our solar system or what the stars 
(suns) look like in other parts of the Milky Way, they are all 
graphically created or photoshopped as some people call them?  
 
Unfortunately, in our free e-book on Flat Earth, the Stars are not 
discussed to the next Part, which has yet to be written. However, 
there is a video I can recommend, which is where I first saw the stars 
behaving in the pattern I described. You have to go towards the 
middle of this video (as it is 5 hours) to view the recording of the 
stars.  Search for a link to a video called “The Lost History of Flat 
Earth” by Ewaranon, you can probably find it on Youtube or Rumble. 
 
I forgot to speak about the North Star also known as Polaris. This 
Star seems to always stay in the same location in the Night’s Sky and 
purportedly is directly over the North Pole. This is why early 
navigators of boats used Polaris to know in which direction they were 
traveling. But all the other stars and lights revolve around Polaris. 
 
Ok, one last note I wish to share, which for me  offers absolute proof 
that we are living on a Flat non-rotating world, with a Dome over us. 
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Here it is, but no one ever questions this.  If our Solar System is 
moving through the cosmos at hundreds of thousands of miles per 
second, that means the stars we see in the sky should be in constant 
change, but they never are, especially the 12 constellations we see in 
the zodiac. These 12 constellations can not be moving at the same 
speed (all of them) as our solar system, can they? The only logical 
explanation is they are all under the Dome and take a year to revolve in 
one revolution over the Earth and around Polaris. Right? 
 
Conclusion: Yes, I know, the idea that the lights and stars we see in 
the sky are not that high up and that they are moving under the Dome 
is hard to accept. Does this also mean they must be very small like the 
Sun and Moon?  Did the images taken by these high level zoom digital 
cameras make you stop and pause?  Is it possible the so-called real 
images supplied by NASA of the planets (in our solar system and 
others discovered purportedly from satellites and unmanned 
spacecraft they sent out) and the stars are not real but all are 
digitally created? Will we ever see proof that there is this Dome 
above us and these lights/stars are under it? Are the stars we 
observe from the zodiac proof they have to be revolving over the 
Earth while the Earth remains stationary?  Could (this will lead us into 
the final section of Part 2, Part 2I) it be possible that through the 
transparent dome, some of these lights could be coming from another 
Sun or other Planets that are shining through (get ready for this) 
which are part of our world or realm that is outside our dome?? And 
finally, I think I saw in Google, from the Hebrew Religious Traditions, 
they believed the Stars in the Sky were Lights from the Angels. 
 
OK then, what’s up next?  For our last section of Part 2 … there are 
drawings and maps I will share with you which show us that there are 
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other continents linked to our world or realm that exists outside our 
Dome. We will discuss a book written in the early 1900’s where a ship 
actually discovered an opening in the Dome and visited another 
continent outside of which we had no clue about it. But, the people who 
lived there certainly knew about us and our so-called “known world”. 
Thus, these other continents outside our world probably have their 
own Sun and Moon and a dome as well. But could there be several other 
domes that extend our realm then? Come and check out Part 2I.  See 
you next time – enjoy this series, yes?  Joshua (JS CSE 417+1)  
 
================ 
 
Videos available on the Centers Rumble Channel for: 
2023: The Year the Full Truth Begins to be Revealed 
hosted by Joshua Shapiro 
(this video series becomes Part 3 of the 2023 Message Series) 
 

Segment 1: Introduction 
(This initial video explains what this series is all about. I discuss my 
background and how I know that various key Truths will be revealed 
this year (in 2023). There is a discussion of two of my most profound 
spiritual experiences I have ever had which shows me our future.) 
 

https://rumble.com/v2duhoe-2023-time-of-full-truths-revealed-
series-segment-1-an-introduction.html 
 

Segment 2, Part 1: Time is Everything 
(We exam in more detail the undeclared war on consciousness - who is 
fighting it and why; how the U.S. 2016  & 2020 elections along with 
covid are effecting us now; the war in the Ukraine; a video of the Moon  
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at perigee in the Artic Circle; and key telegram channels that I 
recommend which is sharing the true news as I believe.) 
 

https://rumble.com/v2m86x2-title-2023-time-of-full-truths-
revealed-series-seg.-2-part-1-key-events.html 
 

Segment 2, Part 2: Time is Everything 
(In this part we look at key events that took place in 2022 and how it 
is impacting the undeclared war; we look at what celebrities publicly 
announced they had covid in 2022 and take a peek at two videos linked 
to George H.W. Bush the 41st President; and discuss the Brunson case.) 
 

https://rumble.com/v2ojjg8-time-of-full-truths-revealed-series-
seg.-2-part-2-key-events-2022.html 
 
Segment 2, Part 3: Time is Everything 
(Section 1 for 2023 Events …) 
(In this part we continuing exploring key events that took place in the 
beginning part of 2023 through April 13th {could only cover part of the 
year as there were just too many activities exploding out in 2023}. We 
share a quote from Robert Dean, a ufologist and former U.S. Army 
Command Sergeant Major {while serving in Europe, who saw a report 
about UFO Activity there called “The Assessment”} about UFOs; and 
then we begin to look at and define aspects of the new Financial 
System that’s coming including the new computer banking system and 
economic system. We finish up by discussing briefly an interview with a 
former U.N. official about what is really going on behind the scenes 
within the United Nations and how the Elite has control of it.) 
  

https://rumble.com/v2rmgze-time-of-full-truths-revealed-series-
seg.-2-part-3-key-events-2023-section1.html 
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(Note: If you are enjoying this series of videos about the possible 
Truth to be revealed in 2023, please go to our on-line resource section 
at the end of this e-book for the Center’s Rumble Video channel to 
discover any additional videos that have been released for this series. 
We plan at least (as of June 12th, 2023) for there to be a Part 4 and 
Part 5 for Segment plus Segment 3 will be comprised of at least five 
separate subjects that I think will greatly benefit our viewers to see 
the amazing future that is coming – Joshua) 
 
================ 
 
[Feel free to share with others this post or this e-book itself, if you 
feel your friends or family might receive some value from it. Also, 
please email me if you have any questions on this subject I am covering 
here or if you wish to take a peak at our free Flat Earth e-book or 
view our dedicated rumble video channel about Flat Earth, see our 
resource section in the back of this e-book.  ] 
 
-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds  
  
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and be aware as more and 
more strange activities and phenomena are continuing to happen almost 
daily now. We are living in the most interesting of times .... 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
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(Note: I hope you enjoy the images shown below and beyond, these are 
some of the images I have collected from the internet which are 
linked to the photos taken of the Stars, enjoy  ) 
  
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

 
 
 
 
 
Two drawings of Stars that comes 
from artists featured on Unsplash: 
Photo by Alexander Andrews and  
Photo by Jeremy Thomas ) 
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This image shows you what fixed stars look like, what the wandering stars (the so-called 
planets in our solar system) look like as well. When you see the video that captures 

these heavenly lights and their motion in the sky, they are floating, rotating, changing 
colors and it also shows cynamatic geometric patterns, we then understand it all. 

 
 
 
 
 

So this image is trying to 
show us that the how the 
Bible describes the stars as 
a wheel within a wheel is 
what we actually see within 
the zoomed focus of these 
new digital cameras. 
 
@IN_STAR_GRAM_FIRMAMENT 

(is the photographer of the Stars, 
 a contact via Telegram) 
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Could this be what the Planets Look Like (from their Light in the Sky)? 
 

 

 
 

This image to your left is 
trying to help us see that 

when NASA shows us 
stars in the sky they are 

CGI (Computer Generated 
Images) so it fits their 

view of our Global Earth 
and the Cosmos …. If you 
can view the video that 

has been recorded of the 
actual stars you would 

really understand this all!!
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The Newsletter Edition, May 10th, 2023 
Title: 2023 Message Series – Part 2I {final} 

(Can There Be More Lands in 
Our World than They Told Us?) 

The True Nature of our World – GeoCentric 

 

Hello - Hey extended spiritual family both for our new Center 
along with our extended crystal skull spiritual family - Hello Again, 
Joshua back with you to share the final segment of the"2023 Message 
Series", for Part 2. This time, we will only be able to look at the 
GeoCentric Model as what I am about to discuss would be impossible if 
our Earth is a globe. This is gonna be another aspect of this model 
that may take you into the realm of the unbelievable. Do you dare to 
take a peek? ... Enjoy ... Joshua and Katrina, CS explorers and co-
founders for the Center :-) 
  
Joshua: Dear Extended Spiritual Family - We hope life is peaceful and 
joyful for you in your part of the world. Are you beginning to see outer 
signs locally that a special and peaceful future is in the process of 
happening in our near future?  Every week now, it seems, new 
revelations are being shared on-line if you know where to look.  Well, I 
was able to finish Part 2I for the 2023 Message Series, which is the 
last segment of Part2, so please find the post that I placed upon 
Facebook below … this is it, have you stayed with me all the way? 
 
This segment, Part 2I discusses, as unbelievable as it sounds that 
there are other land masses or continents with water bodies that 
exist in our world and that the Elite, of course, don't want you to know 
about it in any way. Can I prove this is true though? No I can't, but if 
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you believe in some way that the various aspects of the GeoCentric 
Model we have been discussing could be true (a flat non-rotating 
Earth, a dome overhead with the sun, moon and stars underneath) then 
the following information I have uncovered in my personal investigation 
about the true nature of our world could very well make total sense. It 
would be another nail in the coffin that NASA is lying to us and that 
our Earth is not a globe. 
  
Note: at the end of this segment, I have placed two special on-line 
links you may wish to check out that pertain to the information given in 
this segment. One is a specific e-book I will be discussing (a facsimile 
or digital image of the printed book) and a highly interesting video. 
  
(Note: And as usual, my only goal within this series of posts is to 
discuss with all of you the most interesting information I have 
uncovered that discusses Flat Earth as compared to the reality we 
were taught in school about our world. Then, you can decide for 
yourself if any of these new (or very old) insights and observations 
makes any sense for you. And if it does, is this yet another sign that 
there have been great Truths about our world (related to our physical 
earth) which have been hidden from us for a very long time?)  
 
================= 
 
From Facebook May 9th:  
  
2023 Discussion Series (continued) - Part 2-I - Do You Believe We Live 
on a Spherical Globe? (The HelioCentric Model vs. The GeoCentric 
Model) -- In this last section of Part 2, there will be no version for 
this topic linked to the HelioCentric Model so the question then 
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becomes, "Does our World (or realm) have other land masses (or 
continents) that exist outside the Earth's Dome?” 
  
[This is a continuation of a series of messages that I am sharing here 
on my FB page which I am doing my best to offer key information that 
I have uncovered during my world travels and investigations that in my 
humble opinion shows us that 2023 is the year when absolute total 
truths (or some folks call them “truth bombs”) are about to be 
revealed!!  This particular section, Part 2 of this message series will 
contain posts to look at the two prevalent models or views that discuss 
the true nature of the world that we live upon. (Note: For this post, 
only the GeoCentric will be featured …) 
 
In Part 2I -- I am going to look at a very amazing aspect of our world 
that has been discussed within the Flat Earth community but for some 
of you, you may consider it a wee bit weird. So, are you ready for this? 
Could there be more areas or space to our world, to our Earth than the 
seven continents we see on our maps? That in fact, if you are able to 
go beyond the ice wall of Antarctic, which is at the farthest edge of 
our flat round disc of our Earth, if you could find some type of opening 
in the Dome, then you would encounter another whole other aspect of 
our world? In this so-called outside world would be more continents 
and water bodies as well as the people living there would have their 
own Sun, Moon and Stars and their own Dome.  
 
Of course, if this scenario is really True, then we definitely can not be 
living on a Globe!  I will be presenting what information I have 
uncovered that completely supports this idea (mostly using images I 
have collected). And finally within this segment, I will give my final 
conclusions to discuss everything we have talked about in Part 2. If 
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you have had trouble buying some of the aspects of the GeoCentric 
model (Flat Earth) so far, this last perspective could put you over the 
edge! :-) 
  
As always, it is not my objective to convince anyone of anything but to 
offer various ideas and possibly theories and then, let you, my 
extended family member and dear reader, make your own decision. I 
do believe very strongly however that the GeoCentric Model is key 
part of the Truth getting ready to come out this year. So we shall see 
if I am correct and if any of the GeoCentric based perceptions I have 
been sharing thus far, could definitely be real :-) .. Joshua  
(JS CSE 417+1) ] 
  
The GeoCentric Model: As we discussed in Part 2H, when speaking 
about the Stars, most Flat Earth researchers are unsure what could 
exist outside of our Dome. However, I have found when speaking to 
the few I had a chance to interview, most of them believe that the 
way Outer Space has been presented to us is totally incorrect. That 
the stars and constellations we see in the sky do not exist in such a 
space but other than this, we are waiting to gain a better understand 
of the true structure of our universe.  However, it makes perfect 
sense that there could be another portion of our Earth, that is outside 
the Dome, which is very similar to our world and includes land masses 
(with mountains) and bodies of waters under its own dome with their 
own Sun, Moon and Stars. There is a spiritual saying which claims that 
anything we can imagine, we can only imagine it because it exists 
somewhere else in Creator’s infinite universe. 
  

And so continuing, I have two ways to offer a presentation to you of 
this possibility of an extension to our world or realm that exists 
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outside our Dome.  Mostly, I will have to use various images I have 
uncovered on the internet that others have supplied to give you a visual 
image of what this can be like.  Normally, I share these images at the 
bottom of this post, but since I am able to more easily position these 
graphic images precisely within this document, I will place them in front 
or near a brief description of each to help explain why I am including 
them within this segment. This should help you better understand what 
these unknown landmasses or continents could be like that are outside 
our known world, outside the dome. Ok, let’s begin this new journey as 
we start below – this is gonna be more mind-blowing stuff … oh boy!!  
 
#1 – What might an expanded Earth look like and could there be 
more than just one other dome linked to our World or realm? 

[A.] In the image to your 
left, we see what looks like 
a mosaic or painting that is 
seen on wall within the 
United Nations Building 
(NYC). Believe it or not, as 
this is what has been 
reported. Not only do we 
see a Flat Earth Map but 
the land masses that are 
outside the thick yellow 
circle (the Ice Wall) which 
are circled in red: There 
also seems to be an opening 
in the so-called Ice Wall 
which will allow us to visit 
these other continents! 
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[B.] The image I have included on the previous page shows a different 
type of map. This comes from a photocopy of the article that was 
printed in 1907 in an issue of the “Hawaiian Gazette” with the Title of: 
“Was this World Map made 10 Centuries Ago?”  I have included the 
full article with the map so that you might be able to read it. The map 
itself is again showing our world (what is being called the “known 
world”) at the center surrounded by various circles and outside of 
these circles are over 25 other unknown land masses. Could this be 
true?? 
 
[C.] Next up, I have two additional images that were created by the 
group I have mentioned before called “Vibes of Cosmos”.  They have 
published various images of the Moon (using a high contrast filter to 
bring out hidden aspects of the Moon) that they believe shows that 
the Moon is a reflection of a mirrored image of the all the land masses 
that exists upon the Earth’ surface. So, let’s take a close look at the 
following images then … to gain a more full appreciation of what these 
images might be able to show us of other unknown aspects of our 
Earth. So go ahead and take a look at the next page …. 
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To get this image, besides using a high contrast light (the green color), they 
had to rotate the normal view of the moon 180 degrees so that the view of 
our “known world” is bottom right and the “unknown world” is to your left …. 

 
 
The arrows shown to 
your left are a better 
illustration of what is 
being talked about as 
being the “unknown 
world” or what could be 
the continents that are 
outside the Ice Wall of 
Antarctica. 
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[D.] The graphic image above labeled as “Beyond the Ice Wall” is 
actually taken from a short video (which at the end of this post, I have 
shown to you an online link where you can watch it).  Here we see three 
(3) separate or distinct regions of our world or realm, each with its 
own landmasses (continents). Our region or world is within the white 
circle or Ice Wall but we do see here possible breaks in the wall which 
might allow one to go into the outer regions. However, the video even 
shows other worlds that are beyond the Earth (some you will recognize 
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by name) but essentially all which are based upon the idea or principle 
that we live on a Flat non-rotating realm which encompasses all of 
these other worlds that are portrayed within the image. So I highly, 
highly recommend that you watch the video associated with the image 
shown before, it’s another mind blower to be sure! 

 

[E.] This final image to 
your left is again 
suggesting that linked 
to our world or realm 
there exists three 
separate Domes. And 
contained within each 
one is its own Sun and 
Moon. Plus, this image 
is also proposing that 
some of the other 
lights we see in our 
skies from these other 
regions (let’s call them) 
could be what we would 
consider some of the 
planets that are 
considered members of 

what we are told are part of our solar system but they reside under one 
of these two other domes and are seen via our transparent Dome.  
 
Thus, I hope that through these various images I was able to provide 
for to you a good sensing or feeling of what these possible other maps 
or views of our full world might look like.  I found it quite remarkable 
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when I viewed the videos done by Ewaranon, that he referred to the 
citizens from these so-called “unknown world(s)” as Extra-Territorial 
and that possibly some of the purportedly ETs (or Galactic Races) who 
are visiting us do come from these other lands and are not really 
extraterrestrial. 
 
#2: Is there any Physical Proof that these other Lands exist and 
do They Actually have People Living There? ... Why yes, there is as a 
matter of fact! There was a report that came out in a Florida magazine 
in 1902 that is now is in a book format!! – It was in the “Florida 
Magazine”, January 1902 issue; this is when there appeared a story 
which has now become known by the title of the book version: "The 
Iron Republic". This is a recounting of a specific passenger who 
traveled on the ship called "The Wanderer" that leaves Tampa, FL 
(around 1898 or 1899) and then somehow finds this opening in 
Antarctica (through the Dome – as some of these maps showed 
possible openings) so that they were able to continuing sailing on the 
other side of the Dome. Of which, there existed different waters 
(like a large ocean) and eventually they came upon a land that held 
people who looked human like us and called their country (as it were) 
“The Iron Republic”.  
 
J. Edward Barrington, an Attorney and Counselor at Law, was the 
passenger I spoke of and the author of this story. He would write 
journal notes each day of his travels. They arrived here at “The Iron 
Republic”, I believe in the late 1800's and spent a significant amount 
of time with the people of this unknown country. These people lived in 
a totally different way (as compared to us) with different customs and 
laws, and in a much more peaceful way than we do. They also had some 
advance technologies, which at that time were totally unknown to our 
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world. Various individuals from “our world” had somehow found this 
land and were living there. Thus, the people of the Iron Republic were 
quite familiar with our part of the Earth and how we were living. 
  
I was able to acquire a free copy of the digital version of this book, 
which you will find (in my last comments of this segment) a link to 
where you can obtain your own copy and download it. 
  
So this is the information I have uncovered so far about the idea that 
our World, that our Earth is much larger than we think it is. When the 
Truth does come out then we will begin to meet all these other 
citizens of Earth. Ok then, time for my final conclusions about Part 2. 
  
FINAL FINAL CONCLUSION TO PART 2 
================================= 
 

First, I would like to address our readers who believe that the idea of 
a Flat non-rotating Earth is just pure fantasy or another conspiracy 
theory.  I completely understand why you would think or feel this way 
as I realize Flat Earth is a highly controversial subject here in June of 
2023.  However, I believe that I have given to such individuals (within 
this Part of the e-book) enough information and insights about this 
alternative model of our Earth, that if one is open enough and will to 
do their own personal research they will see that this model is not just 
a made up story or flight of fancy or comes from one’s imagination. 
That there really are observable phenomena that anyone (any person 
living on our Earth) can see and experience which definitely fit what 
the GeoCentric model tells about our Earth!   
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I also believe I was able to offer various arguments which 
demonstrate that there are a number of inconsistencies within the 
HelioCentric Model (the model we were all taught in school) that can 
be substantiated by a mathematical and scientific study as well. It 
just requires for a person to take time to do their own in-depth 
investigation into the two models we presented within this e-book.  
 
(Note: There was a very interesting video interview done with a woman 
who is over 100 years old by a well known Flat Earth Researcher 
speaking to her about what she was taught in school as a child. And 
believe it or not she said they taught her that the Earth was flat. This 
means from the mid 1930’s and earlier, it was considered almost 
sacrilege to discuss the Earth being a spherical globe. Thus, I 
speculate probably during the late 1940’s or early 1950’s was when 
things changed, that in our schools they began to teach to the children 
that the Planet Earth is a globe. NASA has been the primary source to 
support this model and NASA was not established until towards the 
end of 1958. It has become obvious today that it has been NASA’s 
goal to fully support the HelioCentric Model of a spherical Earth by 
any means necessary.)  
  
So now, let me summary what I consider a few of the key points of 
contention between these two models which I believe puts the 
HelioCentric version to shame, and then, this is why I have to call 
myself a Flat Earther these days … 
  
[A.] Rowbotham’s simple test at a small canal in England in the 1830’s, 
that by using a mathematical formulae to determine the amount of 
curvature of a spherical Earth, and how far in the distance he should 
be able to view his friend in a boat, he was able to verify that our 
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world can not be a globe. That if we follow this formula, which the 
scientists use themselves to describe the curvature of the Earth 
(based upon the circumference of the Earth at the equator being 
about 25,000 miles), it will fail this type of test he did every time, as 
he could clearly see his friend in a telescope only six miles away. 
Further, that you can perform the same type of test yourself with say 
a boat that is 10 miles off shore upon a lake or the ocean just by using 
the zoom on your digital camera and get the same results. 
 
[B.] The Earth can not be rotating but has to be stationary. How do we 
know this is true? Well, if the Earth was rotating then a plane going 
West would have to remain stationary in the sky and wait for the 
Earth to rotate to the plane’s final destination to come underneath 
because the Earth purportedly rotates at a 1000/mph which is faster 
than the plane can travel or; when shooting a cannon ball up into the 
sky, why does it fall back down to the Earth at almost the exact same 
spot that you shot it from? If these statements are true, and we our 
Earth is not rotating, then the Sun and Moon have to be the light 
bodies in the sky which are flying and rotating over us on the surface. 
 
[C.] The existence of a Dome has been shown by an amateur rocket 
group in 2014 when they fired their small rocket (that had a camera 
onboard) up into the sky and at 73 miles up, it just stopped or was 
suspended (this was clearly shown by the video camera). Further, if we 
could really watch the true and full path taken by any other rocket 
fired into the sky, when they get close to the dome, we would see two 
events. First as the move across the sky, streaking behind them would 
be some type of mist as if the rocket was moving through a liquid (like 
how a motor boat does in water).  And then secondly, we would 
eventually see the rocket arch back down to the Earth (possibly in 
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pieces as it could have broken up when it hit the dome). Or, when a 
plane goes high enough into the sky and is able to do a video recording 
of the Orange Electrical Lights that appear briefly, up that high, 
which are called “Elves” or “Sprites”, – it appears as if their lights are 
briefly reflected off some type of surface near them, so what can this 
surface be (is it the Dome)? Could Rainbows that we see in the sky be 
due to some type of light reflection off the Dome as well? And finally, 
if there is a Dome, then there can not be a vacuum less outer space 
for spacecraft to orbit the Earth (its called low Earth orbit) nor can 
there have been a moon landing (since the Moon is a self-illuminated 
light of plasma). Thus, everything told to us by NASA about space and 
their space programs has to be a lie. 
 
[D.] Gravity can not be the same force which holds us to the surface 
of the Earth while at the same time is keeping all the planets (in our 
so-called solar system) revolving around their Sun and keeping these 
planets away from each other. These are two different forces.  It 
makes more sense that density is what holds us to our world and 
bouncy determines at what height we remain level, possibly with some 
added support from the electro-magnetic field constantly be 
broadcasted everywhere by the Earth itself. 
 
[E.] If the Earth along with the Sun and the other planets in our solar 
system are constantly traveling through Outer Space, then the 
constellations in the Zodiac can’t be seen in the same order in our sky 
from year to year as these constellations would be doing their own 
unique traveling in space. Thus, it makes far more sense that the Earth 
must be stationary and these lights from the constellations are 
revolving over the Earth and underneath the Dome. 
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These are just a few of the issues I brought up in Part 2, but as you 
can image I could keep going with such points for a very long time. The 
GeoCentric Model is not some system that a simpleton came up with; it 
is very precise and elaborate. This model has it own level of science 
connected to it, if one is really open to study it with a sharp focus. 
The explanations it provides about the physical reality of our Earth 
and what we see in our sky (in the daytime and at night), it just all 
makes perfect sense. Plus, why would so many more ancient cultures 
have drawings of our world showing a type of dome overhead? What 
did they know that seems to have been taken from us by the Elite?  
 
Now, as I have shared throughout this series, each of you must make 
up your own mind what information and insights resonate. If we are 
being told lies by the major media, if we can't trust our politicians, if 
the medical industry won’t tell us the truth about covid, vaccines and 
their medicines – therefore, is it possible then, for reasons we can’t 
and might never understand, what type of insane plan the Elite are 
facilitating to keep control of our world and humanity. Thus, as a part 
of their plan, they could also have some strong reason to create and 
perpetuate a huge deception about what is the true nature of our 
world? Other possibilities that some people believe includes that this 
physical reality could literally just be a computer simulation (we have a 
free e-book which discusses this subject as well) – or maybe, there are 
other dimensions to our Earth which are more spiritual in nature (that 
we can not perceive with our physical senses) which greatly impact our 
physical world and prevents us from see other aspects of our Earth?  
 
In coming back full circle to what I was discussing in the Introduction 
of this e-book, I want to return to the video series I began in March 
of this year, entitled as, “2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be 
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Revealed”. Remember, I began sharing on Facebook the posts 
reproduced in this e-book to support the idea that the Truth about 
our history, our world and who we even truly are, those in charge have 
intentionally done all they can to hide this from us. Well this video 
series now becomes the Part 3 of these posts I was planning to do but 
it made more sense to create them as videos to share via the Center’s 
Rumble video channel (see page 169 for the direct on-line links to the 
4 videos produced so far up to the time of the release of this e-book). 
I highly recommend you take a look at this video series and follow 
them in the order they were released (Segment 1, Segment 2 and so). 
Basically within the video series I am focusing on recent events taking 
place in our world and how these events are visible signs of an 
undeclared war going on (between the forces of Light and dark). 
However, as I explained in Segment 1, based on two special spiritually 
based experiences I have had, how I know ultimately in the near 
future we will see a Peaceful and Harmonious World.  
 
Thus, I absolutely believe we are currently living in a time when many 
of these Truths are about to become fully “Revealed” to all of 
humanity (including absolute proofs with definitive evidence). So, we 
will know if Tartaria was a real civilization that ended relatively 
recently.  And we will finally know everything about the natural laws of 
this beautiful world we live in along with its true shape and form. 
Those answers are coming soon I do believe (!), are you ready?  
 
For you see, it appears to me to be a Universal Law that if one is living 
in a reality that is based upon an illusion following only lies and false 
truths, eventually it will all have to break down as the “Light of 
Creator” can not be blocked and must always shine through it. And this 
is exactly what has been happening to our world for some time (getting 
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more intense each day now), I would say this process true started 
since the 1940’s when the UFO sightings started to happen all over the 
world and has been escalating every since. Additionally, I intuitively 
felt that during December of 2012 (this feeling was on a deep inner 
level) that another tremendous shift happened to our entire world but 
it was on an energetic soul level but a great door was opening to help 
bring Creator’s Light more forward and to enter into our reality so 
these energies became more visible. And if you are a sensitive person 
or on your own spiritual path; you mostly are feeling this higher more 
divine energies are getting stronger and stronger each day. The Truth 
is always revealed in the end. 
 
So I hope you enjoyed these written posts for the first two Parts of 
this series so far along with all the great images that I was able to 
share. Perhaps then, this series has filled in some holes or gaps for you 
about what is really happening in our world at the present time. 
Perhaps it has inspired you in some way to begin (or continue) your own 
investigations. Maybe, just maybe, in the near future you will come 
across some other amazing information and insights not yet known by 
most and you will become the source to share it with others and bring 
it to Light??   From a certain perspective, we really do live in an 
amazing time and there is a “Big Reveal” coming up soon. Let’s all be 
there to help our friends and family when this happens so they don’t 
go so crazy. OK? 
 
Now, for Part 3 of this series of messages or posts, as I have 
mentioned briefly before, it has been coming out through that video 
series that I am doing on our Rumble channel for our Center starting 
at the end of March (2023).  In summary here (again see page 169 for 
the direct link to the four videos in the series completed as of June 
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12th with several more coming of course) let just say what each video 
covers:  
 
Segment 1 -- Is an Introduction and Explanation of the Whole Series 
with a focus upon two key personal spiritual experiences I have had 
that have shown me the peaceful future we will see by 2037-2040;  
 
Segment 2: Time is Everything, Parts 1, 2 & 3 – Basically these 
three parts are focusing on key events starting in 2016 through the 
current year of 2023 and how they events are influencing the 
undeclared war on consciousness taking place in our world. In Part 3, I 
also began to discuss the new financial system, key components and 
what it will look like.  (Since I started to share the video series, I have 
received some very positive comments in Rumble.) 
 
If you subscribe to the Center's Rumble Channel, you always get an 
email when new videos for this video series are uploaded or if we do 
any other special videos or interviews with amazing individuals who 
have great insights and information. Anyway, until we connect again in 
whatever way (see you next time), in peace and light always … Joshua 
(JS CSE 417+1)  
  
[ Please feel free to share with others this post, or this e-book itself, 
if you feel your friends or family might receive some value from it. 
Also, please email me if you have any questions on this subject I am 
covering here or if you wish to take a peak at our free Flat Earth e-
book or view our dedicated rumble video channel about Flat Earth 
these are listed in our on-line resource section at the end of this  
e-book.  ] 
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-- May 2023 be the time for the Great Awakening and the Golden Age 
to begin in our physical reality - no longer just a dream or something 
that we just imagine in our minds  
  
In Peace, Light and Love always - Stay tuned and be aware as more and 
more strange activities and phenomena are continuing to happen almost 
daily now. We are living in the most interesting of times .... 
 
Joshua & Katrina 
the Crystal Skull Explorers and co-founders for The Center for the 
Advancement of Humanity  
  
(Note: I hope you enjoy the images I have included within Part 2I, 
these are some of the images that I have collected from the internet 
which are linked to the other possible land masses or continents that 
legends say exist beyond the Antarctic Ice Wall, enjoy  ) 
  
================ 
 
How to get a copy of the book, “The Iron Republic” (pdf) -- Go to: 
https://1drv.ms/b/s!As8d5bJmS9_AjHScb_f3oKUoQByG?e=8XsKZd 
(Click Download on the Menu to save it to your choice of device, this is 
a reprint of the article that appeared throughout several issue of 
“Florida Magazine” in 1902.) 
 
How to view the short video I found on telegram (not sure who created 
this video) that shows other worlds outside of our expanded Earth 
Realm. Could what this video shows us be true? When the full truth 
comes out we will all know, go to: 
https://1drv.ms/v/s!As8d5bJmS9_AjVPdAhrVZPb7uQsd?e=jptfU4 
(Click Download on the Menu to save it to your choice of device.) 
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TThhee  CCeenntteerr  ffoorr  tthhee  AAddvvaanncceemmeenntt  ooff  HHuummaanniittyy  
((AA  BBrriieeff  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  aanndd  oouurr  OOnn--lliinnee  RReessoouurrcceess))  
June 2023  

Welcome to our Center 

 

Who Are We? 
 

What is this 
New Center About? 

The Center for the Advancement of Humanity is a spiritually inspired and 
based Center which is being created right now by an extended family of 
people all over the world. As its name implies, we will be involved in all type 
of projects linked to Advancing the state of Humanity and working towards 
creating a totally peaceful and harmonious world. 
 
The vision for our center was given to our founder, Joshua Shapiro in the 
summer of 2018. Joshua is known throughout the world as a crystal skull 
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and paranormal explorer, author and public speaker. At that time, the 
resources necessary to build a physical Center were not yet available as this 
will be a very large project. However, since March of 2022, Joshua has 
been inspired by guiding "Spirits" and felt a call to begin working on setting 
up the energetic version of the foundation in preparation of birthing forth 
the first Main Center (now in 2023 within the Central Part of Florida) along 
with other Sister Centers in other parts of the U.S. and all over the world. 
Already, as of June of 2023, there are now teams of people to support the 
center in:  U.S. / CANADA / VIRGIN ISLANDS / FRANCE / ENGLAND / 
HOLLAND / ITALY SCOTLAND / AUSTRALIA / NEW ZEALAND. 

Here are some of the early projects we will be working on 

Crystal Skulls 

Their Importance to Humanity in the Future 

UFOs - ET/Galactic Contact 

Are we Alone? UFO Disclosure ... 
Talking with the Galactics Directly 

Spiritual Dimensions of Existence 
and the Paranormal 

Wholistic Health & Healing 

MedBeds, Organic Remedies, Spiritual Healing 

Our Publishing and Distribution Dept. 

We will help people who have key books to share, 
musical creations, documentaries, and more 

These are just of some of the projects that our Center 
will be involved with - Does it sound Exciting to You? 
We are definitely open to be involved in other areas  

of study and we will be a part of the process to create 
a world for Humanity of Total Peace and Light. 
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If you would like to know more about our Center or 

how you can partake to help us build it, please contact us at:  

Telegram 

https://t.me/Center4AdvofHumanity 

Website 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/Center4AdvHumanity.html 

Rumble Video Channel 
https://rumble.com/c/c-1617742 

(We have created a large number of special videos including interviewing 
some highly knowledgeable and insightful people. Also see below for our special 
video series entitled: “2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be Revealed”) 

The X-Plan Group 

https://www.thexplan.net 
(This is our European Study and Research Group for 

World Mysteries and Paranormal Phenomena 
Attn: Diego / Email: lacommissione@thexplan.net ) 

Our Center’s Email  
Center4AdvancementofHumanity@gmail.com 

(Attn: Joshua; USA, General Questions) 
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… 

..  
TThhee  CCrryyssttaall  SSkkuullll  EExxpplloorreerrss  OOnn--lliinnee  RReessoouurrcceess  
 

Email: crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com 

Websites:  
www.crystalskullexplorers.com   
www.cse.crystalskullexplorers.com   
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/joshuashapiro.cse 

Twitter: @csexplorer 

Skype: joshaushapiro17 

Youtube channel: Crystal Skull Explorers Video Channel 

Rumble video channels: 
Crystal Skull Explorers: https://rumble.com/c/c-626273 

CS Explorers Flat Earth: https://rumble.com/c/c-1232093 
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OOtthheerr  FFrreeee  EE--bbooookkss  WWee  OOffffeerr  ((PPDDFF  FFoorrmmaatt))  
((AA  BBrriieeff  DDeessccrriippttiioonn  ooff  eeaacchh;;  hhooww  ttoo  ggeett  yyoouurr  CCooppyy!!))  

FFFRRREEEEEE   EEE---BBBOOOOOOKKKSSS   CCCRRREEEAAATTTEEEDDD   BBBYYY   JJJOOOSSSHHHUUUAAA   (((pppllluuusss   222   ooottthhheeerrrsss)))   

(To receive any of the following free e-books listed in this section you 
can A) send Joshua an email at: crystalskullexplorers@gmail.com and 
within the email, please list which e-books you want to be receive a 
copy of. Please use this for your subject: “Free E-book Offer – 2023 
Msg” or, B) underneath each e-book is a direct on-line link to download 
(< DOWNLOAD >) the PDF file onto your device:) 

◊ Crystal Skulls Free E-book (2018, updated 2023) 
< DOWNLOAD >  [Our free comprehensive crystal skull e-book] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/CrystalSkullExplorers-freeebook2023.pdf 

◊ Are We in a Computer Simulation? 
< DOWNLOAD >  [On-line videos which support this possibility] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/IsThisAComputerSimulation-Jshapiro-U23.pdf 

◊ Messages from rJis (includes my two special experiences …) 
< DOWNLOAD >  [Coma Experience 1990; Contact with Future Self] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/TheMessageofRjis-July2020-U23.pdf 

◊ High Level Overview: What is Happening in our World (2021) 
< DOWNLOAD >  [The undeclared war, activities behind the scenes] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/HighLevelSummaryofWorldEvents-May2021-U23.pdf 

◊ Tartaria – Is it True or Not? 
< DOWNLOAD >  [Evidence of Adv. Civilization that ended 200 yrs. ago] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/Tartaria-TheFreeEbook-TrueorNot-U23.pdf 

◊ Journey into the World of Flat Earth 
< DOWNLOAD >  [Comprehensive Book on Flat Earth – 500+ pgs.] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/JourneyintotheWorldofFlatEarth2021-U23.pdf 
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◊ 2023: The Year the Full Truth begins to be Revealed, Part I 
< DOWNLOAD > 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/2023Series-TimeofTruth-PartI.pdf 

( This is the e-book you are reading. It is based upon the series 
of Facebook posts made from January through March of 2023 on 
Joshua’s page which discuss evidence and insights about the Truths 
to be revealed soon are linked to the undeclared war taking place 
(exposed publicly via covid-19 and other dark activities). There is 
a focus upon Tartaria (as history hidden) and Flat Earth (the true 
nature of our world is being hidden). This e-book is linked to the 
video version of this series on the Center for the Advancement of 
Humanity’s Rumble Channel. )  
Joshua’s FB Page: https://www.facebook.com/joshuashapiro.cse/ ) 

◊ “Nothing is True, Everything is a Lie” by James W. Lee 
< DOWNLOAD >  [In-depth Research on the current undeclared war] 
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/everything-is-a-lie-James-W-Lee.pdf 
 
◊ MJ12 (UFO Disclosure discussed by the group MJ12, they  
          answer questions from various people in this e-book)                 
< DOWNLOAD >   
http://www.crystalskullexplorers.com/Majestic12.pdf 
 
Special thanks to Shahiroz Walji of the MetaphysicalHub for her help with 
the special logos she has produced for the Crystal Skull Explorers and the 
Center for the Advancement of Humanity. She also has helped our center 
as our Video Producer. Check out her websites below for all the spiritual 
groups she helps and her own interviews that she has done. 
http://www.Metaphysicalhub.com /*/  http://www.Shahiroz.ca 
 


